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Preface
Network for Sustainable Ultrascale Computing (NESUS)
We are very excited to present the proceedings of the Third International Workshop on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing
Systems (NESUS 2016), a workshop created to reflect the research and cooperation activities made in the NESUS COST
Action (IC1035) (www.nesus.eu), but open to all the research community working in large/ultra-scale computing sys-
tems. It was held in Sofia (Bulgaria) on October 6-7, 2016.
The goal in scalable and sustainable technology today is to have on the one hand large parallel supercomputers, named
Exascale computers, and on the other hand, to have very large data centers with hundreds of thousands of computers
coordinating with distributed memory systems. Ultimately, NESUS idea is to have both architectures converge to solve
problems in what we call ultrascale. Ultrascale systems combine the advantages of distributed and parallel computing
systems. The former is a type of computing in which many tasks are executed at the same time coordinately to solve
one problem, based on the principle that a big problem can be divided into many smaller ones that are simultaneously
solved. The latter system, in both grid and cloud computing, uses a large number of computers organized into clusters in
a distributed infrastructure, and can execute millions of tasks at the same time usually working on independent problems
and big data. The applications of these systems and the benefits they can yield for society are enormous, according to the
researchers, who note that this type of computing will help conduct studies about genomics, new materials, simulations of
fluid dynamics used for atmospheric analysis and weather forecasts, and even the human brain and its behavior.
The goal of the NESUS Action is to establish an open European research network targeting sustainable solutions for ul-
trascale computing aiming at cross fertilization among HPC, large scale distributed systems, and big data management.
Ultrascale systems are envisioned in NESUS as large-scale complex systems joining parallel and distributed computing
systems that will be two to three orders of magnitude larger that today’s systems. The EU is already funding large scale
computing systems research, but it is not coordinated across researchers, leading to duplications and inefficiencies. The
network will contribute to glue disparate researchers working across different areas and provide a meeting ground for
researchers in these separate areas to exchange ideas, to identify synergies, and to pursue common activities in research
topics such as sustainable software solutions (applications and system software stack), data management, energy efficiency,
and resilience. Some of the most active research groups of the world in this area are members of this NESUS Action. This
Action will increase the value of these groups at the European-level by reducing duplication of efforts and providing a
more holistic view to all researchers, it will promote the leadership of Europe, and it will increase their impact on science,
economy, and society.
The scientific objective of NESUS is to study the challenges presented by the next generation of ultrascale computing sys-
tems to enhance their sustainability. These systems, which will be characterized by their large size and great complexity,
present significant challenges, from their construction to their exploitation and use. We try to analyze all the challenges
there are and see how they can be studied holistically and integrated, to be able to provide a more sustainable system. The
challenges that this type of computing poses affect aspects such as scalability, the programming models used, resilience to
failures, energy management, the handling of large volume of data, etc. One of the NESUS goals is to find the way that all
solutions that are proposed can be transmitted to user applications with the minimum possible redesign and reprogramming
effort.
The project began last March with 29 European countries, but at present consists of 39 European countries and six coun-
tries from other continents. It now involves nearly 200 scientists, almost 40% of whom are young researchers, because
one essential goal of these Actions is to promote and create an ecosystem of scientists who can work on these matters in
the European Union in the future.
This Action, which concludes in 2018, aims to produce a catalogue of open source applications that are being developed
by the members of the Action and which will serve to demonstrate new ultrascale systems and take on their main chal-
lenges. In this way, anyone will be able to use these applications to test them in their systems and demonstrate their level
of sustainability.
Prof. Jesus Carretero
University Carlos III of Madrid
NESUS Chair
December 2016
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Abstract
The speedup that can be achieved with parallel and distributed architectures is limited at least by two laws: the Amdahl’s and
Gustafson’s laws. The former limits the speedup to a constant value when a fixed size problem is executed on a multiprocessor,
while the latter limits the speedup up to its linear value for the fixed time problems, which means that it is limited by the
number of used processors. However, a superlinear speedup can be achieved (speedup greater than the number of used processors)
due to insufficient memory, while, parallel and, especially distributed systems can even slowdown the execution due to the
communication overhead, when compared to the sequential one. Since the cloud performance is uncertain and it can be influenced
by available memory and networks, in this paper we investigate if it follows the same speedup pattern as the other traditional
distributed systems. The focus is to determine how the elastic cloud services behave in the different scaled environments. We
define several scaled systems and we model the corresponding performance indicators. The analysis shows that both laws limit
the speedup for a specific range of the input parameters and type of scaling. Even more, the speedup in cloud systems follows the
Gustafson’s extreme cases, i.e. insufficient memory and communication bound domains.
Keywords Load, Distributed systems, Performance, Superlinear speedup.
I. Introduction
Cloud computing has introduced a rapid change in the way
of designing the architecture of today’s services from license-
based to as-a-service-based services [1]. The main driver was
influenced by its multitenancy, on demand elastic resources
and underlined virtualisation technology. Customers do not
buy the license to own the software service, but instead they
pay only for the period of its usage. In order to satisfy the
customers’ demands, cloud providers offer various types
of resources, usually represented as virtual machine (VM)
instances, each with specific computing, memory and storage
capacity. The customers expectation is that the performance
will follow the price.
Due to its elasticity and the linear pay-as-you-go model,
the cloud is preferred platform both for the granular and
scalable algorithms, especially if they are low communication-
intensive, such as scientific applications [2, 3]. Still, many
applications are data-intensive, and provide a high through-
put. This is a huge challenge in the cloud because the data
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transfer between the cloud compute nodes and storage is a
bottleneck [4]. Despite the additional virtualisation layer, the
superlinear speedup is also reported, both for granular [5],
and scalable application types [6].
However, despite all these benefits, the main challenge
for the customers is whether they will get the performance
proportionally to the cost. That is, whether the cloud elastic
resources comply with the Amdahl’s Law [7] for the fixed
size problems and with Gustafson’s Law [8] for the fixed
time problems. In this paper, we model several performance
indicators, to determine if both laws hold for the cloud elastic
services, each in a specific region. Although one can argue
that the web services are scalable and therefore will comply
with the Gustafson’s law only, our analysis and taxonomy
show in which scaled systems the Amdahl’s law limits the
speedup.
The rest of the paper is organised in several sections as
follows. The speedup definitions and limits in parallel and
distributed systems are described in Section II. Section III
defines a taxonomy for scaled systems in cloud, in order to
adapt the existing Amdahl’s and Gustafon’s laws for elastic
services. According to the taxonomy, Section IV models the
speeds and speedups for each scaled system for various load
regions. Despite the virtualisation layer, the cloud environ-
ment can achieve even a superlinear speedup, as discussed
in Section V. Section VI discusses further challenges. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. Background
Parallel and distributed systems offer a powerful environ-
ment that can be utilised for two main purposes: to speed
up some algorithm’s execution or to execute some big data
problems. The former is useful in order to finish with execu-
tion in proper time; for example, we need today a weather
forecast for tomorrow, and it is unusable to have it tomor-
row. Distributed systems are used to solve a problem that
cannot be even started on a single machine due to hardware
limitation. Both parallel and distributed systems have more
computing resources than a nominal single-machine or a
single-processor system. In this paper, we will denote these
systems as scaled systems.
Two main laws exist in the computer architecture, or more
broader in the parallel and distributed systems, which limit
the speedup that can be achieved, according the algorithm’s
type: Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s laws. Both laws target the
speedup, but analyse it from different perspectives.
Let’s analyze a scaled system with a scaling factor p. The
metric for measuring the performance of a scaled computing
system is the speed V(p), which defines the amount of work
W(p) performed for a period of time T(p), as presented in
(1). Another important metric is the normalised speed NV(p),
which measures the amount of work per processor per time
period, as defined in (2).
V(p) =
W(p)
T(p)
(1)
NV(p) =
V(p)
p
=
W(p)
T(p) · p (2)
To compare the scaled with a non-scaled system, one
should evaluate the speedup S(p), which is defined as a
ratio of speeds of the scaled system and the best speed in the
non-scaled system, as presented in (3).
S(p) =
V(p)
V(1)
=
W(p)/T(p)
W(1)/T(1)
(3)
The amount of work is constant for fixed-time algorithms,
which transfers (3) to (4), where T(1) denotes the execution
times of the best sequential algorithm, while T(p) the exe-
cution time of the algorithm on scaled system with scaling
factor p.
S(p) =
T(1)
T(p)
(4)
Amdahl’s Law limits the size of the problem and limits
the speedup to the value Smax(p) = 1/s, where s is the serial
part of the algorithm. As one can observe, the maximal
theoretical value for the speedup is limited and does not
depend on the number of processors. On the other side,
Gustafson reevaluated the Amdahl’s Law by showing that
a linear speedup Smax(p) = p can be achieved if a problem
is executed within a fixed time. He achieved a near linear
speedup of impressive 1000, when running a problem on
1024 cores [9].
III. A taxonomy of scaled systems
Usually both Gustafson’s and Amdahl’s laws are intended
for granular algorithms, which can be divided into many
independent sub-tasks and then scattered to a scaled system
for execution. This section presents a taxonomy that we
define for scaled systems in order to adapt both laws to be
appropriate for cloud elastic services. We are using a similar
approach for scalable algorithms, such as web services, with
an exception that in this case, the parallelisation is usually
not conducted by some API, but on the web server level.
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III.1 Deﬁnitionandclassiﬁcationofscaledsystems
LetanominalsystembeacloudsystemthatpossessesR
cloudresourcesandisloadedwithLrequests,aspresented
inFig.1a).Onewouldexpectthenominalsystemcanhandle
LamountofworkinaspeciﬁctimeperiodusingRresources.
Forexample,theloadcanberepresentedasthenumberof
requestsforsomeservicewhichishostedinagroupofVMs
thathaveatotalofRcloudcomputingresources.
Ourclassiﬁcationisbasedonscalingboththerequire-
mentsofacloudcomputingsystemandcloudresources.
Therefore,wedeﬁnetwoscalingtypesincloudcomputing:
scalingtheload(requirements)andscalingthe(cloudcom-
puting)resources.Adiferentscalingfactorcanbeusedfor
requirementsandresources. Withoutloosinggenerality,we
assumethattheresourcescanscalep>1times,whilethe
load,Ntimes.
Wewilusethenotation xRyLtodeﬁnethetaxonomy
ofscalingthecloudsystemswherex,y∈{n,s}arethe
indicatorsinfrontofeachscalingparameter.Thespresence
indicatesthatthecorrespondingparameterisscaledandn
ifitisnotscaled.Accordingtothisnotation,thenominal
systemisdeﬁnedasanon-scaledResourcesnon-scaledLoad,
anddenotedas(nRnL)system.
Ifthecustomerswanttoimprovetheperformanceofa
servicehostedinacloudsystem,theyneedtoscalethecloud
resources.Incaseofscalingtheload,therearetwopossi-
bilitiesforthecustomer:eithertoretainthecost(keepthe
samecloudresources),butdegradetheperformance,orto
scalethecloudresourcesandtoretainthesameperformance.
Consequently,wewildeﬁnethreediferentscaledsystems
whenonlyoneorbothparametersarescaledwithDeﬁni-
tions1,2,and3.Althreescaledsystemsarepresentedin
Fig.1b),c)andd).
Deﬁnition1(sRnLscaledsystem)ThesRnLscaledcloudsys-
temdenotesacloudsystemwithscaledResourcesnon-scaled
Load,thatis,asystemwithptimesmorecloudresources.
Deﬁnition2(nRsLscaledsystem)ThenRsLscaledcloudsys-
temdenotesacloudsystemwithnon-scaledResourcesscaled
Load,thatis,acloudsystemwithNtimesmoreload.
Deﬁnition3(sRsLscaledsystem)ThesRsLscaledcloudsys-
temdenotesasystemwithscaledResourcesscaledLoad,that
is,asystemwithptimesmorecloudresourcesandNtimesmore
load.
Thenextexamplesexplainthesetypesofscaledsystems.
Assumethatawebserverhostedinacloudinstancewithone
CPUcore(R=1)canhandle100clientrequests(L=100)in
acceptableresponsetime.AccordingtotheGustafson’sLaw
onewouldexpectthattheperformancewouldbedoubled
whenthesame100requestsareexecutedonaserverusing
resourceswithdoublethecapacity(sRnL).
Anotherexampleiswhenboththeloadandresourcesare
scaled,thatis,theexpectedresponsetimeof200requeststo
beexecutedonaserverwithdoubledresourcesshouldbe
thesameasthenominalcase-100requestsexecutedonone
CPUcore(sRsL).And,fornRsL,theresponsetimeshould
bedoublediftheloadisincreasedto200requests.
III.2 Expectedperformanceofscaledcloudsystems
LetPFbeafunction(5)thatreturnstheperformancePof
asystemwithspeciﬁcresourcesRandloadedwithaload
L.Then,(6)deﬁnestheexpectedperformanceforalthree
scaledsystems.
P=PF(R,L) (5)
sRnL:p·P=PF(p·R,L);
nRsL:1p·P=PF(R,p·L);
sRsL:P=PF(p·R,p·L).
(6)
Thisclassiﬁcationofscalingthesystemcanhelpindeter-
minationofperformancelimitsofasystem.
IV. Theoreticalanalysisofscaledsystems
compliancewithAmdahl’sandGustafson’slaws
Inordertoadaptbothlawsforelasticservices,thissection
introducestheworkperresourceandmodelsthespeedupfor
scaledsystemscomparedtonominal(non-scaled)systems.
IV.1 Modelingtheresourceutilization
InordertoﬁndtheresourceutilizationWwedeterminehow
muchaveragework(load)Lissenttoaparticularresource
Randcalculateitaccordingto(7)asaratiooftheloadand
thenumberofresources.Thisparametershowstheaverage
”speed”ofperformingaparticularworkperresource.To
simplifythenotation,intheremainingtextwewil use
abbreviationsomitingtheRandLidentiﬁcations,suchas
nnforthenRnLsystem.
Wnn= LR ; (7)
Next,distributeal Lrequestsingroups,suchthateach
grouphasRrequeststomapeachrequesttoaspeciﬁccom-
putingresource.Then,ineachtimeperiod,Rrequestswil
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execution. For example, although a superlinear speedup can
be achieved in a Windows Azure cloud for matrix multipli-
cation when VM instances with Windows operating system
are used, Linux VM instances achieved better performance
cost trade-off because they are cheaper.
On the other side, there is a risk of cloud resources per-
formance variation, different setup time [16], instance failure
over the time [17] and difficulty to predict the performance,
which will harden the resource provisioning [18]. Additional
problem in modeling the elastic cloud services’ behavior
is the uncertainty in cloud provisioning and VM instabil-
ity. For example, Dejun et al. [19] reported a performance
uncertainty of up to 8% in Amazon EC2.
Increasing the budget by duplicating the tasks on more
than one instance could mitigate those risks, in order to
meet the deadline [20]. Sometimes, using a bigger instance
executes the task faster, rather than waiting several minutes
for the deployment time to start another smaller, but an
appropriate instance, which reduces the turnaround time of
an activity [21].
Not all offered pricing models are linear. For example,
some providers charge the customers on hourly based policy,
while others charge some amount at the beginning plus
charge then per smaller time unit. For example, Google
charges the usage for the first 10 minutes, and then per
minute. Also, Google have recently introduced the non-linear
model by including the VM usage sustainability. All these
issues impact on choosing the appropriate scaled system for
a specific cloud elastic service.
VII. Conclusion
Cloud services are scalable and can be executed in both the
parallel and distributed systems by load balancing among the
scaled resources. This balancing reduces the amount of work
per resource, which speedups the average execution time.
Predicting and measuring the performance of such services
is very difficult because the real cloud elastic service receives
client requests with an unknown distribution probability
function. Also, they are hosted on an unpredictable resource
provisioning, which makes their modeling almost impossible.
Still, by using the upper and lower limits of the speedup, one
can compare the fairness of the pricing model.
The Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s laws set limits on the
speedup that a scaled system achieves, but usually for gran-
ular algorithms. However, even in the traditional parallel
and distributed systems, there are many cases when these
laws are disproved due to the nature of the algorithms, hard-
ware and software architecture. The uncertainty of the VM
provisioning and performance, along with many differences
between the scaling and granular algorithms, questions their
compliance with both laws. However, our modeling and
theoretical analysis showed that cloud elastic services are
compliant with both laws. Such general laws are push drivers
to enable the technologies and pull drivers that lead toward
technical innovations. This chain of push and pull drivers
makes the positive feedback that enables the overall technol-
ogy continual development.
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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is the suitability assessment of the OpenMP Accelerator Model (OMPAM) for porting a real-life
scientific application to heterogeneous platforms containing a single Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. This OpenMP extension is
supported from version 4.0 of the standard, offering an unified directive-based programming model dedicated for massively
parallel accelerators. In our study, we focus on applying the OMPAM extension together with the OpenMP tasks for a parallel
application which implements the numerical model of alloy solidification. To map the application efficiently on target hybrid
platforms using such constructs as omp target, omp target data and omp target update, we propose a decomposition of main
tasks belonging to the computational core of the studied application. In consequence, the coprocessor is used to execute the major
parallel workloads, while CPUs are responsible for executing a part of the application that do not require massively parallel
resources. Effective overlapping computations with data transfers is another goal achieved in this way. The proposed approach
allows us to execute the whole application 3.5 times faster than the original parallel version running on two CPUs.
Keywords Intel MIC, hybrid architecture, numerical modeling of solidification, heterogeneous programming, OpenMP
Accelerator Model, task and data parallelism
I. Introduction
Heterogeneous platforms combining general-purpose pro-
cessors with specialized computing accelerators (e.g., GPU
or Intel Xeon Phi) offer ample opportunities for accelerating
a wide range of applications [1]. However, realizing these
performance potentials remains a challenging issue.
A promising way to exploit capabilities of heterogeneous
platforms is the OpenMP Accelerator Model [2] offered by
the OpenMP standard, starting with version 4.0. It provides
an unified directive-based programming model encompass-
ing both CPUs and accelerators. The major advantage of
this extension is applying the same programming model
for the whole application, that allows decreasing the code
complexity and increasing its portability.
The main goal of this paper is evaluation of the OpenMP
Accelerator Model for porting a real-life scientific application
to platforms equipped with a single Intel Xeon Phi copro-
cessor. In this study, we focus on the effective utilization
of new mechanisms provided by the OpenMP 4.0 standard
for parallelization of the computational core of the studied
application. The proposed approach allows us to execute
computations 3.49x faster than the original parallel code that
uses two CPUs. This application was already studied in our
previous work [3], where we developed a methodology that
utilized the dedicated Intel Offload interface.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the OpenMP Accelerator Model, while Section
3 introduces the numerical model of solidification, which is
based on the generalized finite difference method. The next
section describes the idea of parallelizing the solidification
application on hybrid platforms with OpenMP 4.0 mecha-
nisms, while Section 5 shows performance results achieved
by the proposed approach. Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. Overview of OpenMP Accelerator Model
OpenMP is the directive-based programming standard de-
signed for programming shared-memory systems. [2]. Start-
ing with version 4.0, OpenMP provides a mechanism called
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OpenMP Accelerator Model (OMPAM in short). It aims at
simplifying the issue of programming heterogeneous com-
puting platforms with many-core accelerators such as Intel
MIC or GPU. This model assumes that a computing platform
is equipped with multiple target devices connected to the
host device.
The execution model of OMPAM is based on a host-centric
view, where the host device transfers (offloads) data and
computations to target devices before execution, using target
construct. By default, code regions offloaded to accelerators
are executed using a single thread, that can spawn multiple
threads after encountering an appropriate parallel construct.
Using accelerators requires usually to perform data trans-
fers. To reduce the total amount of allocations and dealloca-
tions of device memory, OMPOA provides target data con-
struct, which creates the data region for a device. This gives
the possibility for sharing the same data between multiple
target regions. OMPAM allows defining the data movements
between the host and the device before and after the exe-
cution of the offloaded region by using map clause. The
transfers of data are possible using the following attributes:
to, from and tofrom. These attributes allows the implicit
initialization of device buffers and determination of the di-
rection of data copying [2]. At the same time, map clause
with alloc attribute is used when the explicit allocation of
device memory is required.
Another important directive of OMPAM is target udpate.
It allows the synchronization of buffers between the host and
device environments. This construct can be used only inside
the device data region. The direction of update is specified
using two clauses: to and from, which provide the list of
synchronized buffers consistent with variables in the device
data region. Another new directive, declare target, is used to
determine regions of the source code mapped to the device,
with the resulting binaries called from the target region.
An example of source code written using the OpenMP
Accelerator Model is shown in Listing 1.
#pragma omp t a r g e t data map( to : n , B [ 0 : n ] ) \
map( a l l o c : A[ 0 : n ] , C[ 0 : n ] )
f o r ( i n t t =0; t <num_steps ; ++ t ) {
#pragma omp t a r g e t map( to : n , B [ 0 : n ] ) \
map( to : C[ 0 : n ] ) map( from : A[ 0 : n ] )
#pragma omp p a r a l l e l f o r
f o r ( i n t i =1 ; i <n−1; ++ i ) {
A[ i ]=C[ i ] ∗ ( B [ i −1] + B [ i ] + B [ i + 1 ] ) ;
}
// r e s t of code
}
Listing 1: Offloading computations in OpenMP Accelerator Model
Comparing to alternative tools that allow for programming
accelerators, OMPAM provides a reasonable support for mul-
tiple heterogeneous platforms, through a growing amount of
compilers. This increases the interest of developers in using
OpenMP as a promising way to achieve the code portability
between platforms.
III. Application: Modeling Solidification
The phase-field method is a powerful tool for solving interfa-
cial problems in materials science. It has mainly been applied
to solidification dynamics, but it has also been used for other
phenomena such as viscous fingering, and fracture dynamics.
The number of scientific papers related to the phase-field
method grows since the 90 years of XX century, reaching for
the last 7 years more than 400 positions (according to the
SCOPUS database) [4].
In the numerical example studied in this paper, a binary
alloy of Ni-Cu is considered as a system of the ideal metal
mixture in the liquid and solid phases. The numerical model
refers to the dendritic solidification process in the isother-
mal conditions with constant diffusivity coefficients for both
phases. In the model, the growth of microstructure during
the solidification is determined by solving a system of two
PDEs which define the phase content φ (Fig. 1) and concen-
tration c of the alloy dopant. The solutions of these PDEs
are obtained on the basis of the generalized finite difference
method and explicit scheme of calculations, so the resulting
numerical algorithm [3] belongs to the group of forward-in-
time iterative algorithms. In the model studied in the paper,
values of φ and c are calculated for grid nodes uniformly
distributed across a square domain. However, this model
can be also used for irregular grids.
Figure 1: Phase content for the simulated time t = 2.75× 10−3s
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Table 1: Performance results for different versions of the application
Tasks
Version Data Parallel Time Speedup
writing computing
original CPU CPU
641 min
-
32 sec
offload CPU MIC
183 min
3.49x
41 sec
OpenMP CPU MIC
187 min
3.42x
43 sec
nodes (2000 nodes along each dimension), using the Intel
icpc compiler (v.15.0.2) with optimization flag -O3.
Table 1 presents the comparison of the performance for:
(i) original CPU parallel version of the application running
on two CPUs with 18 cores each, (ii) offload-based code
for hybrid CPU-MIC platforms, developed in our previous
work [3], and (iii) the proposed version developed in this
work using OpenMP 4.0 mechanisms. Both the second and
third versions implement the proposed scheme of adapting
the solidification application to platforms with a single Intel
Xeon Phi coprocessor.
The total execution time of the original code is the sum
of the execution times necessary for performing parallel
computations and writing partial results to the file. The
proposed approach allows us to hide more than 99% of data
movements behind computations, for both the offload- and
OpenMP-based versions, and finally accelerate the whole
application of about 3.5x. Comparing the execution times
for the OpenMP- and offload-based codes, we can see a very
low difference of 2.2% in favour of the offload interface.
VI. Conclusion and Future Works
This paper shows that the OpenMP Accelerator Model is the
promising tool for porting a real-life scientific application to
heterogeneous platforms with many-core accelerators such
as Intel Xeon Phi. The performance results obtained for
the offload-based and OpenMP-based versions, executed on
the platform with a single coprocessor, confirms that the
OpenMP Accelerator Model allows achieving a quite similar
performance as the Intel Offload Model dedicated directly
for Intel MIC architectures. It is expected that the potential
of using OpenMP for current and future architectures will
be manifested for a wide range of applications.
The primary direction of our future work is to take ad-
vantage of all the computing resources (multiple CPUs and
multiple MICs) of heterogeneous platforms, for executing
the application. The OpenMP Accelerator Model will be
compared against the offload-based [5] and hStreams-based
[6, 7] solutions, taking into account both the performance
and productivity. We plan to explore new features avail-
able in version 4.5 of OpenMP [8], since version 4.0 does
not provides the asynchronous offload mechanisms, which
are necessary for the efficient utilization of all the resources
available in such multi-device heterogeneous platforms.
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Abstract
In this paper we analyze the feasibility of using renewable energy for powering a data center located on the 60th parallel north.
We analyze the workload energy consumption and the cost-energy trade-off related to available wind and solar energy sources.
A wind and solar power model is built based on real weather data for three different geographical locations, and The available
monthly and annual renewable energy is analyzed for different scenarios and compared with the energy consumption of a
simulated data center. We show the impact different data center sizes have on the coverage percentage of renewables, and we
discuss the competitiveness of constructing datacenters in different geographical location based on the results.
Keywords Green energy, datacenter, simulation, geographical locations
I. Introduction
The global energy price and tighter restrictions on energy
production has led to a higher utilization of green energy,
which is produced from completely carbon neutral sources.
One of the latest trends in reducing the carbon footprint
of data centers is powering the datacenters with renewable
sources of energy. This course is being encouraged by the
advances of renewable technologies and continuously de-
creasing renewable energy costs. Renewable energy sources
have become an interesting option for large scale server
farms, and initiatives such as Google Green1 and Facebook
Sustainability2 have been taken to decrease the carbon foot-
print both for ecological and monetary reasons. Recently, the
location of large scale server farms has shifted to the nordic
countries above the 60th parallel because of a cooler climate,
which in turn reduces the cooling costs for such datacenters.
The energy required for computation and the infrastructure
must, however, be delivered from the electric grid, preferably
generated by renewable energy. This poses a challenges for
northern countries because of the large variation in available
solar energy throughout the year. While the summer period
provides from 18 to 20 hours of sunlight, the winter period
provides merely a few hours – this from a very shallow an-
gle of reflection. The lack solar energy can be compensated
with other sources such as wind energy, but the total cost of
1https://www.google.com/green/
2https://sustainability.fb.com/en/
powering the data center must be sufficiently low in order to
stay competitive to other geographical locations.
We present in this paper a thorough analysis of the fea-
sibility of powering large scale datacenters in geographical
locations above the 60th parallel north with renewable energy.
The analysis contains simulations of different datacenters ex-
ecuting various workloads and the requirements in green
energy production for different geographical locations. In
contrast to previous work we compare different geograph-
ical locations in terms of both available renewable energy
and required datacenter capacity for satisfying the end user.
We also provide an a competitiveness factor between differ-
ent geographical locations for the feasibility of powering a
datacenter with renewable energy sources.
II. Related Work
Real implementations of green data centers. Researchers
at Rutgers University [9] present Parasol and GreenSwitch, a
research platform for a green data center prototype. It con-
sists of GreenSwitch software running over a real hardware
data center, Parasol. Its aim is reducing the total data center
cost by properly managing workloads and available energy
sources for maximum benefits. It also studies the space re-
quirements and capital costs of self-generation with wind
and solar energy. Similarly, [18] presents Blink, a physical
implementation of using intermittent power to supply a clus-
ter of 10 laptops by two micro wind turbines and two solar
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panels, supported by small 5-minute energy buffer batteries.
HP Labs has built a 4 servers data center partially powered
by solar panels [6]. The data center is powered by the grid
when no solar energy is available. In contrast to these real
implementations, we simulate different scenarios to adapt
different data center sizes and workload, with thousands of
physical and virtual machines. Thus, we have a broader view
of the impact they have on the amount of required renewable
energy.
Simulators for green data centers. Michael Brown and
Jose Renau present ReRack [2], an extensible simulation in-
frastructure that can be used to evaluate the energy cost of
a data center using renewable energy sources. It also in-
cludes an optimization module to find the best combination
of renewable sources that minimize cost. Yanwei Zhang et
al [24] have developed GreenWare, a middleware system
that conducts dynamic request dispatching to maximize the
percentage of renewable energy used to power a network
of distributed data centers, based on the time-varying elec-
tricity prices and availabilities of renewable energy in their
geographical locations. It also considers different prices per
kWh solar and wind energy have in different geographical
data center locations, distributing the workload accordingly
for lowest overall cost possible. In our study, instead, we do
not develop a simulator but focus on studying the relation be-
tween quantity of renewable energy sources and data center
energy consumption for a certain coverage with renewable.
We take into consideration different workload scenarios.
Managing the workload in green data centers. Rutgers
University proposes GreenSlot [8], a parallel batch job sched-
uler for a data center powered by a solar panel and the
electrical grid (as a backup). It can predict the amount of
solar energy that will be available in the near future, and
schedules the workload to maximize the renewable energy
consumption up to 117% while meeting the jobs’ deadlines.
Likewise, GreenHadoop [10], a GreenSlot successor, rep-
resents a MapReduce framework seeking to maximize the
renewable energy consumption within the jobs’ time bounds.
Ghamkhari et. al. [7] offer an optimization-based workload
distribution framework for Internet and cloud computing
data centers with behind-the-meter renewable generators in
order to save energy. This is achieved by better resource
utilization taking into account several impacting factors like
computer servers’ power consumption profiles, data center’s
power usage effectiveness, availability of renewable power at
different locations, price of electricity at different locations.
Aksanli et al. [1] design a new data center job scheduling
methodology that effectively leverages green energy predic-
tion, which enables the scaling of the number of jobs to the
expected energy availability. They develop a discrete event-
based simulation platform for applying this methodology
in a data center consisting of hundreds of servers. Liu et
al. [14] evaluate the impact of geographical load balancing
and the role of storage in decreasing the brown energy costs.
The authors also suggest the optimal mix of renewables to
power Internet-scale systems using (nearly) entirely renew-
able energy. They use homogeneous servers and 1 week
HP Labs workload traces, while we base our simulations on
heterogeneous sets of servers and a more generalized work-
load trace, which is automatically generated by uniformly
distributed time, duration and type of the user requests.
Beside this, their selected data center countries represent
locations with high solar energy production, but we give
contribute in studying the renewable energy capacity on the
60th parallel north where sun intermittent nature is more
significant. Workload management is not part of our analysis
in this paper but we plan to address it in our future work.
Furthermore, our simulation input parameters are intended
to resemble real data centers as closely as possible in terms
of size and power, and provides clear guidelines for green
data centers’ designers.
Managing energy sources for green data centers. Re-
searchers at University of Florida, IDEAL Lab, propose
iSwitch [13], a novel dynamic load power tuning scheme
for managing intermittent renewable energy sources. The
study introduces a renewable energy utilization (REU) met-
ric, defined as (PL / PR) x 100%, where PL is the amount
of renewable power utilized by the load and PR is the to-
tal renewable power generation. Instead, we study another
parameter called Minimal Percentage Supply (MPS) which
is the percentage of total energy consumption that can be
driven by available renewable energy, given as renewable
energy divided by energy consumption converted in percent-
age.
Studies on battery usage in data centers have also been
conducted by [23],[11], [22] to optimize the energy manage-
ment and minimize the energy cost. This study does not
include the usage battery as an energy storage, but initiates a
discussion on the impact of energy storage to the cost model
and how to integrate such a factor when modelling a data
center.
III. Available renewable energy
In our study, we consider renewable energy produced by
wind turbines and solar panels. To simulate the system
and analyze the results, we must first model both the con-
sumption and production rate of our datacenter and energy
sources. Since the weather and the season directly influ-
ences the production of renewable energy, we must utilize a
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weathermodeltopredicttheproductionrate. Wemustalso
useasimulationenvironmentrealisticenoughtoaccurately
modeltheenergyconsumptionofadatacenter.
Forthiswehavechosenthreegeographicalydistributed
locationsforinvestigatingthefeasibilitystudyofusingre-
newableenergy. FirstlywechoseTurku,Finlandat60◦
latitudeasourreferencebecauseoftheincreasedinterestin
constructingdatacentersinnortherncountries.Secondlywe
choseCrete,Greeceat35◦latitudebecauseofitstypicaly
solarintensesouthernEuropeanclimate. Andthirdlywe
selected,Ilorin,Nigeriaat8.5◦latitudetocovertheequa-
torialextremepoint. Foreachoftheselocationsweare
goingtoanalyzethegenerationofrenewableenergyusing
solar-andwindpower.Inthissectionwedescribethetotal
amountofrenewableenergyproducedinoneyearforour
chosengeographicallocation,andinSectionVwecompare
theproductionofenergytotheconsumption.
Datacolection Wecolectedtheweatherdatafromdif-
ferentsources.TheweatherdataforFinlandwascolected
fromaweatherstationlocatedatÅboAkademiUniversityin
Turku,Finland[3].Sensorsinthisweatherstation[12]mea-
sureavarietyofmeteorologicaldata,includingwindspeed
anddirection,temperature,humidity,barometricpressure,
rainandsolarradiation.
For the non-local geographical locations,
we colected the solar radiation data from
❤ ♣✿✴✴♦❧❛❞✲♥❡✳❣❢❝✳♥❛❛✳❣♦✈✴.Thewebsitecontains
freelyavailabledatafromsolarradiationsuchasvarious
formsofradiationdataandtheenergyintensitymeasuredby
pyranometerswhicharecompatiblewiththeweatherdata
fromtheFinnishlocation. Aldataissampledbyatleast
thegranularityofonehour.Fordescribingtheproduction
rateofasolarpanel,weacquirethedatacontainingthe
solarpowerradianceonahorizontal1m2solarpanel,and
wecalculatedtheproducedpowerin Watsdescribelater
inourpower model. Weacquiredthelocalwindspeed
datafromthesameweatherstationinTurku[3],andfrom
❤ ♣✿✴✴♠❡♦♥❡✳❛❣♦♥✳✐❛ ❛❡✳❡❞✉✴forthenon-local
data.Thewindspeeddatawasconvertedtometer/seconds
[m/s]fromthenon-localweatherdatainordertomatch
withthelocalweatherdata.Aldataissampledbyatleast
thegranularityofonehour.
III.1 Solarpowermodel
Thesolarpowermodelisconstructedbyanalyzingthesolar
radiationobtainedfromtheweatherdata,andbyconsidering
thefolowingtrigonometricalaspectsoftheradiationangle
andpracticalaspectsofthesolarpanel:
•Angletilt:Thepowerincidentonasolarpaneldepends
notonlyonthepowercontainedinthesunlight,but
alsoontheanglebetweenthemoduleandthesun.Re-
ferringto[4],wecalculatetheoptimalangleatwhich
asolararrayshouldbetiltedinordertoachievemaxi-
mumenergythroughtheyear.Diferentgeographical
locationswithdiferentlatitudeareoperatingoptimaly
usingdiferentangletiltwithrespecttothehorizontal
plane.Inalcasesweassumedthattheangletiltisﬁxed
throughouttheyearforalgeographicallocations,but
weassumethatthesolararraytracksthesunonthe
verticalaxis(easttowest).Equation1showsthepower
generationofa1m2solarpanelas:
Psolar=Psolar_h×sin(α+β)/sin(α) (1)
where Psolar_histhesolarradianceinthehorizontal
planewealreadyhavefromweatherdata,αisthesun
elevationanglethroughtheyearandβisthetiltangle
ofthemodulemeasuredfromhorizontalplane,45◦.The
valueforαiscalculatedaccordingtoEquation2:
α=90−φ+δ (2)
whereφisthelatitude(60◦)andδisthedeclination
anglecomputedinEquation3as:
δ=23.45◦×sin[360×(284+d)/365] (3)
wheredisthedayoftheyear.
•Solarpanelefﬁciency:isthepercentageofthesunlight
energythatisactualytransformedintoelectricitybe-
causeoflimitationsinthesolarpanelcels. Today’s
solarpaneltechnology(multi-crystalinesilicon)efﬁ-
ciencyvaluevariesfrom15%upto18%–whichisthe
recordof2015[19].Therefore,wemultiplyalhourly
solarenergyvalueswiththecoefﬁcient0.18inorderto
achieverealisticdata.
•Solarinverterefﬁciency:istheefﬁciencyoftheinverter
connectedbetweenthesolarpanelcelsandtheAC
grid. Accordingto[20],theaveragecoefﬁcientofthe
DC-ACpowerconvertingtodayis95%.Thus,wetake
thisvalueintoaccounttoassureaccurateandrealistic
powervalues.
III.2 Windpowermodel
Thewindpowermodeldescribesthepowergenerationfrom
thewindturbinesinthesystem.Toproducethewinden-
ergywehavechosenaHY1000[21],5bladewindturbine
generatingapeakoutputpowerof1200 W. Wechosethis
modelbecauseofitsavailabilityonthemarketandbecause
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of its suitable size for our datacenter. The wind power model
is constructed by taking into consideration the following key
features:
• Wind turbine power curve: According to the power profile
in the technical specifications, we constructed the math-
ematical model of power as a function of wind speed.
Equation 4 describes the power production of a wind
turbine as follows:
Pwind = 1151× exp(−((windspeed − 14.28)/6.103)2)
(4)
where windspeed is the wind speed in [m/s]. The param-
eters in Equation 4 were obtained by using curve fitting
tools in Matlab.
• Wind inverter efficiency: according to [5], wind turbine
power converters typically reach an efficiency of 95%.
Thus, we multiply this value with the prediction of the
power model to provide a more accurate and realistic
model.
Finally, the total renewable power model is given as:
Prenewable = Psolar + Pwind (5)
which is simply the sum of the total solar and total wind pro-
duction. As a result of the above processing and calculations,
we have available total renewable (solar and wind) energy
information in hourly granularity for the whole year.
IV. Renewable Energy Analysis
To illustrate the impact of the weather conditions on the re-
newable energy production, we used the previously defined
power models for the wind turbine and solar panels to cal-
culate the total sum of the produced energy for each month
of the year. The weather data was collected at the following
points in time:
Figure 1: Solar energy produced by 1 m2 solar panel in three
geographical locations during one year
Finland: January 1, 2012 – December 31 2012
Greece: January 1, 2006 – December 31 2006
Nigeria: January 1, 2011 – December 31 2011
Even though the data origins from different years, we assume
that the average over one year will provide a sufficiently ac-
curate and comparable result. Figure 1 shows the energy
production of a 1 m2 solar panel in Finland, Greece and Nige-
ria Figure 2 shows the energy production of one 1200W wind
turbine, and Figure 3 shows the total sum of both energy
sources throughout one year in each location.
The very predictable weather in Ilorin, Nigeria shows an
almost constant solar energy production in Figure 1. Since
all days throughout the year is approximately 12h, there is
only a slight difference between winter and summer months.
The low point is in July due to weather conditions such as
rainy seasons with an extensive cloud coverage. In Crete,
Greece, the 35◦latitude and solar intensity provides a large
but varying energy production. The winter months in Greece
provide far less sunlight than the summer months, and have
therefore a lower energy production than Nigeria. However,
the days in the summer months are longer, and the solar
energy produced in one day exceeds the energy productions
of Nigeria even if the intensity of the solar radiation is larger
in Nigeria. The most varying results are measured in the
Finnish location. The winter months produce almost no
solar energy because of a very short time of sunlight during
the day. On the other hand, during the summer the solar
energy production can exceed both Greece and Nigeria; in
this case during May and June because of the long duration
of sunlight during the day. Table 1 finally shows the energy
values in kWh for each of these extreme points for total, solar
and wind energy.
Also the wind speed is relatively constant in Nigeria
throughout the year as seen in Figure 2. The wind speed is
relatively low in most months with the exception of a slight
increase during August and September. The wind speed in
Greece is, on the other hand, very strong in the early months
Figure 2: Wind energy produced by a 1200W wind turbine in three
geographical locations during one year
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Figure3:CombinationofSolar-andwindenergyproducedinthree
geographicallocationsduringoneyear
Table1:Totalrenewable,solar-andwindenergy(kWh)extreme
monthsvalues,from1m2solarpanelanda1200Wwindturbine
Minmonth Minenergy Maxmonth Maxenergy
Finland
Solar Dec. 1.89 May 83.34
Wind Dec. 48.71 Mar. 126.36
Total Dec. 50.6 May 182.52
Greece
Solar Dec. 15.75 Jul 67.12
Wind Nov. 29.12 Feb. 138.80
Total Nov. 47.21 Feb 158.83
Nigeria
Solar Jul. 37.98 Mar. 54.78
Wind Jan. 18.90 Sep. 44.85
Total Jul. 56.38 Sep 83.45
oftheyear,alsoseeninFigure2,withamaximuminFebru-
ary.Thishighwindspeedcausesalmostapossible140kWh
ofenergytobeproducedwiththeaforementionedwind
turbine.Itisabout7xhigherthanNigeriaandalmosttwice
ashighastherelatedwindproductioninFinland.During
thesummermonth,thewindproductioninGreeceislower
andhitstheminimumabout4xlowerthanthewindpro-
ductioninFebruary.ThewindspeedinFinlandistypicaly
morerandomized,withaslightdecreaseduringthesummer
monthsasseeninFigure2. Overalthoughtheyear,the
windenergygenerationishighestinFinlandcomparedto
theotherlocations,evenduringsummermonths.
Withthisdata,wewilanalyzetheextrememonthsof
maximumand minimum windandsolarenergyas we
intendtoinvestigatethefeasibilityofusingrenewable
energysourcesduringoneyear. Furthermore,thedata
usedtobuildthis modelcanbeappliedtootherloca-
tionsbyconsideringdiferentinputvaluesoflatitudeand
weathercharacteristicsfortheselectedareawithoutmod-
ifyingthecore method. Al dataisfreelyavailableat:
❤ ♣✿✴✴❞♦✐✳♦❣✴✶✵✳✺✷✽✶✴③❡♥♦❞♦✳✶✺✹✹✵✶
V. Energyconsumption
Toaccountforaltheatributesincludedincausingenergy
consumptioninadatacenter,weusedanalreadymadesim-
ulationenvironment,
Systemsimulation Weperformedthesimulationsusing
thePhilharmonicsimulatordevelopedbyViennaUniversity
ofTechnology,freelyavailableat[15].Itisanopensource
cloudsimulatorusedtocalculateenergyconsumptionand
electricitycostsfordatacenters.Thesimulatoralowsthe
usertoinputconﬁgurationparameterssuchasthenumber
ofphysicalmachines(PM),virtualmachines(VM)andin-
ternalspeciﬁcationparameterssuchasclockspeed,RAM
sizeetc.VirtualMachinesarevirtualentitiesrunningover
thephysicalmachinesandperformingworkloadtasks.The
cloudcontrolalgorithmdecidesonschedulingtheworkload
usingVMmigrationsandfrequencyscalingofthephysical
machinestocontrolthepowerdissipation3.Theworkloadis
modeledwithuserrequestsuniformlydistributedintime
andduration[17].Figure4ilustratestheoverviewofthe
Philharmonicsimulator.Agivenworkloadandcloudserver
setingsaretakenasinputafterwhichthetoolsimulatesthe
schedulingoftheworkloadonthedeﬁnedservercloud.
Figure4:ThePhilharmonicsimulatorusesacloudserversetupand
adeﬁnedworkloadtocalculatepowerdissipation,cost,utilization
andotherparametersasafunctionoftime
Weused3diferentdatacentersizestoobservethepro-
portionbywhichtheyimpactenergyconsumption.ThePMs
areconﬁgureswith1-4CPUcoresand16-32GBRAM,to
modelaheterogeneousinfrastructure.EachVMisconﬁg-
uredtohaveoneCPUcoreand4-16GBamountofRAMto
varyresourceutilizationovertime.Theworkloadconsistsof
userrequeststobehandledbyVMs.Theuserrequestsare
3ThepowermodelofthePhilharmonicsimulatorwasdevelopedduring
aNESUSSTSMatTUWienMay2015andistoappearinIEEETransactions
2016
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generated randomly by uniformly distributing the creation
time and their duration. Each of the requests can either ask
for a new VM to be booted or an existing one to be deleted.
The specifications of the requested VMs were modelled by
normally distributing each resource type, i.e 4-16 GB of RAM.
Further details on the simulator can be found in [16] and
[17].
The total duration of the simulation was set to 1 week,
with 1 hour step size in order to be compatible with the en-
ergy production data. The simulation step size was selected
based on the available weather data input of solar and wind
energy, so that we can compare hourly available renewable
and consumed energy. Finally, the cloud control algorithm
decides on the suitable VM migrations and frequency scaling
of the physical machines to make the scenario as realistic as
possible. The best cost fit frequency scaling (BCFFS) cloud
controller described in [17] was used.
Consumed energy We defined input scenarios of 500 to
2500 PMs in the Philharmonic simulator, with a step size of
1000 PMs. The number of virtual machines was chosen 2 fold
the number of physical machines for each simulation in order
to replicate a realistic scenario. We replicate results of one
week for every week of the year, assuming that the workload
weekly pattern is homogeneously distributed over the year.
As a result, Table 2 shows the total energy consumption for
3 server scenarios during one week and one year.
Table 2: Weekly and annual energy consumption (kWh) of different
data center configurations
Nr. nr. PMs nr. VMs weekly energy annual energy
1 500 1000 2425 126500
2 1500 3000 7285 380200
3 2500 5000 12146 634000
VI. Minimal Percentage Supply
With a model of both energy production (in Section III) and
energy consumption (in Section V), we evaluate different
scenarios to investigate the feasibility of using renewable
energy sources in different geographical locations. We give
the notion of a new metric Minimal Percentage Supply (MPS),
used to determine the data center energy coverage provided
from 1 single turbine and 1 m2 solar panel. Furthermore,
we build a quantity model describing the number of wind
turbines and solar panels needed to obtain a certain energy
Table 3: MPS annual, maximal and minimal months values in
percentage
Scenario Nr. 1 2 3
Finland
Annual MPS(%) 1.17 0.39 0.23
May MPS(%) 1.88 0.62 0.38
December MPS(%) 0.52 0.17 0.10
Greece
Annual MPS(%) 1.01 0.34 0.20
May MPS(%) 1.16 0.39 0.23
December MPS(%) 0.54 0.18 0.11
Nigeria
Annual MPS(%) 0.70 0.23 0.14
May MPS(%) 0.68 0.23 0.14
December MPS(%) 0.70 0.23 0.14
coverage in a certain location. MPS is calculated as:
MPS =
RenewableEnergyProduction(kWh)
TotalEnergyConsumption(kWh)
× 100% (6)
When comparing the energy production with the energy
consumption, we determine the MPS value for each data
center setting. Table 3 presents the annual, Maximum and
Minimum MPS values when applying the respective energy
values to Equation 6. The results from Table 3 indicate that
the order of magnitude for powering such a datacenter is
roughly between 102 and 103.
We further analyze Scenario 2 datacenter with different
MPS values. The MPS of 100%, 75% and 50% for a datacenter
of size according to Scenario 2 is illustrated in Figures 5
and 6. The figures illustrate the requirements in both solar
and wind power, and various combinations for all three
geographical locations. Figure 5 shows the results from May
month, since it is the best case scenario for our reference
location: Finland. As seen in Figure 5, the least amount
of solar or wind power sources are required in Finland to
meet the MPS constraints compared to Greece and Nigeria.
For example, for an equal distribution of solar- and wind
energy a MPS of 75% can be achieved in Finland, while the
same configuration only provides 50% MPS in Greece. This
is due to the long duration of sunlight in Finland during
the summer months in combination with moderate wind
production throughout the year.
Figure 6 shows the same MPS configurations as in Figure
5 but for the worst-case month in Finland: December. Since
the duration of sunlight during the day is very limited, a
very large amount of solar panels are needed to cover the
MPS of the Scenario 2 datacenter. For MPS values over 75%,
more than 104 m2 of solar panels are needed, which is orders
of magnitude more than both Nigeria and Greece. Combin-
ing solar power with wind power decreases the number of
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Figure 5: MPS of 100%, 75% and 50% for three geographical
locations in May month
required panels, and half an order of magnitude is decreased
for a 50/50 configuration. However, with the limited amount
of sunlight in December, Finland is only competitive with
Greece and Nigeria when using a significantly larger amount
of wind turbines.
Figure 7 finally shows the MPS for the annual average
Figure 6: MPS of 100%, 75% and 50% for three geographical
locations annually
Figure 7: MPS of 100%, 75% and 50% for three geographical
locations in December month
energy productions from solar- and wind power. Similarly
to the previous figures, the MPS values for 100%, 75% and
50% coverage is shown for all three geographical locations.
On an annual average all three locations have the same or-
der of magnitude in energy production, but a few details
differ. With the predictable and high intensity sunlight in
Nigeria, the annual average energy production from solar
power is higher than the wind power. Greece has a more bal-
anced annual energy generation from solar- and wind power.
For example using 150 solar panels and 450 wind turbines
reaches 100% MPS in Greece while the same configuration
in Nigeria results in only 50% MPS. Lastly, Figure 7 shows
that Finland reaches the MPS coverage faster than the other
locations on an annual basis only if the ratio solar-to-wind is
about 1:2.
As seen in the table, there is a 3 fold difference between
minimal and maximal MPS values, which clearly indicates
different operational costs for producing the same amount
of renewable energy during different times of the year. Ob-
viously, we need more physical resources, i.e wind turbines
and solar panels, in December to produce same amount of
energy compared to May.
VII. Conclusions
In this paper we analyzed the feasibility on competitive-
ness of powering datacenters with renewable energy at
60◦latitude. The energy production on different geographi-
cal locations was determined by an energy model based on
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realweatherdatafromthreegeographicaldiferentlocations,
andtheenergyconsumptionofdiferentdatacenterswas
simulatedonahourlybasisforoneyear.Inordertomea-
suretherenewablecoverageovertheenergyconsumption
ofadatacenteranewmetricisintroduced,caledMinimal
PercentageSupply(MPS).Webuiltamodelforrelatingthe
quantitybetweensolar-andwindenergysourcesinorderto
achieveacertainMPScoveragewithrenewables.
Resultsindicatethatthegeographicallocationinﬂuences
heavilytheutilizationofrenewableenergy;fornorthernlat-
itudes,energyproducedfromonlysolarenergyisfeasible
duringthesummermonths,butprobablyinsufﬁcientduring
thewintermonthsbecauseofthelowamountofsunlight
duringtheday.ToachievecompetitiveMPSona60◦northern
latitudeonanannualbasis,theratioofsolar-to-windenergy
mustbeabout1:2. Howeverduringthesummermonths,
competitive(orhigher)MPSisachievedon60◦latitudeloca-
tionindependentofthesolar-to-windratioandusing30-40%
lessenergygenerators.DuringthewintermonthsinFinland,
thelackofsunlightnaturalydeemssolarpowerhighlyinef-
ﬁcient,andacompetitiveMPSvalueisonlyachievedwitha
solar-to-windratioofroughly1:1.5.Also,duringthewinter
monthsinFinland1.3xtheamountpowergeneratorsmust
beinstaledinordertoreachthesamepowergenerationas
thesummermonthsinFinland.
Usingthisinformationdatacenterdesignerscandetermine
thefeasibilityandcostefﬁciencyofconstructingdatacenters
poweredbyrenewableenergyonanorthernlatitude.
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Abstract
The modern high-performance computing systems (HPCS) are composed of hundreds of thousand computational nodes. An
effective resource allocation in HPCS is a subject for many scientific research investigations. Many programming models for
effective resources allocation have been proposed. The main purpose of those models is to increase the parallel performance
of the HPCS. This paper investigates the efficiency of parallel algorithm for resource management optimization based on
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) metaheuristic while solving a package of NP-complete problems on multi-processor platform.In
order to achieve minimal parallelization overhead in each cluster node, a multi-level hybrid programming model is proposed that
combines coarse-grain and fine-grain parallelism. Coarse-grain parallelism is achieved through domain decomposition by message
passing among computational nodes using Message Passing Interface (MPI) and fine-grain parallelism is obtained by loop-level
parallelism inside each computation node by compiler-based thread parallelization via Intel TBB. Parallel communications
profiling is made and parallel performance parameters are evaluated on the basis of experimental results.
Keywords High-Performance Computing, Parallel Programming Model, Parallel Performance, Parallel Algorithm
I. Introduction
There are many open research problems in the field of high-
performance computing systems (HPCS) studied extensively
in many scientific research investigations. These systems
are composed of hundreds or thousands of computational
nodes and combine several technologies - hardware, software,
networking and programming to solve advanced problems
and performing experimental research work.
Most often the HPCS are used for high-throughput com-
puting in time-sharing mode as well as for running complex
parallel applications in space-sharing mode. One of the main
challenges in HPC is to achieve highest possible system per-
formance for a given application at optimal load balance and
utilization of the available computational resources on the
HPC platform. This causes the problem of effective resource
management.
The resource management system is responsible for al-
location of computing resources for extraordinary use and
also to determine an optimal job or task scheduling for a
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given system topology. An effective resource allocation and
scheduling in HPCS is a subject of many scientific research
investigations. The problem is well known as NP-complete
[1], [2] and a number of approaches to different aspects of
this problem can be found in the research literature. Also,
many programming models have been proposed during the
years. The main purpose of these models is to increase the
parallel performance of HPCS. Currently, most of the HPC
systems are based on conventional sequential programming
languages as C, C++, FORTRAN. In order to achieve bet-
ter parallel performance, the flat parallel programing model
with message passing in distributed memory systems, sup-
ported by the MPI standard [3] and parallel programming
model with multithreading in shared memory systems using
the OpenMP programming interface [4] have been included
as template libraries. The main disadvantages of the parallel
programing based on conventional programming language
are: process synchronization, deadlocks, workload balancing,
and thread concurrency. In order to achieve better parallel
performance, a parallel programming model must combine
the distributed memory parallelization on the node inter-
connect with the shared memory parallelization inside of
each node.
In order to improve this situation, Intel provides a range of
tools specifically designed to help developers in parallelizing
their applications. Three sets of complementary models for
multithreading programming in shared memory systems are
supported by Intel: Intel Cilk Plus, Intel Threading Build-
ing Blocks (Intel TBB) and Intel Array Building Blocks (Intel
ArBB). The main purpose of those models is to increase the re-
liability, portability, scalability and the parallel performance
of the application during the multithreading execution [5],
[6].
The complexity class of decision problems NP-complete
can be used as a pattern for benchmarking and parallel per-
formance evaluation of multi-core and multi-machine archi-
tectures. Parallel versions of several NP-complete problems,
such as N-Queens Problem, Travelling Salesman Problem,
Sam-Loyd Puzzle etc., will be proposed in order to determi-
nate the overall parallel performance of the system.
The paper investigates the efficiency of parallel algorithm
for resource management optimization. It is proposed a
metaheuristic approach based on swarm optimization with
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [7] to solve the resource alloca-
tion problem for multi-core platform. The experimental work
is based on the efficiency analysis of the proposed resource
allocation scheme when solving of a package of three well
known NP-complete problems - N-Queen, Travelling Sales-
man and Sam-Loyd Puzzle on homogeneous multi-processor
platforms. Programmatically, the proposed scheme is im-
plemented on the basis of multi-level hybrid parallel com-
putational model using Intel TBB [8] and MPI [3] libraries.
This model combines coarse-grain and fine-grain parallelism.
Coarse-grain parallelism is achieved through domain decom-
position by message passing among computational nodes
using Message Passing Interface (MPI) and fine-grain par-
allelism is obtained by loop-level parallelism inside each
computation node by compiler-based thread parallelization
via Intel TBB.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview
of the resource scheduling problem is presented in Section
II with discussing some related works. In Section III, the
proposed resource allocation scheme, based on ABC meta-
heuristics and its parallel implementation is presented. An
experimental results and summary are offered in Section IV.
II. Related work
The resource management optimization problem has been
studied extensively in the parallel and distributed comput-
ing literature for more than two decades. Many studies
have been done in the field in order to effectively utilize
the costly high performance computing platforms. Most
of the advanced resource management systems are vendor-
specific, but often they do not comply with specific features
of a particular computing platform. Thus, they are not well
optimized to provide efficient management to reach the re-
quired for a given parallel application performance of the
implementation.
A variety of policies, strategies, schemes and algorithms
have been proposed, developed, analyzed and implemented
in a number of studies. These works investigate the problem
in terms of diverse target HPC platforms. The most com-
mon researches are done in the field of high performance
distributed computing with cluster, grid and cloud comput-
ing systems. Regardless of the conceptual closeness of these
systems, the strategies for an optimal reserving of comput-
ing resources, effective load balance and resource utilization
are different. Also, the resources that each parallel applica-
tion for distributed processing requires can be very different
from one to other and this raised the problem of finding an
optimal job and tasks schedule for a given set of parallel
resources. Taking into account the specific architectural, sys-
tem and communication characteristics of a given parallel
computer platform, finding an optimal solution of resource
management task is further complicated.
The parallel resource scheduling problem is known to be
NP-hard [1], [2]. It is usually solved by various heuristic and
meta-heuristics algorithmic schemes [9], [10] depending on
the homogeneity of the parallel system and the scheduling
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method applied - static (off-line) or dynamic (on-line) one.
Also, there are several exact algorithms with the goal to solve
small to medium size problems to optimality [11], [12].
In the schemes with static scheduling it assumes that the
total number of parallel executing tasks, as well the duration
of each task is known in advance. The decision concerning
computational resource allocation and task assignment is
made at the start of the job execution. Because the execu-
tion time for a task is dependent on the input data, static
scheduling carries some degree of uncertainty. This leads to
unbalanced load, which leads to longer parallel execution
time and low system resource utilization. With dynamic
scheduling, the number of computational resources allocated
to a job may vary during the execution. Also, the task as-
signment to the allocated resources takes place during the
execution of a job. As pointed out in [13], dynamic schedul-
ing policies are complementary to static policies in both their
advantages and drawbacks. Because they are implemented
at the execution time, dynamic policies usually incur in high
run-time overhead, which may lead to a degradation of per-
formance. Since decisions are made during job execution,
scheduling should be based on simple and constant time
heuristics. On the other hand, dynamic scheduling mecha-
nisms exhibit an adaptive behavior, which leads to a high
degree of load balancing.
In [14] the resource scheduling problem is explored in
terms of real-time jobs executing on heterogeneous clusters.
Heterogeneity in the parallel systems introduces an addi-
tional degree of complexity because, in addition to the prob-
lem of deciding when and how many computing resources
to allocate, scheduling policies have also to deal with the
choice among processor nodes of different speeds and also
with reliability issues and tasks independency in parallel
jobs. The proposed heuristic dynamic scheduling scheme
(reliability-driven algorithm (DRCD)) for a various cluster
sizes (between 4 and 18 machines) has been experimentally
tested on a real world application DSP [15] as well as syn-
thetic workloads, based on binary trees [16], lattices [17] and
random graphs [18].
The problem of resource management in large many-
core systems is addressed in [19], where a novel resource-
management scheme that supports so-called malleable ap-
plications is proposed. These applications can adopt their
level of parallelism to the assigned resources. [19] design a
scalable decentralized scheme that copes with the computa-
tional complexity by focusing on local decision-making. The
proposed algorithm is tested via simulation experiments on
different system sizes ranging from 5x5 to 32x32 cores and
synthetically generated workload consisting of 16, 32 and 64
parallel applications that is generated using the widely used
Downey model [20].
Many papers have been published to address the prob-
lem of resource allocation in Grid computing environments.
Some of the proposed algorithms are modifications or exten-
sions to the traditional distributed systems resource alloca-
tion algorithms. A survey of job scheduling and resource
management algorithms in Grid computing can be found in
[21] where various algorithms are compared on various pa-
rameters like distributed, hierarchical, centralized, response
time, load balancing, and resource utilization. The experi-
ments were conducted via simulations with help of GridSim
for number of jobs varied from 50 to 300.
In [22] resource-aware hybrid scheduling algorithm for
different type of application: batch jobs and workflows are
proposed. The performance tests are conducted in a realistic
setting of CloudSim tool [23] with respect to load-balancing,
cost savings, dependency assurance for workflows and com-
putational efficiency. Multimedia applications that consist in
both independent tasks and tasks with dependencies (work-
flows), and are both CPU intensive (they process a large
amount of data) and I/O intensive (they access remote data)
are used as test case scenarios. The experiments are per-
formed with a 1000 tasks, 1000 Processing Elements and 10
Virtual Machines.
III. Parallel Implementation of Resource
Management Optimization Algorithm
An effective resource utilization of the modern high perfor-
mance computing (HPC) platforms is a subject for many sci-
entific research investigations. The resource management op-
timization for those platforms is an essential part for optimal
resource allocation while solving NP hard problems. An ef-
fective resource management algorithm strongly determines
the overall parallel performance of the high-performance
computing system. The proposed algorithm for resource
management optimization in multi-core and multi-machine
platforms is based on Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) meta-
heuristic. The ABC simulates the collective behavior of the
honeybees in nature. The basic approach during imple-
mentation process is building a computer model which will
simulate the collective behavior of the bees while collecting
nectar.
In the proposed algorithm, the bees are divided in two
beehives, beehive of the scout bees (beehive 1) and beehive
of the onlooker and worker bees (beehive 2). When the
algorithm is started, beehive 1 generates N number of scout
bees, where N represents the number of processors in the
system. Each scout bee checks whether a processor is free
or busy by execution of specific task on it. If a free resource
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Figure 1: Parallel computing model for resource management
optimization based on Artificial Bee Colony metaheuristic
is found the scout bee record the ID of the processor into
the table of available resources and returns to the beehive 1,
where it is terminates. The main purpose of the beehive 2
is to generate M number of onlooker bees, where M is the
optimal number of parallel threads. After generation, the
onlooker bees search in to table of available resources. If
the onlooker bee finds a free resource, it takes the ID of the
processor and removes it from the table. If the onlooker bee
do not find a free resource in the table, the bee will return to
the beehive 2 and will be terminate. Once the onlooker bee
takes the available resource it starts to behave as a worker
bee. Thus obtained K number of worker bees initially turned
to the table of outstanding tasks where they taking certain
sub-problem, remove it from the table and submit it for the
performance by the processor which ID has been taken from
the table of available resources. After the processor solves a
sub-problem, it provides the solution to a worker bee. The
worker bee with the current solution returns to beehive 2,
where it is terminated.
In Figure 1, parallel computing model for resource manage-
ment optimization based on artificial bee colony metaheuris-
tic is presented. Parallel implementation of the algorithm
was realized by using MPICH-2 message passing model and
Intel TBB programming model built in Intel Parallel Studio
2010. For virtualization of resources a virtual machine of
Intel ArBB, built-in Intel Parallel Studio 2010 was used.
IV. Experimental Evaluation
The experimental results were conducted by using multi-
processor platform. The platform is represented by a ho-
mogenous cluster composed of twelve Blade servers, HS21,
Xeon Quad Core E405 80w 2.00GHz/1333MHz/12MB L2
and hard disk drive subsystems IBM 750GB Dual Port HS
SATA HDD and Windows Server 2008 operating system.
Figure 2: CPU load while solving package of three NP-Complete
problems without the algorithm for resource management optimiza-
tion
The load of the computational resources while solving a
package of three NP-Complete problems - Traveling Sales-
man Problem, the N-queens problem, and the Sam-Loyd
puzzle are presented in Figure 2. The package is started
without algorithm for resource management optimization.
From the charts shown on the figure, it is clear that the
load of the processors is not well balanced, because only at
a certain point of the time the processors have good load
balance i.e. there are only few processors where the number
of cores corresponds with the number of active processes.
On the other hand, during the most of the time some of the
processors have less number of active processes than cores,
while some processors are overloaded i.e. the number of
active processes exceeds number of cores in the processor.
Figure 3: CPU load while solving package of three NP-Complete
problems by using the algorithm for resource management opti-
mization
In order to improve this situation, the proposed algorithm
for resource management optimization was implemented on
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the target platform. In Figure 3, the load of the processors
while solving a package of three NP-Complete problems by
using the algorithm for resource management optimization
based on ABC metaheuristic is shown.
According to the figure above, it is clear that after the
implementation of the optimization algorithm, the load of
the processors is almost optimal as the overloading of the
processors is avoided i.e. starting a bigger number of threads
than cores on single processor, while dissatisfied load is
shown only during the timeslots reserved of implementation
of the algorithm for resource planning.
Figures 4 and 5 presents the load of the cluster during the
execution of the tested package.
Figure 4: Cluster load during the execution of a package with three
NP-Complete problems without the optimization algorithm
Figure 5: Cluster load during the execution of a package with
three NP-Complete problems by using the proposed optimization
algorithm
During the execution of package with three NP-Complete
problems without the proposed algorithm for resource man-
agement optimization, only 22,22% of the resources of the
cluster have optimal load balancing with 75-100%, while the
remaining resources are overloaded with 100%+ or not good
loaded i.e. below 75%. On the other hand, during the exe-
cution of the package by using the algorithm for resource
management optimization, 82.22% of the resources of the
cluster have optimal load balancing and only 17.77% of the
resources have poor load balance. These 17% of the resources
with poor load balance appears mainly due to the time re-
quired for implementation of the algorithm for resource
planning as well as other system costs of the platform.
V. Conclusion and future work
An effective resource utilization of the modern high per-
formance computing (HPC) systems is a subject for many
scientific research investigations. The resource management
for those platforms is an essential part for optimal resource
allocation while solving NP complete problems. An effec-
tive resource management algorithm strongly determines
the overall parallel performance of the high-performance
computing system.
This paper suggests an innovative algorithm for effective
resource management in multi-processor platforms based on
parallel metaheuristic "Artificial Bee Colony" (ABC) optimiza-
tion. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm for resource
management in multi-processor platforms was evaluated on
the basis of the software tools of Intel Array Building Blocks
build-in Intel Parallel Studio.
Moreover, parallel programming implementations of three
NP-Complete problems: the N-Queens problem, the Sam-
Loyd puzzle, and the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
have been proposed in order to evaluate the overall parallel
performance of the platform. The proposed parallel imple-
mentations were developed on the basis of Message Passing
Interface (MPI) and Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB)
programming models.
Finally, we applied the proposed algorithm a homogenous
cluster composed of twelve Blade servers HS21. This allows
us to observe the behavior of the cluster while simultaneously
is started a package of three NP-Complete problems. From
the experimental results we conclude that in the cases when
the proposed algorithm is run on the target platform, the
cluster has very good load balance, which leads to increasing
of the overall parallel performance of the system.
Future objectives of this research include implementation
of our algorithm on very large-scale systems and on the new
generation of ExaScale machines.
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Abstract
Ultrascalecomputingisrequiredformanyimportantapplicationsinchemistry,computationalﬂuiddynamicsetc.,seean
overviewinthepaperApplicationsforUltrascaleComputingbyM.Mihajlovicetal.publishedintheInternationalJournal
SupercomputingFrontiersandInnovations,Vol2(2015).Inthisabstractweshortlydescribeanapplicationthatinvolvesmany
aspectsdescribedintheabovepaper-themultiscalematerialdesignproblem.Theproblemofinterestisanalysisoftheﬁber
reinforcedconcreteandwefocusonmodelingofstifnessthroughnumericalhomogenizationandcomputinglocalmaterial
propertiesbyinverseanalysis.Bothproblemsrequirearepeatedsolutionoflarge-scaleﬁniteelementproblemsupto200milion
degreesoffreedomandthereforetheimportanceofHPCandultrascalecomputingisevident.
KeywordsAnalysisofﬁber-reinforcedconcrete,homogenization,identiﬁcationofparameters,paralelizablesolver,additive
Schwarzmethod,two-levelparalelization
I. Introduction
Thispaperisacontinuationofpaper[1]presentedatthe
NESUSworkshopinCracow,Poland2015. While[1]focused
onlinearmicromechanicsexploitingCTscansfordetermina-
tionofmicrostructureandnumericalhomogenization,this
paperisdrivenbyaspeciﬁcapplication-analysisofﬁber-
reinforcedconcrete.Thisanalysisincludesanidentiﬁcation
problemandstochasticuncertainty,whichbringsnewdimen-
sionandenhancestheneedforfastsolversandultrascale
computations.
Fiber-reinforcedconcretewithsteelﬁbershasalotofap-
plicationsincivilandgeotechnicalengineering.Itisless
expensivethanhand-tiedrebar,whilestilincreasingtheten-
silestrengthmanytimes.Theshape,dimension,andlength
(standard1mmdiameter,45mmlength)oftheﬁbertogether
withﬁbervolumeamountanddistributionareimportant
parametersinﬂuencingthetensilestrengthofconcrete.
Theanalysisincludesassessmentoftensilestifnessfor
severalsamplesofﬁber-reinforcedconcretewhichdiferin
amountanddistributionofﬁbers.Thesesamplesarescanned
byCTandanalysedwithprovidedelasticparametersfor
steelﬁbersandconcrete matrix. Thedetailedscanofa
sampleleadstosolvingofelasticproblemswithabout200
miliondegreesoffreedom.
Astheglobalresponseofthesamplescanbetestedona
loadingframe,thentheoutputalowstosolveaninverse
identiﬁcationproceduretodeterminetheelasticproperties
oftheconcretematrix.Inthiswaywecanbothdetermine
thepropertiesofconcretematrix,whichcanalsobevariable
tosomeextent,aswelasassesswhethersomediscrepancy
canbeexplainedbyimperfectbondingofﬁbers.
Itisalsopossiblenotonlytoinvestigateselectedphysical
samplesoftheﬁber-reinforcedconcretebuttodostochastic
analysiswitharepeatedgenerationofstochasticmicrostruc-
ture,seee.g.[5,6].
II. Homogenizationandidentificationof
parameters
Thenumericalhomogenizationstartswithsolvingtheelas-
ticityproblemonthedomainΩwithgivenmicrostructure.
Thesolutionispossiblyrepeatedfordiferentloadingsby
imposedboundaryconditions.Inanabstractway,wede-
notetheloadingconditionsbyLorinthecaseofmultiple
loadingbyL(k).Thestressandstraintensorsσ(k)andε(k)
areaveragedoverΩandthehomogenizedelasticitytensor
C¯∈R6×6×6×6sym ,C= cijkl,cijkl=cjikl=cklijisdetermined
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asa(generalized)solutionofthesystem
C¯ε(k)=σ¯(k), σ¯(k)=|Ω|−1
Ω
σ(k)dΩ, ε¯(k)=|Ω|−1
Ω
ε(k)dΩ.
Assumingisotropyofthehomogenizedelasticitytensor,
oneloadingissufﬁcientforgetingelasticityconstants.If
ξ=ξvol+ξdev,isthedecompositionofξ∈R6×6symintothe
volumetricanddeviatoricpartsand ·istheFrobenius
norm,thenthebulkandshearmodulicanbedeterminedas
K=13 σ¯vol / ε¯vol, G=
1
2 σ¯dev / ε¯dev .
Forparameteridentiﬁcation,weassumethatsomelocal
materialpropertiesareunknown,e.g.thattheconcrete
matrixisdescribedbyunknownparametersp=(Kc,Gc),
whereKcandGcareunknownbulkandshearparametersof
theconcrete. Moregeneraly,Ωcanbesplitintosubdomains
withdiferentunknownelasticmoduliofconcrete.Thenthe
parametersarefoundbyminimizationofaproperobjective
functionJoverasetofadmissibleparameters,seee.g.[7].
Theconstructionoftheobjectivefunctioncanbeasfolows
J(p)=∑
k
w1k ε¯(k)(p)−ε¯(k)test
2+w2k σ¯(k)(p)−σ¯(k)test
2,
whereσ¯(k)(p)andε¯(k)(p)areaveragedstressesandstrains
computedbysolvingtheboundaryvalueprobleminΩwith
givenmicrostructure,localmaterialpropertiesinvolvingthe
parametersfrompandtheloadingL(k). Thisboundary
valueproblemrepresentsaphysicaltestonthespecimen
Ω.Thetestconﬁgurationissuchthatinthecaseofhomo-
geneityofΩ,theproblemhasasolutionwithuniqueand
constantstress¯σ(k)testandstrainε¯(k)test,whichcanbedeterminedfrommeasurements.Theweightswikcanbedeterminedby
numericalexperimentsorsimplysettobeequalwik=1.
Theoptimizationisperformedbyasuitablemethod,we
alreadysuccessfulytestedthe Nelder-MeadandGauss-
Newtonmethods.
Moredetailsontheexploitedhomogenizationandidenti-
ﬁcationmethodscanbefoundin[3,4].
III. AdditiveSchwarzsolverwithtwo-level
parallelization
Acrucialcomponentofthehomogenizationandidentiﬁca-
tionproceduresisthesolverforboundaryvalueproblems
ofelasticity. Weassumeﬁniteelementdiscretizationleading
toalgebraicsystemsofthetypeofAu=borA(p)u(p)=b,
wherelaterindicatesdependenceonsomelocalmaterial
parameters.Thesystemcanbesolvedbythepreconditioned
conjugategradient(PCG)methodwithoneleveladditive
Schwarz(AS)preconditionerBAS1andmostlyitsextended
two-levelversionBAS2,
BAS1=
N∑
k=1
RTkA˜−1k Rk, BAS2=BAS1+RT0A˜−10 R0.
HereRkisarestrictiondeﬁnedbysubdomainΩkoralge-
braicalybyoverlappingdecompositionofthesolutionvector
u∈Rn,A˜kisanapproximationtoAk=RkARTk.InourcaseA˜kisadisplacementdecomposition-incompletefactoriza-
tionofAk.TheonelevelASpreconditionerisnotscalable,
thenumberofiterationsincreaseswithN,althoughthis
growisabitcompensatedbythefactthatA˜kbecomesa
beterapproximationtoAk.Itﬁtsthealgebraicformofthe
SchwarzmethodsifR0∈Rn0×nisaBooleanmatrix,which
deﬁnesaggregationofdegreesoffreedom,i.e.eachrow
ofR0deﬁnesoneaggregatebyunitiesinthisrow.Onthe
otherhand,eachdegreeoffreedomcorrespondstojustone
aggregate,i.e.thereispreciselyoneunityineachcolumnof
R0. Moredetailsaboutthissetingcanbefounde.g.in[2].
Inthecaseofcomputingatamassivelyparalelcomputer
likeSalomon[8],itispossibletoexploithundredsofpro-
cessors,whichmakesthelocalproblemsAksmalevenfor
largescalematricesA.Itmakesdifﬁculttokeepbalanceof
timesforsolvingthelocalproblemsAkandthecoarseglobal
oneA0.Forthisreason,paralelinnerCGiterationsforthe
solutionofproblemA0weresuggestedandthealgorithm
becomewithtwolevelsofparalelization.
IV. Numericalexperiments
Ournumericalexperimentspresentﬁverealsamplesofﬁber-
reinforcedconcrete,eachofcubicshapeandsize35mm.
Variant Steelﬁbers Volume Volume
[kg/m3] Steel[%] Voids[%]
0 0 0.00 1.55
2 50 0.92 1.22
3 100 1.82 0.75
4 150 2.57 0.71
5 200 2.11 1.83
Table1:CharacteristicsofREVforeachsampleofreinforcedcon-
crete.Variantsdiferinthevolumesofsteelﬁbersaswelasvoids.
Thesizeofﬁbers:length6mm,diameter0.12mm.
TheirmicrostructureistakenfromindustrialCTscanning
performedattheCTlaboftheInstituteofGeonics.Digital
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models arose from meshes of approx. 1400×1400×1400 vox-
els, which were further trimmed to 1000×1000×1000 voxels
due to surface damage or irregular sides of the samples.
Consequent computational models use smaller represen-
tative volumes (REV) and standard linear tetrahedral finite
elements. The size of each REV is 400×400×400 for ho-
mogenization experiments or 100×100×100 voxels for tests
related to material identification, respectively. Accordingly
the model leads to a (repeated) solution of the resulting linear
system in size of about 193 millions or 3 millions degrees of
freedom. Main characteristics of each REV are summarized
in Tab. 1.
Material E [GPa] ν
concrete 19 0.2
steel 200 0.3
voids 0.01 0.1
Table 2: List of involved materials and their properties (Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν).
The properties of the materials involve in mathematical
modelling are listed in Tab. 2. Voids (air bubbles in the
microstructure) bring a kind of singularity caused by the
finite elements weekly hanged in the void space. They are
replaced with a very week elastic material. The convergence
of the applied PCG method is then smoother and faster.
The arising large-scale systems of linear equations are
processed by parallel solvers based on the PCG method,
with stabilization in the singular case [10]. The computa-
tions are performed on SGI cluster Salomon [8] run by the
IT4Innovations National Supercomputing Center in Ostrava.
The cluster, currently on 55. place in Top500, consists of
24192 cores and 129 TB of memory in total and with the
theoretical peak performance over 2 Pflop/s. The most of its
compute nodes is equipped by two 12-core processors Intel
Xeon E5-2680 v3 and 128 GB of memory.
Tab. 3 gives the results of numerical homogenization apply-
ing pure Dirichlet and pure Neumann boundary conditions
(BC). The choice of BC sets a configuration of homogeniza-
tion procedure, which simulates an appropriate laboratory
test under uniaxial loading. Dirichlet BC prescribe some
non-zero displacement on the top side in the direction of
uniaxial loading, the other sides have zero normal displace-
ments. Neumann BC enter opposite non-zero forces on the
top and bottom sides in the direction of uniaxial loading,
the other sides have zero normal forces. The use of pure
Dirichlet and pure Neumann BC allows us to get upper and
lower bounds for the upscaled elasticity tensor, see e.g. [3].
Due to irregular placement of steel fibers as well as voids
Dirichlet BC
Variant E [GPa] ν
18.365 18.370 18.407 0.199 0.199 0.199
0 18.381 0.199
19.050 18.960 19.063 0.200 0.201 0.200
2 19.024 0.200
20.015 19.621 19.768 0.200 0.202 0.201
3 19.801 0.201
20.865 19.977 19.960 0.198 0.203 0.203
4 20.267 0.201
19.345 19.508 19.715 0.202 0.202 0.201
5 19.523 0.202
Neumann BC
Variant E [GPa] ν
18.307 18.305 18.216 0.199 0.199 0.197
0 18.276 0.198
18.692 18.822 18.798 0.197 0.199 0.199
2 18.771 0.198
19.912 19.599 19.716 0.203 0.199 0.201
3 19.742 0.201
20.613 19.948 19.435 0.204 0.199 0.195
4 19.999 0.199
18.297 17.193 19.213 0.190 0.178 0.199
5 18.234 0.189
Table 3: Results obtained by numerical homogenization applying
Dirichlet and Neumann BC. Values of material parameters for
different directions (X Y Z) of uniaxial loading and averaged
(below).
in the microstructure, the results documents the anisotrophy
of tested material, when the values of material properties
strongly vary for different directions of loading, e.g. the
Young’s modulus E (the sample 4, Neumann BC) in Tab. 3
varies about more than 1 GPa. However as expected and con-
sistent with theory, their averaged values follow the increase
of volume of steel fibers in concrete.
The corresponding values for pure Dirichlet and pure Neu-
mann BC give quite close bounds for real material properties.
However we observe that these bounds grow away with the
increasing volume of voids in the microstructure, moreover
when the voids are closer to the border of the studied do-
main and pure Neumann BC are applied, see the values
for the sample 5. Comparing with the others, the sample
5 contains also another abnormality. Although this sample
should contain the most of steel fibers according to Tab. 1,
the real volume of steels in REV is not the biggest. Moreover,
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REV of this sample overcomes the others in the volume of
the void space in its microstructure.
The previous tests were related to the direct problem denot-
ing a computation of stiffness of the fiber reinforced concrete
based on known material distribution and local material
properties. The next numerical experiments describe one of
the possible inverse problems, an identification of the mate-
rial properties (Young’s modulus E and Poisson ratio ν) of
the concrete matrix from known material distribution, elastic
properties of fibers and response of the sample (REV) to uni-
axial or triaxial loading tests. This inverse problem exploits
the objective function (the cost functional) J(p), p = (E, ν),
w1k = w2k = 1, introduced in the section II. For more details
see [3].
Dirichlet BC
Variant Steps E [GPa] ν
0 135 19.020 0.199
2 141 19.000 0.200
3 141 19.005 0.200
4 141 19.029 0.200
5 141 19.007 0.200
Neumann–Dirichlet BC
Variant Steps E [GPa] ν
0 138 18.996 0.200
2 135 19.004 0.200
3 135 19.006 0.200
4 162 19.034 0.200
5 129 19.007 0.200
Table 4: Results of material identification applying Dirichlet and
Neumann-Dirichlet BC. The number of transformation steps of the
applied Nelder-Mead method and the identified averaged material
properties of the concrete matrix for each REV.
The optimization is performed by the non-gradient Nelder-
Mead (NM) method with starting values (E, ν) provided by
three pairs (17.000, 0.26), (21.000, 0.17), (18.000, 0.23). In
each step of the NM method, three direct problems (three
computation of local stresses and strains), corresponding to
simulation of uniaxial loading tests for each direction X, Y
and Z, are solved. Dirichlet BC describe the same loading
as in case of homogenization tests. Neumann-Dirichlet BC
enter a combination of pure Dirichlet and pure Neumann
BC introduced earlier. It means the prescribed non-zero
displacement on the top side in the direction of loading,
zero displacement on the bottom side in the direction of
loading and zero normal forces on the other sides. The NM
iterations are stopped if the decrease of the cost functional
and differences in the identified parameters are sufficiently
small.
The numbers of transformation steps performed by the
NM optimizaton procedure and the averaged values of
the identified material properties are summarized in Tab. 4.
Dirichlet BC on the whole sample boundary are used for
comparison purposes. They are applicable if the loading
response is computed artificially. The obtained results show
a good accordance with the values for the concrete matrix
presented in Tab. 2. Considering the number of NM steps
and a need to repeat the FEM calculation several times in
each step, the results document also a substantially increased
requirements on the computational power of the used com-
puter.
V. Tuning of parallel solvers
Nowadays powerful parallel computers for HPC have hun-
dreads or thousands of cores. Therefore we decided to reim-
plement our original parallel solver for large-scale systems
of linear equations arising from 3D boundary problems of
elasticity. The solver dates back to the times of Beowulf type
clusters and small multiprocessors with up to 20 processors.
The original solver is based on the PCG method, uses the
one-directional domain decomposition for parallelization of
iterative process as well as the construction of efficient one-
level and two-level AS preconditioners (AS1, AS2), see their
definition through BAS1 and BAS2 in III. Parallel processes
communicate through message passing (MPI standard).
Figure 1: Traces of one PCG iteration processing 4 subdomains.
From above, records for the original solver with AS1 and AS2, and
new solver with AS1 only. States of parallel processes: work (blue),
wait or idle (red).
Fig. 1 shows traces of the runs of parallel solvers produced
by the Intel Trace Analyzer. The implementation of the
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original solver follows the master-slave design, when the
first process (from above) is the master, almost idle, just
controlling the iterative process and computing two global
scalar products. Each of the four slave processes (below
the master) works on its portion of data, especially during
the dominating operations matrix by vector multiplication
(MXV) and preconditioning (PREC).
The second trace adds a coarse grid computation to AS2.
This computation is performed by a separate process, idle for
more than a half of the iteration execution time. Nevertheless
this process is very important because a coarse grid compu-
tation strongly improves the efficiency of the preconditioner
and speeds up the convergence of the PCG iterations.
The third trace documents a run of the new version of
the parallel solver, surpassing the original one in the execu-
tion time and a better utilization of processes. New solver
works internally with data in double precision and dynamic
allocation of memory, uses a modified domain decomposi-
tion (with an overlapping of subdomains) leading to a better
load balancing of processes, has optimized (mainly global)
communication of processes and also calculations in loops
(during MXV and PREC operations). The new solver aban-
dons master-slave design, the negligible amount of work
performed by the master process was taken over by the other
processes.
Figure 2: A coarse grid computation bottleneck in the original
solver. Traces of one PCG iteration processing 4 and 32 subdo-
mains.
The next step in the parallel solver optimization is indi-
cated by Fig. 2. With the increase of processes, the execution
time of the most demanding MXV and PREC operations per-
formed by worker processes scales down correspondingly,
whilst the execution time of a coarse grid computation stays
constant. In the example shown in Fig. 2, the described effect
limits the possible speed-up of the solver only to 3, instead of
expected 8, which corresponds to the increase of the number
of processes.
Such a negative effect can be eliminated by a coarse grid
parallelization in a hybrid way, when all processes do not
perform the same calculations. On hundreads of computing
elements (processors or cores), such hybrid parallelization
includes the most of processes solving the subproblems cor-
responding to subdomains and only a few (units or tens) of
processes performing coarse grid computations in parallel.
It should not substantially decrease convergence properties
of the applied AS2 preconditioner, but dramatically increase
the efficiency of the resulting PCG iterations. However, the
described hybrid paralellization can bring difficulties how to
treat optimal load balancing of processes.
VI. Conclusions
The paper demonstrates the need for high performance com-
puting by focusing on one engineering application - investi-
gation of the fiber reinforced concrete. The primary analysis
solves a microscale problem for homogenization within the
range of linear material behaviour. This basic problem can
be modified (extended) in several directions and any of them
substantially increases the computational demands. One
extension, roughly described in this abstract, is the solution
of the inverse problem of identification of the local material
parameters or some level of debonding of the matrix and
fibers. This problem is solved by the optimization methods
which require repeated solution of the basic problem. The
increase in computational demands can be about hundred
times. Another extension is based not only on the solution of
selected and scanned samples of the concrete, but also on the
stochastic generation of a set of such samples and evaluation
of the mean properties by Monte Carlo or multi-level Monte
Carlo methods, see e.g. [9]. The last extension is to consider
the strengths and non-linear post peak behaviour, which
involves the usage of damage mechanics techniques, see e.g.
[5] and the references therein.
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Abstract
As data-intensive scientific prevalence arises, there is a necessity of simplifying the development, deployment, and execution of
complex data analysis applications. The Data Mining Cloud Framework is a service-oriented system for allowing users to design
and execute data analysis applications, defined as workflows, on cloud platforms, relying on cloud-provided storage services for
I/O operations. Hercules is an in-memory I/O solution that can be deployed as an alternative to cloud storage services, providing
additional performance and flexibility features. This work extends the DMCF-Hercules cooperation by applying novel data
placement and task scheduling techniques for exposing and exploiting data locality in data-intensive workflows.
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I. Introduction
Scientific computing applications and platforms are evolving
from CPU-intensive tasks executed over strongly coupled
infrastructures, i.e. complex simulations running on super-
computers, to data-intensive problems requiring flexible com-
puting resources depending on the requirements and budget
of the user. This evolution paves the future of Ultrascale
systems, which will blur the differences of existing scientific
computing infrastructures, such as HPC systems and cloud
computing platforms. In current approaches, the interfaces
and management of the different infrastructures are too dif-
ferent, requiring different programming models, even for the
same application. In contrast, the future Ultrascale systems
should take advantage of every possible resource available,
in a transparent way for the user.
Workflow engines are the leading approach for executing
data-intensive applications in different computing infrastruc-
tures. Scientific workflows consist of interdependent tasks,
connected in a DAG style, which communicate through in-
termediate storage abstractions, typically files. There is a
main tradeoff that should be taken into account when the
user relies on workflow engines for data-intensive appli-
cations. While portability and flexibility offers a broader
support of the existing computing resources, the achieved
performance is usually limited in contrast with native appli-
cations (classical HPC applications running on HPC clusters
or supercomputers).
The increasing availability of data generated by high-
fidelity simulations and high-resolution scientific instru-
ments in domains as diverse as climate, experimental physics,
bioinformatics, and astronomy, has shown the underlying
I/O subsystem to be a substantial performance bottleneck.
While typical high-performance computing (HPC) systems
rely on monolithic parallel file systems, data-intensive work-
flow implementations must borrow techniques from the Big
Data computing (BDC) space, such as exposing data storage
locations and scheduling work to reduce data movement.
This lack of performance is the result of a sub-optimal ex-
ploitation of the available resources, based on two main rea-
sons: task schedulers unable to select the best nodes depend-
ing on the characteristics of the task and under-performing
I/O solutions.
Our previous works have targeted these disadvantages in a
real-world scenario by combining two existing solutions: the
Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) and the in-memory
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I/O accelerator known as Hercules. The present work deep-
ens in this combination providing locality-aware features,
both in the DMCF task scheduler and in the Hercules data
placement algorithms. By running the workflow workers in
the same VM instances as Hercules I/O nodes, data locality
can be exposed and exploited, executing the task in the node
where the data are stored in-memory.
This paper proposes the application of locality-aware data
placement and data discovery techniques into the DMCF-
Hercules integration. Additionally, this work proposes a
novel task scheduler integrated in DMCF for the co-location
of tasks and data, relying on the locality-aware functional-
ity offered by Hercules. The evaluation carried on shows
how data-locality exploitation is especially critical in cloud
platforms, where virtualized network interfaces provide lim-
ited bandwidth in contrast with the state-of-the-art high-
performance network infrastructures present in HPC sys-
tems.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the main features of DMCF. Section III in-
troduces Hercules architecture and capabilities. Section IV
emphasizes the advantages of integrating DMCF and Her-
cules and outlines how this integration will work. Section
IV.3 details the novel locality-aware techniques proposed
in this work. Section V presents preliminary results of the
performance improvements achieved by the application of
the locality-aware techniques in a Microsoft Azure cloud
infrastructure. Finally, section VI concludes the work and
give some future research related to the presented work.
II. Data Mining Cloud Framework overview
The Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) [1] is a software
system designed for designing and executing data analysis
workflows on Clouds. A Web-based user interface allows
users to compose their applications and to submit them for
execution to the Cloud platform, following a Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) approach.
The architecture of DMCF includes different components
that can be grouped into storage and compute components
(see Figure 2).
The DMCF architecture has been designed to be imple-
mented on top of different Cloud systems. The implementa-
tion used in this work is based on Microsoft Azure1.
DMCF allows to program data analysis workflows using
two languages: VL4Cloud (Visual Language for Cloud) and
JS4Cloud (JavaScript for Cloud).
Both languages use two key programming abstractions:
1http://azure.microsoft.com
• Data elements, denoting input files or storage elements
(e.g., a dataset to be analyzed) or output files or stored
elements (e.g., a data mining model).
• Tool elements, denoting algorithms, software tools or
complex applications performing any kind of operation
that can be applied to a data element (data mining,
filtering, partitioning, etc.).
Another common element is the Task concept, which rep-
resents the unit of parallelism in our model. A task is a
Tool invoked in the workflow, which is intended to run in
parallel with other tasks on a set of Cloud resources. Accord-
ing to this approach, VL4Cloud and JS4Cloud implement a
data-driven task parallelism.
III. Hercules overview
Hercules [2] is a distributed in-memory storage system based
on the key/value Memcached database [3]. The distributed
memory space can be used by the applications as a virtual
storage device for I/O operations and has been especially
adapted in this work for being used as an in-memory shared
storage for cloud infrastructures. Our solution relies on
an improved version of Memcached servers, for offering
an alternative storage solution to the default cloud storage
service provided by Azure.
Figure 3 shows how Hercules architecture has two main
layers: front-end (Hercules client library) and back-end
(server layer). The worker user-level library is based on a
layered design, while back-end components are based on the
Memcached server, extending its functionality with persis-
tence and tweaks. Main advantages offered by Hercules are:
scalability, easy deployment, flexibility, and performance.
Scalability is achieved by fully distributing data and meta-
data information among all the nodes, avoiding the bottle-
necks produced by centralized metadata servers. Data and
metadata placement is completely calculated in the worker-
side by a hash algorithm. The servers, on the other hand, are
completely stateless.
Easy deployment and flexibility at worker-side are tackled
using a POSIX-like user-level interface (open, read, write,
close, etc.) in addition to classic put/get approach existing
in current NoSQL databases. Existing software requires
minimum changes to run using Hercules. Servers can be
deployed without requiring any special privileges
Finally, performance and flexibility at server-side are tar-
geted by exploiting the parallel I/O capabilities of Mem-
cached servers. Flexibility is achieved by Hercules due to its
easiness to be deployed dynamically on as many nodes as
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that one worker needed to access data (read/write operations
over a file), it copied the whole file from Hercules servers to
the worker local storage. This approach may greatly penalize
the potential performance gain in I/O operations for two
main reasons:
• Data placement strategy. The original Hercules data place-
ment policy distributes every partition of a specific file
among all the available servers. This strategy has two
main benefits: avoids hot spots and improve parallel
accesses. In an improved DMCF-Hercules integration,
whole files can be stored on the same Hercules server.
• Data locality agnosticism. Data-locality will not be fully
exploited until the DMCF scheduler is tweaked for run-
ning tasks on the node that contains the necessary data
and/or the data is placed where the computation will
be realized.
IV.1 Improved integration strategy
Figure 4: DMCF and Hercules daemons.
Figure 4 describes the proposed improvement to the third
scenario of integration between DMCF and Hercules. Four
main components are present: DMCF Worker daemon, Her-
cules daemon, Hercules client library, and Azure client li-
brary. The DMCF workers are in charge of executing the
tasks of the workflow (data analysis tools/applications), Her-
cules daemons act as I/O nodes (storing data in-memory
and managing data accesses), the Hercules client library is
intended to be used by the applications to access to the data
stored in Hercules (query Hercules daemons), and the Azure
client library is used to read/write data from/to the Azure
storage.
To exploit the potential of the data-aware DMCF-Hercules
integration, we propose the use of a RAM disk as generic
storage buffer for I/O operations performed by workflow
tasks. The objective of this approach is the support of DMCF
to any existing tool, supporting even binaries independently
of the language used for their implementation, while offering
in-memory performance for local accesses.
The logic used for managing this RAM disk buffer is based
on the full information about the workflow possessed by the
DMCF workers. When every dependency of an specific
task is fulfilled (every input file is ready to be accessed) the
DMCF worker brings the necessary data to the node from
the storage (Azure Storage in the first scenario or Hercules
in the second scenario). Instead of storing the data in the
default file system, as in previous works, we propose storing
the data in a RAM disk.
IV.2 Resource optimization challenge and possible
solutions
If this solution shows potential performance gains compared
with the existing solution, the need of duplicated memory re-
gions (RAM disk and Hercules local memory) can be avoided.
We propose three different approaches for solving this chal-
lenge:
• Modify Hercules daemons to use the RAM disk memory
region as default storage, avoiding the necessity of the
Hercules local memory region. Hercules daemon can store
data in the RAM disk instead of using the Hercules
local memory. Any data stored in the RAM disk can be
transparently accessed by workflow tasks.
• Modify the code of the workflow tasks
(tools/applications) to use the Hercules client li-
brary for performing every data access directly over
Hercules I/O nodes, avoiding the use of a RAM
disk. The main disadvantage is the limited support of
existing applications, requiring the modification and
re-compilation of every application/tool executed as
workflow task.
• Offer the memory managed by Hercules as a storage
device, accessed transparently by the workflow tasks.
If the Hercules memory subsystem can be mounted as
a storage device in every DMCF worker, the applica-
tions/tools can access data stored in Hercules in the
same way as data stored in any other file system. This
approach can be implemented as a FUSE interface or as
on-the-fly patching of POSIX I/O operations.
The implementation and evaluation of this approaches
is out of the scope of this work, but will be studied in the
future.
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IV.3 DMCF execution mechanisms and data-aware
scheduling
We propose novel workflow-aware task and data placement
mechanisms that combine DMCF load-balancing capabilities
and Hercules data and metadata distribution functionality
for implementing various locality-aware and load-balancing
policies. Data placement mechanisms focus in grouping data
related to the same task, while the locality-aware scheduler
policy targets the co-location of compute task in the nodes
where the data can be found in-memory.
In the new execution mechanism proposed the DMCF
Worker cyclically checks whether there are tasks ready to be
executed in the Task Queue. If so, a task is removed from the
Task Queue and its status is changed to ’running’. To take
advantage of data locality, the task removed from the queue
is the one having the highest number of inputs locally. This
differs from the original data-locality agnostic scheduling
policy adopted in DMCF, as described in [6], in which each
Worker picks and executes the task from the queue following
a FIFO policy.
Then, the transfer of all the needed input resources (files,
executables and libraries) is performed from their location
(Hercules local or remote node) to two local folders and the
Worker locally executes the task and waits for its completion.
V. Evaluating the integration between DMCF
and Hercules
In this section we show the evaluation results of the inte-
gration between DMCF and Hercules. For this evaluation,
we have emulated the execution of a data analysis workflow
using three alternatives:
• Azure-only scenario: every I/O operation of the work-
flow is performed by DMCF using the Azure storage
service.
• Locality-agnostic Hercules scenario: a full integration
between DMCF and Hercules is exploited, where each
intermediate data is stored in Hercules, while initial
input and final output are stored on Azure. DMCF
workers and Hercules I/O nodes share resources (they
are deployed in the same VM instance), however, every
I/O operations is performed over remote Hercules I/O
nodes through the network.
• Locality-aware Hercules scenario: based on the same
deployment as the previous case, this scenario simulates
a full knowledge of the data location, and executes every
task in the same node as the data are stored, leading to
fully local accesses over temporary data. Based on this
locality exploitation, every I/O operation is performed
in-memory instead of through the network.
The goal of this evaluation is to better understand the
potential performance improvements in different scenarios
where the Hercules I/O accelerator is combined with the
DMCF scheduler.
The evaluation is based on a data mining workflow that
analyzes n partitions of the training set using k classification
algorithms so as to generate kn classification models. The kn
models generated are then evaluated against a test set by a
model selector to identify the best model. Then, n predic-
tors use the best model to produce in parallel n classified
datasets. The k classification algorithms used in the work-
flow are C4.5 [7], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8] and
Naive Bayes [9], that are three of the main classification algo-
rithms [10]. The training set, test set and unlabeled dataset,
which represent the input of the workflow, have been gen-
erated from the KDD Cup 1999’s dataset2, which contains
a wide variety of simulated intrusion records in a military
network environment.
The workflow is composed of 3 + kn + 2m tasks. In the
specific example, where n = 20, k = 3, m = 80, the number
of generated tasks is equal to 223.
Figure 5 shows the VL4Cloud version of the data mining
workflow. The visual formalism clearly highlight the level
of parallelism of the workflow, expressed by the number of
parallel paths and the cardinality of tool array nodes.
Once the workflow is submitted to DMCF using either
JS4Cloud or VL4Cloud, DMCF generates a JSON descriptor
of the workflow, specifying which are the tasks to be executed
and the dependency relationships among them. Thus, DMCF
creates a set of tasks that will be executed by workers.
Table 1 lists all the read/write operations performed dur-
ing the execution of the workflow on each data array. Each
row of the table describes: i) the number of files included in
the data array node; ii) the total size of the data array; iii)
the total number of read operations performed on the files
included in the data array; and iv) the total number of write
operations performed on the files included in the data array.
As can be noted, all the inputs of the workflow (i.e., Train,
Test, UnLab) are never written on persistent storage, and the
output of the workflow (i.e., ClassDataset) is never read.
The simulation results are based on synthetic bandwidth
measurements performed over the Azure infrastructure. The
benchmark application performs write and read operations
over a 256 MB file with a 4 MB chunk size. We have deployed
the application on Azure D2_v2 VM instances. The results
can be found in Table 3 and represent the expected I/O
2http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99
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Figure 5: Classification VL4Cloud workflow.
Table 1: Read/write operations performed during the execution of
the workflow.
Data node N. offiles
Total
size
Number of
read operations
Number of
write operations
Train 1 100MB 1 -
Strain 1 100MB 1 1
TrainPart 20 100MB 60 20
Model 60 ≈20MB 60 60
Test 1 50MB 1 -
BestModel 1 300KB 80 1
UnLab 80 8GB 80 -
FUnLab 80 ≈8GB 80 80
ClassDataset 80 ≈6GB - 80
Table 2: Read/write operations performed during the execution of
the workflow.
Task Node N. of istances Execution timesin secs
Shuffler 1 1
Partitioner 1 1
C45 20 288
SVM 20 600
NaiveBayes 20 791
Filter 80 104
ModelSelector 1 9
Predictor 80 2,321
performance of the application when deployed over each
evaluated scenario.
Table 3: Synthetic bandwidth measurements performed over the
Azure IaaS platform.
Solution Write op. Read op.
Azure storage 30 MB/s 60 MB/s
Hercules remote 180 MB/s 175 MB/s
Hercules local 1,000 MB/s 800 MB/s
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show different details of the same
experiment where the previously introduced workflow is
simulated in different infrastructures. The configurations
of the infrastructures range from 1 to 32 DMCF workers.
Every DMCF is deployed over a different VM instance, and
one Hercules I/O node is deployed on each VM, sharing
resources with the DMCF worker. Three different scenarios
are studied, as previously presented: Azure-only (labeled as
Azure), Locality-agnostic Hercules (labeled as Hercules remote),
and Locality-aware Hercules (labeled as Hercules local).
Figure 6 presents an estimation of the total execution time
scaling the available resources. The figure shows how the
differences in total execution time estimated for every case
are narrow, but the cases where the Hercules I/O accelerator
is applied are always in front of the Azure-only solution, re-
sulting in up to 8% improvements in total execution times for
the best scenarios where the data locality is fully-exploited
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Abstract
In this paper we address the issue of managing different energy sources which supply green powered datacenters. The sources are
scheduled based on a priority scheme, aiming to maximize the renewable energy utilization, minimize the energy used from the
grid and optimize battery usage. Dynamic power capping technique is used to put a threshold on the drawn energy from the grid.
The algorithm is implemented and tested in CloudSim simulator. Renewable energy is considered as solar energy. A workload
scheduling algorithm is already implemented for higher renewable energy utilization. The results show that the proposed scheme
is efficient and it is a promising direction in the field of the optimization in datacenters using renewable energy.
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I. Introduction
Recent studies have addressed the topic of using different
sources of energy, mainly renewable one, to supply datacen-
ters. As such, studying the energy sources engagement with
resource scheduling has become one of the research direc-
tives of this field. Some of the existing techniques take in
consideration renewable energy only with batteries and/or
grid as a backup. This approach has two disadvantages: first
it is not realistic for the current conditions when grid is still
the main source of energy in most of datacenters. Second,
it requires high capacity of batteries to compensate energy
needs in time periods when renewable energy is lacking.
This means higher costs, longer charging time and higher
environmental risks from battery pollution.
In our paper we propose a new prototype scheme for man-
aging three sources of energy: renewable, grid and battery,
following this priority level. The aim is to maximize renew-
able energy utilization, minimize energy taken from the grid
and optimize battery usage. Dynamic power capping tech-
nique is used in order to limit the grid power used to supply
the datacenter. The proposed algorithm is evaluated through
simulations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
energy context where the new sources scheduling algorithm
is studied: the energy consumption of a chosen datacenter
and the renewable energy used to supply it. At section III
the proposed scheduling scheme is introduced and its im-
plementation in CloudSim simulator is illustrated. Another
workload scheduling algorithm is integrated in the simula-
tor, being described at section III.2 . Section IV illustrates
the conducted experiments and the results of implement-
ing the proposed priority scheme. The paper finalizes with
conclusions at section V .
II. Energy Consumption and Renewable Energy
In this section we evaluate the energy consumption of a
datacenter running a given workload, describing datacenter
parameters and workload characteristics. The available re-
newable energy is explored and presented as well, based on
real weather data in Tirana, Albania.
II.1 Energy Consumption
The energy consumption is evaluated in a simulator environ-
ment, running a chosen workload over a specific datacenter.
The datacenter size is chosen based on similar experimental
studies in the field of energy efficiency in datacenters. Data-
center represents the processing entity in our system. It runs
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the workload and consumes energy, which we track during
24 hours of simulations. Datacenter parameters are chosen
based on similar experimental studies in the field of energy
consumption in datacenters and typical datacenter size in
Albania. To run the simulation we configured the number of
hosts equal to 100 and the number of virtual machines run-
ning over hosts equal to 200. This means, 2 virtual machines
run in every host. The host model is HP ProLiant ML110 G5,
Xeon 3075 , processing capacity 2660 MHz, 2 cores and RAM
of 4GB. The workload chosen to run the experiments repre-
sent a synthetic reproduction of a Google workload, scaled
over our own simulating datacenter parameters. A Google
trace file was published in 2011, giving detailed information
of 12.000 Google servers traffic over 29 days, processing var-
ious types of applications. This workload data are studied
in order to know its characteristics. The main findings of
studies [1], [2], are used in our workload in order to produce
patterns that resemble to the Google workload.
Figure 1: Energy consumption over 24 hours of simulation.
As such, we configure the following workload parameters
for our study: total number of jobs, their length, deadline,
resource requirements and inter-arrival time. The chosen
number of jobs is 400, where 200 of them are short, 150 are
medium and 50 are long. The length of short jobs varies
from 5 to 7 minutes, medium jobs from 25 to 50 minutes
and long jobs from 100 to 300 minutes. The jobs length is
generated through Poisson distribution. Deadline is another
parameter we set, which is the limit of time it can pass till
the job is fully completed. Based on bibliography [1], [2], we
categorize jobs into three types of deadline: loose, medium
and urgent. 130 of short jobs have loose deadline, which
means they are tolerant to be postponed for running in a
later moment, 50 of short jobs have medium deadline and 20
are urgent. Out of 150 medium length jobs, 100 of them have
loose deadline and 50 have medium deadline. Meanwhile,
all long jobs have loose deadline. Loose, medium and urgent
deadline is set in proportion to the length of jobs. Regarding
resource requirements, half of short jobs require an average
of 25% of CPU usage and other half requires 50% of CPU. 50
out of 150 medium jobs require 25% CPU and 100 of them
need an average of 50% CPU. While long jobs need to use an
average of 80% CPU. The inter-arrival time is set to every 7
minutes for short jobs, every 10 minutes for medium length
jobs and every 30 minutes for long jobs.
The energy consumed by the datacenter running the de-
scribed workload over 24 hours time of simulation is evalu-
ated through CloudSim simulator. The total value of energy
consumption is 120 kWh and its distribution through time is
shown in figure 1 .
II.2 Renewable Energy
In our study, we used solar energy to represent renewable
energy. A. Maraj presents a study regarding solar energy
in Tirana [3]. We acquire the solar energy data from the
results of this study. The parameters are provided from the
database built through the utilization of a data collecting
system, which is installed on behalf of the Department of
Energy, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Polytechnic Uni-
versity of Tirana. Solar power irradiance on a 45 degrees
tilted 1 squared meter solar panel, installed over the terrace
of the central building of this University, has been collected,
providing data for every 5 minutes of its daily operation. We
consider a typical clear summer day as input for renewable
energy in our experiments. The specific date is July 16, 2010.
Further details on solar panel specifications and results of
the study are explained in the article [3]. The solar irradiance
over 24 hours of a typical summer day in Tirana is shown in
figure 2 .
Figure 2: Solar irradiance over 24 hours.
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III. Energy Sources Scheduling Scheme
In this section, we describe the working platform, CloudSim
simulator, and a workload scheduling algorithm already im-
plemented aiming to maximize the utilization of available
renewable energy. We further present the analysis and im-
plementation of the energy sources scheduling algorithm,
which is the new prototype scheme we propose in this pa-
per. A detailed explanation of how this algorithm works is
described at section III.3 .
III.1 CloudSim Simulator
CloudSim is an extensible simulation toolkit that enables
modeling and simulation of Cloud computing systems and
application provisioning environments [4]. The CloudSim
toolkit supports both system and behavior modeling of
Cloud system components such as datacenters, virtual ma-
chines (VMs) and resource provisioning policies. Its main
functional entities include:
• Hosts: physical machines where the jobs are to be exe-
cuted.
• Virtual machines: virtual entities running over real phys-
ical entities.
• Cloudlets: representing the workload or the jobs to be
executed in the datacenter.
• Broker: a scheduler which allocates virtual machines to
hosts and cloudlets to virtual machines.
CloudSim is chosen as a simulator because of its high rate
in reviews of the energy efficiency in datacenter field, 7 years
among researchers and still being widely used, open source
code and a rich forum of programmers and researchers.
III.2 Workload Scheduling Algorithm
The algorithm already implemented in CloudSim regarding
efficient workload scheduling aims higher leveraging of avail-
able renewable energy. The main idea is to postpone non
urgent jobs towards periods of time when renewable energy
availability is higher. Equivalently, some jobs might be run
urgently though they are not urgent in order to exploit cur-
rent available renewable energy if this level is predicted to
be decreasing in the near future. The steps of this algorithm
are presented at figure 3 .
Basically, the code is divided in two sections, testing if the
available renewable energy is increasing or decreasing. In
each case, the behaviour will be different. After testing the
urgency of the arrived job, the algorithm decides to run it
if it is urgent or postpone it if it is not urgent. The amount
of time it will be postponed depends on renewable energy
prediction and length of the job. If it is an increasing period,
than short jobs are postponed with a time period equal to
their length, medium jobs are postponed to medium time
between arrival and start deadline time, while long jobs are
postponed at their maximum allowed time, as long as it does
not violate the desired quality of service. Otherwise, if it
is a decreasing period, the behaviour will be contrary to
the mentioned approach. Short jobs will be postponed at
their maximum, as they require less processing resources,
while the long jobs are immediately run in order to use the
available solar energy, as figure 3 presents.
Figure 3: Workload scheduling algorithm.
The result of implementing this algorithm is illustrated in
figure 4 . The energy consumption through 24 hours without
using the workload scheduling algorithm is compared to
the energy consumption after implementing this algorithm.
The workload is intentionally modelled in higher intensity
in the morning and in the evening to show the benefits of
the algorithm. The results show 21% higher utilization of
solar energy. More details on this algorithm can be found at
article [5].
III.3 Energy Sources Scheduling Algorithm
The energy sources scheduling algorithm works in coopera-
tion with the jobs scheduling algorithm described at section
III.2 . Both algorithms are implemented in CloudSim simula-
tor.
Based on prior studies on the field [6], [7], [8], [9] only two
sources of energy are used, according to a priority scheme
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Figure 4: Energy consumption without and with implemented
workload scheduling algorithm.
as given in Equation 1 .
Consum = RE + battery(+grid) (1)
where Consum is the energy consumption of the datacen-
ter, RE represents renewable energy, battery is the energy
drawn from battery and grid represents energy taken from
the grid. First priority is given to renewable energy source,
and battery is mainly used as the second source, alternatively
combining with grid energy. We evaluate this scheme as not
yet realistic and not optimal. The main reason is because: if
only grid is used as a backup, high amount of grid energy
is needed during times when renewable energy is lacking.
If only battery is used a backup, we cannot yet switch to no
grid energy systems when nowadays grid energy serves as
main source of energy supplier in almost 100% of electric
and electronic equippments. Furthermore, we mention 4
drawbacks of batteries to argument why using battery as a
second source is not a good choice:
• High capacity battery is needed to compensate required
energy during periods when renewable energy is lack-
ing. This means higher costs of using batteries.
• Up to 30% of its produced energy is wasted due to
AC/DC convertion.
• Batteries self - discharge.
• Batteries are toxic for the environment.
We propose a new priority scheduling scheme, where first
priority is given to renewable energy, second priority to the
grid energy, power capped dynamically, and third priority to
the battery, as given in Equation 2 .
Consum = RE + gridcapped + battery (2)
The proposed scheme uses three priority levels for the
different sources of energy. The aim is to prioritize renewable
energy usage, in order to maximize its utilization which is
equivalent to minimizing its waste. First priority is given
to available renewable energy. Second, power from the grid
is used if energy consumption is greater than the available
quantity of renewable energy. However, dynamic power
capping, a well-known technique on energy efficiency [10],
is applied to the grid energy aiming to limit the power taken
from the grid. The dynamic power capping factor is based on
the difference between energy consumption and renewable
energy. Table 1 describes how the power capping factor is set
based on combinations between 3 levels of renewable energy
and 4 levels of energy consumption.
Consumption / Renewable 1 2 3
1 2 1 1
2 3 2 1
3 4 3 2
4 4 4 3
Table 1: Power capping factor value based on combinations of
energy consumption and renewable energy levels.
Figure 5: Energy sources scheduling algorithm.
Available renewable energy, which we assume to be known,
is divided into 3 levels: 0-33% of its maximum generated
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value belongs to level 1, 34%-66% of the maximum belongs
to level 2 and 67% - 100% of the maximum belongs to level
3. Likewise, energy consumption, which we suppose it is
known, is categorized into 4 levels: 1 means low energy
consumption and 4 means very high energy consumption.
The levels are set in segments of 0-25%, 26%-50%, 51%-75%
and 76%-100% of the maximum value of daily energy con-
sumption. The power capping factor is assigned a value
from 1 to 4, accordingly, as illustrated at table 1 : higher is
the gap between required energy and available renewable
energy higher it is this value and vice versa. Higher power
capping value means more power will be drawn from the
grid. Dynamic power capping is already used for energy
savings purpose in datacenters [10], [11], but it is never used,
to our knowledge, in green powered datacenters for energy
sources scheduling.
The energy sources scheduling algorithm is explaind in
details by the depicted flowchart given at figure 5 . Consum
represents the energy consumption at a given time and RE
is the available renewable energy at the same moment of
time. Variables re, grid, and battery represent the amount
of energy that is drawn from each of the energy sources to
supply the datacenter. Given a certain amount of energy
consumption and available renewable energy in a given mo-
ment of time t, first conducted test is to know whether the
available renewable energy is enough to meet datacenter
energy need. If yes, then all needed energy is taken from
renewable source and grid energy and battery is assigned a
value equal to 0. If energy consumption is higher than the
available renewable energy, then power from grid will be
taken. The amount to be drawn from it is calculated from
a function named calculateP(C,RE) which assigns the value
of power capping factor, according to the logic described
at table 1 . If the energy drawn from both sources is not
enough for the datacenter energy requirements then the bat-
tery will be used. The amount that will be drawn from it is
defined by the difference between energy consumption and
energy taken from renewable and grid sources. All the three
sources are printed out to be used for illustrating and further
ellaboration purpose.
IV. Experiments and Results
The experiments aim to assess the result of applying the pro-
posed scheduling algorithm to the energy quantity driven
from each of the energy sources used to fulfill the energy
requirements of the datacenter. Figure 6 represents the re-
newable energy utilization over total energy consumption
through 24 hours of simulation. The horizontal axis repre-
sents 288 5-minutes time intervals of energy consumption
in blue and renewable energy shown in red, expressed in
Wh unit. The total energy consumption is 120 kWh and
the total renewable energy used is 90kWh. This figure is
interconnected to figure 7 which illustrates the energy drawn
from the grid and from the battery considering the same
energy required for the datacenter. We can notice that re-
newable energy is fully used when it is available, during
the day, while grid and battery are used during the night,
when solar energy is lacking. It can be clearly seen from the
graph that the grid power is capped at 4 levels and battery is
used exactly during these periods when renewable energy
and limited energy from the grid do not satisfy the need for
energy.
Figure 6: Renewable energy usage and datacenter energy consump-
tion over 24 hours.
Figure 7: Grid energy and battery usage over 24 hours.
Table 2 presents experiment results regarding the value
and percentage of using these three energy sources. We in-
tentionally chose a 75% renewable energy supply scenario,
to explore the quantity that would be used from two other
sources. The results show that out of 100% of energy con-
sumption, 75% is drawn from the renewable energy source,
20% is taken from the grid and 5% is taken from battery.
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Energy source Renewable Grid Battery
Value(kWh) 90 25 5
Percentage(%) 75 20 5
Table 2: Value and percentage of energy sources utilization.
V. Conclusions
In this paper we present a new energy sources scheduling
scheme in order to maximize the renewable energy utiliza-
tion, and reduce energy drawn from the grid and batteries.
First priority is given to renewable energy, second priority is
given to grid energy and third one to batteries. A dynamic
power technique is used for capping the energy used from
the grid. In a 75% renewable energy coverage scenario, the
results of the experiments show that 20% of the required
energy is supplied by the grid and 5% is drawn from bat-
teries. The advantage of this algorithm is that it is enough
realistic to consider supplying the datacenter with energy
from the grid, which is limited by implementing a dynamic
power capping technique. On the other hand, we optimize
the battery usage by encouraging lower capacity batteries.
The proposed algorithm has higher efficiency if it is imple-
mented over a platform where renewable energy is efficiently
and maximally exploited, e.g using a workload scheduling
algorithm. Also, a precondition of this new algorithm to
function is it assumes energy consumption and renewable
energy are already known through prediction.
To conclude, we point out that the proposed scheme is a
first prototype. Other elements should be taken in considera-
tion in the future, like: the lifetime of the battery (number
of cycles) and other power characteristics. Furthermore, the
experiments will be extended to 2 days of simulation in order
to monitor jobs that are postponed to the consecutive day.
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Abstract
The work presented here is an experimental study of performance in execution time and energy consumption of matrix multiplications on
a heterogeneous server. The server features three different devices: a multicore CPU, an NVIDIA Tesla GPU, and an Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.
Matrix multiplication is one of the most used linear algebra kernels and, consequently, applications that make an intensive use of this operation
can greatly benefit from efficient implementations. This is the case of the evaluation of matrix polynomials, a core operation used to calculate
many matrix functions, which involve a very large number of products of square matrices. Although there exist many proposals for efficient
implementations of matrix multiplications in heterogeneous environments, it is still difficult to find packages providing a matrix multiplication
routine that is so easy to use, efficient, and versatile as its homogeneous counterparts. Our approach here is based on a simple implementation
using OpenMP sections. We have also devised a functional model for the execution time that has been successfully applied to the evaluation of
matrix polynomials of large degree so that it allows to balance the workload and minimizes the runtime cost.
Keywords Matrix multiplication, heterogeneous system, energy consumption, matrix polynomials
I. Introduction
Matrix multiplication is one of the most essential computational
kernels used in the core of scientific applications. This operation
has been highly studied in the past in order to improve the effi-
ciency of its computation in both sequential and parallel computer
architectures. It has also received full attention in parallel heteroge-
neous environments. Many contributions in this context basically
propose irregular partitions of the factor matrices that can efficiently
be mapped on the computing resources; see for instance [10, 16, 12].
It is difficult to find actual implementations of the matrix multi-
plication on heterogeneous nodes that feature very different devices.
The MAGMA project, for instance, aims to develop a dense linear
algebra library similar to LAPACK but for heterogeneous/hybrid ar-
chitectures; it is one of the most active projects that implement BLAS
routines for nodes featuring accelerators [22]. Currently, MAGMA
implements a version for NVIDIA GPUs in which the matrix multi-
plication is carried out only by the GPUs, i.e. the CPU does not inter-
vene. The MAGMA project also provides with a version, MAGMA
MIC, which provides hybrid algorithms that involve the host CPU
and one or more Intel Xeon Phi processors. However, this project
does not use both NVIDIA GPUs and MICs processor all together
in the same host. Authors of [13] propose a programming model
for heterogeneous computers featuring CPU, a GPU and a Xeon Phi
with the aim to incorporate it to MAGMA library. However, they
have not shown its proposal with matrix multiplication. Hence and
as a starting point, we propose here a simple implementation to
carry out parallel heterogeneous matrix multiplications in a node
composed by CPU cores, one NVIDIA GPU, and one Intel Xeon Phi.
As it is explained in the next section, in this paper we are interested
in evaluating matrix polynomials of only square matrices. Section III
shows the application implemented to carry out a square matrix
multiplication on these three different devices. The following section
shows experimental results both in time and energy consumption of
our application. In Section V we propose a model to implement a
heterogeneous matrix multiplication routine that can exploit easily
the underlying hardware. We finish the paper with some conclusions
and proposals for future research.
II. Matrix polynomials
An application for matrix multiplications is, for instance, the calculus
of matrix polynomials. Matrix polynomials are used, e.g. for the
computation of functions of matrices [9] by the Taylor method. A
matrix function is the exponential of a matrix [21]. This function
appears in the solution of many engineering and physics phenom-
ena which are governed by systems of linear first-order ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients [15]. Also, the matrix
exponential appears in other scientific contexts like, e.g. control the-
ory [14] or theory of multimode electric power lines [24]. Some other
engineering processes are described by second order differential
equations, whose exact solution is given in terms of the trigonomet-
ric matrix function sine and cosine [11, 17].
There are different techniques for computing or approximating
matrix functions. Some of them are very general but others are
specialized to particular functions. Two techniques are widely used
to approximate a matrix function, one is based on polynomial ap-
proximations and the other is based on rational approximations. The
one based on polynomial approximations makes intensive use of
matrix multiplications. For example, the matrix exponential can be
calculated efficiently by using Taylor series [21], which is in turn
formulated as a matrix polynomial. Other trigonometric matrix
function is the cosine of a matrix. This function has been tackled
in [20] to show that it is possible to perform its computation in a
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commonly used and computationally intensive operations” [23].
The library is accessible in [2]. It has been used in the CPU.
CUBLAS: BLAS implementation for NVIDIA GPUs [8].
We performed a simple experimental analysis of the speed of the
matrix multiplication (GEMM) in the CPU (Figure 1). For this test
we used the maximum available CPU cores, i.e. 24. (We ignored
the fact that Hyper-Threading (HT) can be enabled to give a total
of 48 logical processors. We observed that using just one thread
per core is enough to fully exploit the execution resources of the
core and not increase in performance can be achieve by activating
HT.) It must be said that the performance of BLIS could be probably
better by selecting the best parallel configuration. Contrary to the
other two packages, BLIS is tuned by setting the value of up to four
environment variables. That value corresponds to the number of
threads that will be used to parallelize a given loop among the five
nested loops in which the matrix multiplication is implemented in
order to exploit the hierarchical set of intermediate memories of
the most current architectures. In this test, only the outer loop was
parallelized. A more suitable combination of values are likely to
produce a better performance of BLIS, however, we decided not
to test the large set of different combinations with the idea that
barely the performance would outperform MKL in this machine.
Consequently, we consider the performance of Intel MKL to be the
best and, therefore, it is the only library used on the CPU side.
III.2 Implementation option
To proceed towards a heterogeneous matrix product, we started
by implementing an application that partitions the problem into
three concurrent pieces so that the three devices can cooperate in
the solution. There exist different options to implement such an
application. However, all the options can be gathered into two main
classes standing for the use of light processes (threads), or heavy
processes. The last option can be implemented e.g. by using MPI [7].
Here, we decided to use a simple approach based on threads, which
are spawned by means of OpenMP sections.
The application has been implemented with OpenMP sections, so
that each device code is included in a given section (Listing 1). The
code for the Intel Xeon Phi, in lines 31–32, is implemented in a differ-
ent source file (Listing 2) and compiled separately. This is because it
is necessary to compile this code with the Intel C compiler (icc). For
the compilation of the rest of the C code of the application we used
the GNU compiler (gcc) since there exists incompatibility between
the available versions for the NVIDIA compiler (nvcc, version 7.5)
and for the Intel compiler (icc, version 16.0).
The basics of the heterogeneous multiplication are easy. To per-
form the multiplication C = AB, matrix A is completely broadcast
to the two accelerators from the Host computer. Matrix B, how-
ever, is partitioned into three blocks of consecutive columns. The
second block is uploaded to the GPU, the third one is uploaded
to the PHI, and the first one remains into the host memory. The
amount of columns of each block is denoted in Listing 1 by the
values of variables gpu_n, phi_n, and cpu_n for the GPU, the PHI,
and the CPU, respectively. Currently, the application receives these
values as arguments by command line, in particular, the user sets
the percentages for the GPU and for the PHI in the range [0, 1], the
rest is computed by the CPU. Upon termination of the execution,
1 int gpu_n = (int) (gpu_weight * n);
2 int phi_n = (int) (phi_weight * n);
3 int cpu_n = n-gpu_n -phi_n;
4 #pragma omp parallel sections num_threads (3)
5 {
6 #pragma omp section
7 { // GPU
8 if( gpu_n ) {
9 cublasHandle_t handle;
10 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL( cublasCreate (& handle) );
11 double *gpu_A , *gpu_B , *gpu_C;
12 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMalloc ((void **) &gpu_A , n*n*sizeof(double) ) );
13 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMalloc ((void **) &gpu_B , n*gpu_n*sizeof(double) ) );
14 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMalloc ((void **) &gpu_C , n*gpu_n*sizeof(double) ) );
15 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL(cublasSetMatrix(n, n, sizeof(double), A, n, gpu_A , n ));
16 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL( cublasSetMatrix( n, gpu_n , sizeof(double),
17 &B[n*cpu_n], n, gpu_B , n ) );
18 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL( cublasDgemm(handle , CUBLAS_OP_N , CUBLAS_OP_N , n, gpu_n ,
19 n, &alpha , gpu_A , n, gpu_B , n, &beta , gpu_C , n ) );
20 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL( cublasGetMatrix( n, gpu_n , sizeof(double), gpu_C , n,
21 &C[n*cpu_n], n ) );
22 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaFree(gpu_A) );
23 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaFree(gpu_B) );
24 CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaFree(gpu_C) );
25 CUBLAS_SAFE_CALL( cublasDestroy(handle) );
26 }
27 }
28 #pragma omp section
29 { // PHI
30 if( phi_n ) {
31 gemmPHI( n, phi_n , n, alpha , A, n, beta , &B[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n,
32 &C[n*(cpu_n+gpu_n)], n );
33 }
34 }
35 #pragma omp section
36 { // CPU
37 if( cpu_n ) {
38 dgemm( &transa , &transb , &n, &cpu_n , &n, &alpha , A, &n, B, &n,
39 &beta , C, &n );
40 }
41 }
42 }
Listing 1: Code for the heterogeneous matrix multiplication.
the resulting matrix C appears partitioned and distributed among
the three devices. We include in the application, and in the time
measurement, the operation of gathering the result in the memory
location allocated into the host to store the resulting matrix.
The code for the execution in the GPU is quite regular (Lines 7–27).
It includes creation of the CUBLAS context, allocating memory for
the three matrix factors, uploading matrices, executing the matrix
product, downloading the result, and freeing the resources involved
in the computation.
For the Xeon Phi, we used the “offload mode” of computation,
that is, data is explicitly uploaded to the device and the operation is
also explicitly executed there. Thus, the programmer have control
of what exactly is executing the coprocessor. Arguments in, out,
and inout specify clearly the direction of variables characterized by
those words. The operation is actually performed by calling to the
BLAS matrix multiplication routine using the MKL version.
Finally, the code executed by the CPU only includes a call to the
gemm routine (lines 38–39) for the matrix computation using MKL as
well. We used the fortran interface instead of the C one used for
the PHI for no specific reason but the application is oblivious of this.
Attention must be paid to the way in which the application is
executed in our heterogeneous server. As it has been implemented,
only three OpenMP threads are created so that each one will execute
a different section. There will be, thus, one thread bound to each
accelerator for data transference and control purposes. For the
CPU case, however, the execution of the MKL routine will use only
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Variablename Meaning
OMP_NESTED: SettoTRUEtoensurethatMKLusesmorethanonethreadwhencaledinsideanOpenMPsection.
MKL_NUM_THREADS: NumberofthreadsusedbyMKL(CPU).
MKL_DYNAMIC: SettoFALSEtoavoidMKLautomaticalyselectsthenumberofthreads(CPU).
MKL_MIC_ENABLE: Setto0toavoidtheXeonPhiisusedtoacceleratetheCPUcomputation.
MIC_ENV_PREFIX: SpeciﬁestheenvironmentvariableswithpreﬁxMICwiladdressonlythePHI.
MIC_OMP_NUM_THREADS: NumberofthreadsusedbythePHItoexecuteMKLroutines.
MIC_KMP_AFFINITY,MIC_USE_2MB_BUFFERS: ThesevariablescontroltheefﬁciencyoftheXeonPhiintheexecutionofthematrixmultiplicationroutine.
TheyhavebeensettosuchvaluesaccordingtotheadviceofInteldocumentation.
 
 
  
   
    
      
      
       
        
         
           
           
            
             
              
                
                
                 
                  
                   
                     
    



Table1:Meaningofshelvariablesusedtoexecutetheheterogeneousmatrixmultiplicationapplication.





















    



n=8000 n=14000
Figure5:Executiontimeinsecondsforamatrixproductvaryingtheweightofworkloadoneachdevice.
comparedwiththeIntelXeonPhi.
Figure3showstheenergyconsumptionwhentheGPUistheonly
deviceoperatingonamatrixmultiplication.Notethatoneofthe
coresoftheCPUisalsoworkingsinceitisinchargeofsendingthe
twomatricestobemultipliedandreceivingtheresultingone.The
consumptionoftheIntelXeonPhiisverylargeinidlestatewhen
comparedwiththeCPU.
Asexpected,theconsumptionoftheIntelXeonPhiisquitelarge
whenexecutingthematrixmultiplication(Figure4).Alsointhis
caseoneofthecoresoftheCPUisworkingtofeedthecoprocessor
withthetwofactormatricesandtoreceivethesolutionmatrix.
IV. ExperimentalResultsoftheMatrix
MultiplicationApplication
Figure5showstheexecutiontimeinsecondsspentbytheapplication
toperformamatrixmultiplicationoftwosquarematricesofsizes
n=8000andn=14000.Thetwographicsshowtimesfordiferent
weightcombinations.Thepercentageofcomputationcarriedoutby
theGPUisshownonthey-axis,whiletheworkdonebythePHIis
shownonthex-axis.Thesetwovaluesareselectedbytheuser.The
restofthecomputationisperformedbytheCPU.Theﬁgureshows
lessexecutiontimes(clearercels)withintheregionbetween≈25%
and≈50%fortheGPU,and 20%forthePHIinthecaseofthe
problemsizesselected.ThereexistsmoreopportunityforthePHIto
participateaslongastheproblemsizeincreases.
Figure6showsthepercentagesoftheminimumvaluesobtained
fortheproblemsizesn=8000,10000,12000,14000,whichare0.72
sec.,1.30sec.,2.08sec.,and3.20sec.,respectively.Forlargeproblems
n∈[2000,10000] n∈[10000,14000]
wphi= 0 n200−50wgpu= n800+47.5 − n400+85wcpu= 100−wgpu 100−(wphi+wgpu)
Table2:Functionsoftheweightforeachdevicefortheexecutiontimeof
thematrixmultiplication.
boththeCPUandtheGPUreducetheirweighttomakeroomforthe
PHI,whichdoesnotcontributetothetaskwithanysizesmalerthan
n=12000. Wecanapproximatetheweightofeachdevice,i.e.wcpu,
wgpu,andwphi1,bythetwolinearfunctionsshowninTable2fortwo
intervals.Bymeansofalargerexperimentalsetupwecouldeasily
deviseafunctionalmodelthatalowstopredictthebestpercentage
ofworkloadtobemappedoneachdevice.However,wemusttake
intoaccountthatthereexistaproblemsizenotverymuchsmaler
thann=2000forwhichitisnotworthwhiletousetheGPU.Also,
forproblemsizesn>14000,theweighttobeassignedtoeachdevice
stabilizesaroundaﬁxvalue(wphi≈15%andwghi≈55%).However,
astheproblemsizeincreasesalitlemore,out-of-corealgorithms
arerequiredandthesefunctionalmodelscansigniﬁcantlychange.
Thingsareslightlydiferentwhenweobservethetotalenergy
consumedbythematrixmultiplicationapplication.Theminimum
valuesofenergy(injoules)are379,700,1177,and1783,forthe
problemsizes8000,10000,12000,and14000,respectively.Figure7
1Notethatthenumberofmatrixcolumnsassignedtoadevicedisnd=n·wd,whered=cpu,gpu,phi.
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Abstract
As we move towards ultrascale computing, computer architecture is bound to see dramatic changes. Multiple nodes, with or
without shared memory, multicore and accelerators (GPUs, FPGAs) will be the norm. For many problems, such as finite difference
numerical simulations, the array used to represent a perfect match between the user level code and the hardware architecture’s
uniform memory access. Arrays, and to some extent multiarrays, are well supported by most programming languages. A standard
compiler maps the array for uniform memory. Some programming models, such as partitioned global address space, allows
mapping an array across distributed, yet for each partition, uniform memory. For ultrascale architectures, the simple mapping
between user level (multi)array and distributed, non-uniform memory, will disappear. Here we propose an API for arrays,
empowering the software developer to implement their own array-memory layout. Application code written towards the API will
be independent of underlying architecture changes, thus easily ported to new architectures as they evolve.
Keywords Scientific Computing, Ultrascale Computing, Multiarray API, Array API for Finite Difference Methods
I. INTRODUCTION
The array has been a central concept for software development, es-
pecially in the high performance domain. For instance, multiarrays
are key to explicit finite difference solvers for partial differential
equations (PDE). Languages for programming in computational
science have direct language support for arrays. Many also di-
rectly support multidimensional array manipulations (e.g. MAT-
LAB, Fortran, F), or introduce libraries or packages to support this
(e.g. Boost.MultiArray Library for C++, NumPy for Python). In
the problem space, the array provides an abstraction for indexable
data collections. In the hardware space, the array represents linear
addressable memory.
Compilers exploit that traditionally computer memory has been
uniformly accessible. A linear function is sufficient to map from an
array (multi)index to a memory address, giving efficient access to a
memory location. The move towards ultrascale computing is break-
ing this mapping. Currently we see architectures with collections of
manycore processors, connected on fast networks, often with GPUs
and other accelerators connected to each processor. The combined
memory of such an architecture is no longer linearly addressable,
but possibly hierarchical: indexed by processor in the network, then
split into core local memory, accelerator local memory, shared core
memory and shared accelerator/processor memory. The access time
for a memory location varies, depending on where the memory is
located, which core/accelerator is accessing the location, and the
local, global and collective data access patterns (cache lines, net-
work contention, etc.). On future ultrascale architectures we should
expect the data access functions and memory access costs to be
more complex.
Programming models to deal with the situation are slow to emerge.
The two dominant approaches are explicit processes with message
passing (e.g., MPI [15]), and variations of partitioned global address
space (PGAS). Both of these models currently assume that memory
is distributed across nodes (or cores), but lack support for hierar-
chical memory and accelerators. The message passing approach is
a dramatic change from sequential programming, since a compu-
tation here is an ensemble of explicitly communicating programs.
Verifying the correctness of concurrent processes is hard. Using
a pragmatic single program multiple data (SPMD) approach the
code transformation to message passing form becomes manageable.
The PGAS model is closer to standard programming and is thus
easier to reason about. A PGAS compiler may use message passing
processes as the target code [8]. Accelerators are mostly supported
by specialised models (e.g., Cuda). Hybrid models, e.g., mixing
MPI and multicore programming or MPI and accelerators, are be-
ing used for hybrid architectures. Porting an application from one
programming model to another requires considerable changes to the
code. This causes severe challenges to the portability of application
between current architectures, and thus may be a severe hindrance
for the uptake of efficient future ultrascale architectures.
The emerging gap between problem space arrays and computer
memory addressing should be bridged by tools such as the compiler
and its support libraries. Keeping tools up to date is a continuous
effort as new architectures are being continuously introduced. Un-
fortunately, tool and compiler vendors are not catching up to the
pace of change. For instance, Fortran’s take on the PGAS model
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wasstandardisedin2008[13],almostadecadeago.YetfewFortran
compilersin2016supportthecoarayfeature.
Thispaperpromotestheideathatforthehardwarespaceweneed
astandardised,lineararayAPIencapsulatingtheheterogeneous
memorystructure.ThiscanbeconsideredavariationofthePGAS
modelfordistributedmemory,andisareﬁnementofourearlier
suggestion[9].SuchanAPIwilempowerthesoftwaredeveloperto
providetheirownmappingofthelinearindicesontothehierarchical
memorystructure,incasearelevantonedoesnotalreadyexist.This
liberatesthedeveloperfromrelyingoncompilersandothertools
thatmaynevermaterialise.Italsoliberatesthehardwaremanufac-
turerfromprovidingafulﬂedgedtoolchaintosupporteverynew
architecture.AgoodimplementationoftherelativelysimpleAPI
forthenewarchitectureissufﬁcient.Fortheproblemspacewe
needvariousadaptersmapping,e.g.,multiarayortreestructures,
tothelineararayAPI.Again,thesoftwaredeveloperisempowered
toproviderelevantmappingsincasenoneexist.Suchmappings
areobviouslyreusableacrossproblemswithsimilarneeds.The
mappingfromlineararaytohardwarestructurewilbereusable
foreveryapplicationrunningonthathardware.Themappingfrom
problemspacetolineararaywilbereusableforalapplicationsin
theproblemspace,acrossalapplicablehardwarearchitectures.In
ordertomakesuchasoftwarearchitecturetobecomeanefﬁcient
tool,itis(1)importanttotunetheAPIscarefulyforgenericreuse,
and(2)todevelopapplicationsfocussedonusingcolectiveoper-
ationsontheuserspaceabstractions.Theformerrequirescareful
domainengineeringcoupledwithdomainexperience.Thelater
requireachangewithsoftwaredevelopers,whonormalyaredriled
toworkwithindividualelementsofaraysandotherstructures.
Theproposedapproachrequiresafocusoncolectiveoperations
onentiredatasets.TheAPIsneedtobestableacrossoldandnew
architecturesensuingportabilityofapplicationcode.Thebasic
linearalgebrasubprograms(BLAS[12])isanexampleofwhat
canbeachievedbyanAPIapproach. Withmanyofthesimilar
approaches(PGAS,GlobalArays,Coarays),newnotationcreeps
intohandlenewhardware.Thiscausesapplicationportabilitycosts.
Newnotationcausesportabilityissueswithexistingapplications.
ThecontributionofthepaperistoshowthatanAPIapproachis
viablebypresentinganAPIsuitableforexplicitﬁnitediference
solvers.Weusecolectivemultiarayoperationstodevelopasolver
forBurgers’equation.ThemultiarayAPIismappedtoalinear
arayAPI.ThelineararayAPIismappedtoaplainCPUwith
linearmemory,aGPUlocalmemory,andaGPUlocalmemory
withexplicitadministrationofdataalocationanddealocation.
Sincethesethreedistincthardwaremappingsalprovidethesame
lineararayAPI,nochangeisneededinneitherthemultiaray
mappingnorthesolveritself.WepresenttheAPIsasconceptsin
thesenseof[19],i.e.,withdeclarationsoftypesandoperations,and
axiomsdescribingtheirproperties.Suchconceptsprovideprecise
descriptionofintendedsemantics.Theyworkverywelwithgeneric
implementations(reusablecode),andprovideveriﬁable/testable
requirements[1].
Thepaperisorganisedasfolows.Inthenextsection,weintro-
ducethemathematicsofourrunningexample,theBurgers’equation,
andshowhowaPDEnormalyismassagedforimplementinga
solver.InSectionII,weproposeourmultiarayAPI,folowedbya
presentationofthelineararayAPIinSectionIV.ThesetwoAPIs
aretiedtogetherinSectionV.Thenwepresentsomeexperimental
resultsofusingourapproachtotargettheBurgers’solverforCPU
andGPUimplementations.Finaly,SectionVIdiscussessome
relatedworkbeforeweconcludeinSectionVII.
II. FINITEDIFFERENCENUMERICALSOFTWARE
Whenwritingnumericalsoftware,theHPCengineertypicalystarts
fromapartialdiferentialequationwhichisthenmanipulatedinto
aformsuitableforprogramming. WewiluseBurgers’equation
[3]asanilustration.Burgers’equationisanimportantnonlinear
prototypeequation,usedforinstanceinthemathematicalmodeling
ofgasdynamicsandtrafﬁcﬂow.Itissimilartotheincompressible
Navier-Stokesequation,withoutthepressuretermandexternal
forceslike,e.g.,gravity.Incoordinatefreeformitreads
∂u
∂t+u·∇u=ν∇
2u, (1)
whereudenotesvelocity,tistime,andνisaviscositycoefﬁcient.
Inonespatialdimension,putingu= u,weget
∂u
∂t + u·∇u =ν∇
2 u, (2)
ChoosingCartesiancoordinates,wecanelaboratethegradient,the
laplacianandthedotproduct,giving
∂u
∂t+u
∂u
∂x=ν
∂2u
∂x2. (3)
Weimplementtheinitialvalueproblemu(x,0)=u0(x),forperi-
odicboundaryconditionsonanintervaloflengthL,u(x+L,t)=
u(x,t).
Tosolvetheproblemnumericaly,thestandardapproachisto
discretisethedomain.Forthisweintroducethegridvaluesuni=
u(iLN,tn)fori=0,..,N−1,andtn=n∆t,where∆tisthetimestepsize.Intheﬁnitediferencemethod(FDM),wecomputea
partialderivativebyaweightedsumofneighbouringgridpoints.
Theweightsareformedfromtwocomponents:(i)alistoffactors
caledthestencil,and(i)afactorcomputedfromthedataresolution
(thenumberofgridpoints).Thestenciliscarefulydecidedbya
numericalexpert.Thechoiceisbasedonthekindofproblembeing
solved,theinitialvaluebeingused,accuracyversusspeed,etc.For
example,inthispaperweusethenumericalstencils(−0.5,0,0.5)
and(1,−2,1)for∂∂xand∂
2
∂x2,withfactors∆x= LNand(∆x)2=
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L2
N2,respectively.Thestandardexplicitﬁnitediferencenumericalapproximationforequation(3)thenbecomes,
un+1i = uni−
∆t
2∆xu
ni(uni+1−uni−1)
+ ν∆t(∆x)2(u
ni+1+uni−1−2uni). (4)
TheaboveapproximationisaccuratetoO((∆x)2,∆t).
Theformulationinequation(4)iseasytowriteupastraditional
code:Thedataforun+1andunisstoredintwoarays,onefor
each,andasingleloop,foralelementindices0throughN−1,
computesun+1fromun.
Nowconsiderequation(1)inhigherspatialdimensions.Using
aCartesiancoordinatesystem,wecanwriteBurgers’equationin
threespatialdimensions(3D)as
∂u
∂t+u
∂u
∂x+v
∂u
∂y+w
∂u
∂z = ν
∂2u
∂x2+ν
∂2u
∂y2+ν
∂2u
∂z2(5)
∂v
∂t+u
∂v
∂x+v
∂v
∂y+w
∂v
∂z = ν
∂2v
∂x2+ν
∂2v
∂y2+ν
∂2v
∂z2(6)
∂w
∂t+u
∂w
∂x+v
∂w
∂y+w
∂w
∂z = ν
∂2w
∂x2+ν
∂2w
∂y2+ν
∂2w
∂z2(7)
wherewehaveputu=(u,v,w).Herewealsochooseperiodic
boundaryconditionsina3DdomainoflengthLx,LyandLzin
thex,y,andzcoordinatedirections,respectively.Introducing
appropriategridvalues,wedenotefortheﬁrstvelocitycomponent
uthatunx,i,j,k=ux(iLxN,jLyN,kLzN,tn)fori=0,..,N−1,j=
0,..,M−1andk=0,..,P−1.Usinganalogousapproximations
asinequation(4),equation(5)canthenbediscretisedasfolows.
un+1i,j,k = uni,j,k−
∆t
2∆xu
ni,j,k(uni+1,j,k−uni−1,j,k)
+ ν∆t(∆x)2(u
ni+1,j,k+uni−1,j,k−2uni,j,k)
− ∆t2∆yv
ni,j,k(uni,j+1,k−uni,j−1,k)
+ ν∆t(∆y)2(u
ni,j+1,k+uni,j−1,k−2uni,j,k)
− ∆t2∆zw
ni,j,k(uni,j,k+1−uni,j,k−1)
+ ν∆t(∆z)2(u
ni,j,k+1+uni,j,k−1−2uni,j,k), (8)
where∆x=LxN,∆y=LyM and∆z=LzP.Clearly,thetworemain-ingequations(6-7)canbediscretisedinasimilarmanner.
Writingtraditionalstylecodeforthe3Dversionismoreinvolved
thanforthe1Dcase.Thedataforeachofu,v,wisamultiaray
withthreeindices(i,j,k).Wewilneedtwosetsofmultiarays,one
fortimestepnandoneforthenexttimestepn+1.Atriplynested
loopisthenusedtocomputetimestepn+1fromn.
for(inti=0;i<N;i++){
for(intj=0;j<M;j++){
for(intk=0;k<P;k++){
up(i,j,k)=un(i,j,k)
-deltat*un(i,j,k)
*(un(i+1,j,k)-un(i-1,j,k))
/(2*deltax)
+...;
vp(i,j,k)=...;
wp(i,j,k)=...;
}
}
}
Herethesufﬁx pisusedforvariablesattimestepn+1,thesufﬁx
nforvariablesattimestepn.
Ineachelaborationstepabove,abstractionsfromtheproblem
domainareunfoldedandremovedfromtheexposition.Intheend,it
isdifﬁculttodirectlyrelatethenestedloopstotheoriginalproblem.
First,thecoordinate-freeoperators∇,·and∇2wereinstantiated
withthenumberofdimensionsandCartesiancoordinatesystem,
yieldingequation(3)andequations(5-7),for1and3dimensions,
respectively.Thenthespatialrepresentationasaﬁnitediference
methodwaschosen,andthecontinuousoperators ∂dx,∂
2
dx2,...wereinstantiatedwiththecorespondingstencils.Thustheformsequa-
tion(3)andequations(5-7)bearlitleresemblancetoeachother,
nortotheproblemformulationequation(1).Thattheresultingcode
infactisrelatedtotheoriginalproblemisnon-trivialtovalidate,
andaseparatedocumentationtrailneedstobemaintainedinorder
torelatetheinstantiationstotheoriginalproblem.
Abovewehavesketchedthesequentialimplementations,almost
takingthecodedirectlyfromtheelaboratedversionoftheequations.
III. ABURGERSSOLVERANDMULTIARRAYAPI
Asinitialymotivated,wewanttoreformulatethesolverusing
colectiveoperations,i.e.,operationsthatworkontheentirearay
ratherthanloopingthroughtheindividualelements.Theabstraction
levelinequation(3)consistsofthecontinuousoperators:partial
diferentiation,addition,multiplication,etc.ConsideringtheFDM
discretisation,addition,multiplication,etc,aresimplepointwise
operationsonthearay,whilepartialdiferentiationreliesonneigh-
bouringdata.
Firstweassumeanindexingfunctionwhichreturnstheelement
givenbythemultindex(i,j,k).
1 functionget(a:MA,i:int,j:int,k:int):E;
ThetypeMAisthemultiaray,intisanintegertypeusedfor
indexingdata,andEistheelementtype(ﬂoatingpointnumber).
Nextweinvestigatemappedelementaloperations,like+,∗,−.
Mappedfunctionscanbedeﬁnedasthefolowingconcept.
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1 /∗∗ Elemental addition , multiplication and subtraction . ∗/
2 function _+_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
3 function _*_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
4 function _-_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
5 function -_ ( a:E ) : E;
6 /∗∗ Mapped addition, multiplication and subtraction . ∗/
7 function _+_ ( a:MA, b:MA ) : MA;
8 function _*_ ( a:MA, b:MA ) : MA;
9 function _-_ ( a:MA, b:MA ) : MA;
10 function -_ ( a:MA ) : MA;
11
12 /∗∗ Relating the mapped and elemental operations . ∗/
13 axiom binaryMap ( a:MA, b:MA, i,j,k:int ) {
14 assert get( a+b, i,j,k )
15 == get(a,i,j,k) + get(b,i,j,k);
16 assert get( a*b, i,j,k )
17 == get(a,i,j,k) * get(b,i,j,k);
18 assert get( a-b, i,j,k )
19 == get(a,i,j,k) - get(b,i,j,k);
20 }
21 axiom unaryMap ( a:MA, i,j,k:int ) {
22 assert get( -a, i,j,k ) == - get(a,i,j,k);
23 }
The assertions in the axiom must hold for all combinations of input
data, the parameters, to the axiom. An axiom is like a procedure,
whose intended effect is to validate the assertions on the input data.
This can be used to test the correctness of the code, though testing
on floating point data seldom works as intended.
To provide the partial difference operators we will need a shift
function on the multiarrays.
1 function shift (a:MA, dir:int, d:int) : MA;
Here the parameter dir instructs which direction we will be
shifting (1 for x direction or index i, 2 for y direction or index j, 3
for z direction or index k), and d gives the shift distance (±1 for
one step as needed in the example).
1 axiom multiarrayShiftAxiom
2 ( a:MA, d:int, i,j,k:int ) {
3 assert get( shift(a,1,d), i,j,k)
4 == get(a, (Lx+i+d)%Lx,j,k);
5 assert get( shift(a,2,d), i,j,k)
6 == get(a, i,(Ly+j+d)%Ly,k);
7 assert get( shift(a,3,d), i,j,k)
8 == get(a, i,j,(Lz+k+d)%Lz);
9 };
Using the modulus operator % for index manipulation above, we
define a circular shift, as needed for circular boundary conditions.
With this sketch of the multiarray API, the indexing, map and
shift operations, in place, we can for any stencil define the par-
tial derivatives as collective operations on a multiarray. The func-
tion partial1 implements a 1st order partial derivative using a
(−0.5, 0, 0.5) stencil, and the function partial2 implements a
2nd order partial derivative using a (1,−2, 1) stencil.
1 function partial1 ( a:MA, dir:int ) : MA {
2 return (shift(a,dir,1) - shift(a,dir,-1))
3 / (2 * deltax );
4 };
5 function partial2 ( a:MA, dir:int ) : MA {
6 return
7 (shift(a,dir,-1) - 2*a + shift(a,dir,1))
8 / (deltax * deltax );
9 };
The dir argument encodes the direction, dir==1 for x-
direction ∂a∂x and
∂2a
(∂x)2 , dir==2 for y-direction
∂a
∂y and
∂2a
(∂y)2 ,
and dir==3 for z-direction ∂a∂z and
∂2a
(∂z)2 .
The solver step for equations (5-7) can now be coded using these
operations.
1 up = un
2 + nu*deltat*
3 ( partial2(un,1)
4 + partial2(un,2)
5 + partial2(un,3))
6 - deltat*un*partial(un,1)
7 - deltat*vn*partial(un,2)
8 - deltat*wn*partial(un,3);
9 vp = ...;
10 wp = ...;
Notice how we easily may change the stencil for this computation:
it is encapsulated in the partial derivative functions, so replacing
these with functions for another stencil is all it takes. The stencil is
no longer embedded all over in the formulation of the solver, as it
was in equation (4)
IV. LINEAR ARRAY API FOR ABSTRACTING HARDWARE
Instead of implementing the multiarray API directly in the hardware,
we propose a linear API for the mapping onto the hardware. The
linear API is slightly more convoluted than the multiarray API, but
is often more straight forward to implement on a target hardware
architecture.
For this exposition, the linear array needs the following primitive
operation to access an element based on an integer index.
1 /∗∗ Get the element at the index position i . ∗/
2 function get ( a:A, i:int ) : E;
The type A is an array of elements and E is the element type,
typically floating point numbers.
We have a similar mapping of elemental functions for the linear
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1 /∗∗ Shifts the grp−sized groups of data d positions circularly to the left within each seg−sized segment. ∗/
2 function shiftSegmentGroups ( a:A, seg:int, grp:int, d:int) : A
3 guard seg % grp == 0 && getSize(a) % seg == 0 && abs(d) <= seg;
4
5 axiom shiftSegmentGroupsDefinitionAxiom ( a:A, seg:int, grp:int, d:int, j:int ) {
6 var size = getSize(a);
7 assert size % seg == 0 && seg % grp == 0 && abs(d) <= seg && 0 <= j && j < size;
8 // local index within a segment
9 var si = j % seg;
10 // normalize actual shift value to perform within a segment
11 var sh = (grp * (seg + d)) % seg;
12 // new index within segment after the local shift
13 var ni = ( seg+si-sh ) % seg;
14 // obtain the global position of ni within the whole array
15 var ind = idiv(j, seg)*seg + ni;
16 assert get(shiftSegmentGroups(a,seg,grp,d),ind) == get(a,j);
17 };
Figure 1: Definition of shiftSegmentGroups operation for the linear array.
array as we did for the multiarray.
1 /∗∗ Elemental addition , multiplication and subtraction . ∗/
2 function _+_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
3 function _*_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
4 function _-_ ( a:E, b:E ) : E;
5 function -_ ( a:E ) : E;
6 /∗∗ Mapped addition, multiplication and subtraction . ∗/
7 function _+_ ( a:A, b:A ) : A;
8 function _*_ ( a:A, b:A ) : A;
9 function _-_ ( a:A, b:A ) : A;
10 function -_ ( a:A ) : A;
11
12 /∗∗ Relating the mapped and elemental operations . ∗/
13 axiom binaryMap ( a:A, b:A, i:int ) {
14 assert get( a+b, i ) == get(a,i) + get(b,i);
15 assert get( a*b, i ) == get(a,i) * get(b,i);
16 assert get( a-b, i ) == get(a,i) - get(b,i);
17 }
18 axiom unaryMap ( a:A, i:int ) {
19 assert get( -a, i ) == - get(a,i);
20 }
We also need to rearrange (permute) the data of the array in
various ways for different purposes. Here we provide a fairly general
shift operation, see figure 1. It shifts groups of data within segments
of the array. The group size must divide the segment size, the
segment size must divide the actual array size, and the shift distance
must at most be equal to the segment size. (this is written in the
guard phrase, which captures the precondition for the shift function).
The axiom similarly asserts the relevance of its input data, then nails
down the behaviour of this shift function.
These are the linear array operations we need to define and im-
plement for explicit finite difference solvers for PDEs. For other
application domains the linear array API may need to contain further
operations. Typically a linear API will also provide collective oper-
ations like the prefix scan and fold/reduce. These are not covered
here.
In section VI.1 we sketch some hardware oriented implementa-
tions of this API.
V. MULTIARRAY LIBRARY
In section III we defined a multiarray API, and in the previous
section we defined a linear array API to mask hardware. Here we
explain how to provide a multiarray library on top of the linear array
API.
First we define how to retrieve an element from the linear array
using a multiindex. This is a bijective, simple linear mapping from
a multilinear array with size Lx by Ly by Lz to a linear array of size
LxLyLz.
1 function get( a:MA, i,j,k:int ) : E {
2 return get(a, i*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k );
3 }
The map functions are straight forward to reuse from the linear array.
The maps are pointwise, and thus irrespective of indexing, the result
will be at the correct position.
The multiarray shift similarly needs to match both the multiar-
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1 assert get( shift(a,1,d), i,j,k) == get(a, (Lx+i+d)%Lx,j,k);
2 assert get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d), i*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k )
3 == get(a, ((Lx+i+d)%Lx)*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k );
4 assert get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d), i*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k )
5 == get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d),
6 ((Lx+i+d)%Lx)*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k + (Lx*Ly*Lz - d*Ly*Lz) % (Lx*Ly*Lz) );
7 assert get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d), i*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k )
8 == get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d),
9 ((Lx+i+d)%Lx)*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k + ((Lx-d) % Lx)*Ly*Lz );
10 assert get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d), i*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k )
11 == get( shiftSegmentGroups(a,Lx*Ly*Lz,Ly*Lz,d),
12 ((Lx+i+d+ Lx-d)%Lx)*Ly*Lz + j*Lz + k );
Figure 2: Proof for the correctness of the multiarray shift.
ray’s indexing structure and the linear array’s shift behaviour, see
figure 1. The following defines an appropriate function.
1 function shift ( a:MA, dir:int, d:int ) : MA {
2 var seg =
3 if dir == 1 then Lx * Ly * Lz
4 else if dir == 2 then Ly * Lz
5 else /∗ dir == 3 ∗/ Lz;
6 end end;
7 var grp = seg /
8 if dir == 1 then Ly * Lz
9 else if dir == 2 then Lz
10 else /∗ dir == 3 ∗/ 1;
11 end end;
12 return shiftSegmentGroups( a, seg, grp, d );
13 }
We sketch a proof of correctness for the x direction in fig-
ure 2. The first assert is from multiarrayShiftAxiom .
In the next assert we have inserted the multiarray get
and shift algorithms above. The third assert uses
shiftSegmentGroupsDefinitionAxiom to re-
place the right hand side with an expression involving
shiftSegmentGroups . The remaining lines simplify
the right hand side until it is clear it matches the left hand side
expression. The proof for the y and z directions follow a similar
pattern.
The necessary abstractions to code FDM solvers at the con-
tinuous level requires a multiarray shift and mapped +,−, ∗, /
on the multiarray. This now boils down to providing
shiftSegmentGroups and the mapped functions +,−, ∗, /
on an ordinary linear array. This API is quite simple with a few
recurring patterns: (i) the map operations, representing a local, per
element computation, (ii) the shift operation, representing data reor-
ganisation and communication. Compared to rewriting the entire
application code for each architecture, implementing this limited set
of functions will be rather trivial—empowering the user to imple-
ment hardware specific array libraries if the hardware vendor does
not provide it.
VI. RUNTIME EXPERIMENTS
We have done several runtime experiments with the developed 3D
Burgers’ solver. It uses the form from equations (5-7). The runtime
experiments target the following two issues.
• Does the suggested approach support easy porting of code
between architectures?
To answer this question we provide implementations of the pro-
posed array API for several architectures, and validate that the
application using the API, without source code modification,
will run on the relevant hardware.
• Does the application code scale as expected on the various
architectures?
To answer this question we run the application on varying
data sizes. For our application example, a 3D FDM Burgers
solver, we should see linear scaling with respect to data set
size, modulo any effects of caching and virtual memory.
VI.1 Linear array implementations
Currently we have targeted two hardware architectures for the linear
array abstraction.
CPU C++ A plain sequential implementation for a single CPU and
uniform memory. This uses C++ arrays for the linear array
API. The mapped operations are each wrapping a loop se-
quentially performing the lifted operation element by element.
The shiftSegmentGroups operation makes a tempo-
rary copy of the current data, then overwrites the argument
array with the shifted data.
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Cuda An Nvidia GPU version implemented in Cuda. The array
is represented as a linear structure in device (GPU) memory,
avoiding transfer of data between CPU and GPU memory
during the computation. The 5 lifted functions, +,−, ∗, /,
are implemented as device loops in Cuda, then called to
be executed in multithreading GPU kernel mode. This im-
plies no internal synchronisation, but each mapped opera-
tion must be complete before the next operation is started.
shiftSegmentGroups can be implemented by either
synchronising the shifted data between the GPU thread blocks
using multiple kernel invocations, or by obtaining the result
of the shift operation in a fresh array across the GPU device,
eliminating the need for explicit synchronisation within the
function. We have chosen the latter, keeping the shift function
as a single kernel call. This causes a larger memory use than
strictly needed, but is not detrimental to efficiency if the appli-
cation still fits into GPU memory. If this is not the case, other
approaches may be beneficial.
During a computation temporary data is continuously created as
subexpressions are evaluated, and subsequently released when the
result of the expression is assigned to a variable. On the GPU
allocating and deallocating data takes a significant amount of time,
so yet another version of the linear array library was created.
CudaBuffer An Nvidia GPU version implemented in Cuda as
above, but where a buffer large enough to store all temporary
device data is created at the start. This is then managed ex-
plicitly under the hood by the linear array implementing code,
possibly giving more efficient reuse of GPU memory when
temporary variables are created and deleted.
This provides an affirmative answer to our first research question:
we have achieved portability at the application level by a problem
specific API.
These implementations do not attempt any clever optimisations.
For instance, map fusion (loop merging) could give significant
speedups. This entails rearranging the expressions of the PDE solver,
such that local data is only iterated once on the cores, not once per
operation. For instance, mapping A = f (A, B,C) for an elemental
function f (a, b, c) = a ∗ b+ c typically is faster than mapping each
of the operations +, ∗ in A = A ∗ B+ C. Such rewriting should
be tool supported, otherwise the clarity, and possibly the portability,
of the code will be sacrificed for efficiency.
Even for languages that natively support lifted operations, the
efficiency of mapped operations is an important aspect. For instance,
in early Fortran 90 compilers, executing A = A + B was much
slower for the multiarray version than the corresponding nested loop
version.
VI.2 Runtime results
We configured the software for varying data sizes, each chosen
data size doubling the memory requirement for the program. The
data, 10 waves of sine functions in the z direction, was generated in
the appropriate resolution. Since we are working with 3D data, we
double the size of the data set (the size of the linear array), whenever
the number of elements in each direction in increased by a factor of
3
√
2 ≈ 1.26. We used data set sizes 78MB (503 elements), 156MB
(603), 307MB (793), 624MB (1003), 1 248MB (1263), 2 508MB
(1593), 4 992MB (2003), and 9 985MB (2523). Each problem size
was executed for 1, 10, 100, 1000 timesteps in each of the three
versions (CPU, GPU, GPU buffered), yielding a total of 8 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 =
96 runs. The applications were run on the department’s compute
server lyng. It has Intel Xeon CPU E5-2699 v3 at 2.30GHz cores
and Nvidia Tesla K40m with 2880 CUDA Cores at 745 MHz. The
runtime is wall clock time. The clock was started immediately
before the time iteration of the solver, and stopped immediately
after the time iteration. This eliminates unpredictable overhead in
starting especially the GPU (Cuda, CudaBuffer) applications. The
overhead includes a Cuda just-in-time compilation of GPU code
and initialisation of device data, which together may take several
seconds even for small datasets. The CPU does not exhibit similar
disparity between total execution times and the solver’s timestepping
loop times.
The CPU timings are tabulated below. The row captions show the
linear data sizes, the column captions show the number of iteration
timesteps, and the table data is the software’s runtime in seconds.
Cpu C++ 1 10 100 1000
50 0.268 2.900 26.198 264.116
63 0.535 5.794 53.620 530.304
79 1.058 11.516 103.989 1032.465
100 2.176 21.374 220.488 2181.002
126 4.671 51.581 482.747 4642.034
159 10.156 128.887 1176.986 10124.613
200 28.517 958.223 6532.079 32186.134
252 776.532 2387.521 13636.333 120525.580
These runs were concurrent with other loads on the computer, leav-
ing about 10GB of free memory for our application. The results
scale well for the smaller tests: it roughly doubles with data set size
for the 4 smaller data sizes, and scales linearly with the number
of timesteps for the 6 smaller data sizes. The two largest data set
sizes behave somewhat erratic, see figure 3, possibly due to swap
behaviour when memory ran low.
The Cuda timings are tabulated below. The row captions show the
linear data sizes, the column captions show the number of iteration
timesteps, and the table data is the software’s runtime in seconds.
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VII. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
Abstracting away parts of numerical computations has long been
recognised as the path to increase numerical software development
productivity and flexibility. As a result, either language extensions
or reusable software libraries have been proposed to raise the ab-
straction level. In the past decade, high-level parallelisation aspects
of numerical code has also emerged as an active research field and
most proprietary and open source software used in computational
science tackle this issue to some extent. We will briefly summarise
three approaches: directives, language extensions and libraries.
Common directives-based languages are OpenMP [4] and Ope-
nACC [17]. Directives provide meta-information about the code,
enabling the compiler to parallelise and distribute it across cores on
a parallel architecture. These are fully dependent on compiler sup-
port, and the user cannot adapt the tools to deal with new hardware
architectures. Directives are not compatible with our proposed API
approach.
Fortran 2008 [13] is a programming language standard with ex-
plicit support for parallelism in the form of coarrays. Using coarrays
require changing the sequential code, a change that may influence
the structure of the entire program [10]. However, a coarray adapted
program may also execute on sequential architectures, in principle
making the code portable. The coarray feature has been designed
for the PGAS model, but provides only rudimentary support for
the feature. Work is being done to provide a reusable, open source
support for coarrays [8]. The initiative builds on the MPI library,
see discussion below. Some authors have proposed extensions to
Fortran to handle accellerators [16].
There is a wide range of libraries for supporting parallel and
distributed programming. We mention a few here.
C++ [2] has no native support for parallelism, but there are
many libraries supporting multiarrays and parallelism (boost.org,
Blitz++[20, 7]). It is easy to implement our proposed API structure
as a C++ library.
Cuda [5] is an extension to C, C++ and Fortran providing fa-
cilities for using Nvidia GPUs. It makes GPGPU programming
straightforward, but the code is not portable to other parallel ar-
chitectures or competing GPU vendors. We use Cuda in our GPU
implementation of Burgers’ equation.
OpenCL [14] is an extension to C providing interfaces to many
different hardware backends, e.g., GPUs and FPGAs. The paral-
lel programming features are low level, but should be well suited
for writing the lower level parallel libraries in our proposed API
structure.
MPI [15] is a widespread library for explicit communication of
data. The library is available for most programming languages, and
is adapted to almost all current parallel architectures. Using the
library directly is intrusive and forces significant rewrite of source
code. It is used as the standard low level communication library,
and can easily be used for implementing our low level linear array
abstraction.
Diffpack [11] is a proprietary C++ library based on object-
oriented numerical code widely used in CSE applications and simu-
lations. Diffpack has become successful due to the powerful abstrac-
tions imposed on numerial code offering productivity and efficient
code. This provides a domain oriented API as proposed in our
approach, but Diffpack does not empower their user to provide their
own architecture mappings as we suggest.
Mathworks has an extensive parallel Computing Toolbox for
Matlab [6]. These are based on the multiarray abstraction, and
provides backends for many parallel architectures. It is possible to
implement our proposed API structure in Matlab, but the user is
dependent on the vendor for adaption to new architectures.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Software structure is very important for the versatility of software,
specifically the ability of re-targeting a numerical solver for new
HPC architectures. We argue that carefully creating a system of
APIs for computational software is a way of organising software
achieving this. With object-oriented numerics programming styles
becoming embraced also in HPC [18], abstraction oriented ap-
proaches are now part of the HPC toolbox.
A well designed library API will embody the application do-
main’s concepts, in such a way that a clean and natural separation
occurs between application code and, in our case, the underlying
hardware architectures. A message passing library, e.g., MPI, does
not have such a property wrt PDE solvers, while an array based
library does.
We have proposed using simple array based APIs as a means
of abstracting over hardware and providing the applications with a
stable abstraction layer. The approach empowers the user to provide
their own mappings to heterogenous architectures. Empowering the
user to easily re-target a code for new architectures is important to
prepare for ultrascale computing.
Compiler vendors seem to a limited extent be able to support this
fast changing landscape, hence leaving compiler dependent software
support in the dark. Many language extensions for parallelism also
fail in portability, requiring more or less intrusive rewrites of code
when porting between architectures.
The technical results show that our approach is feasible and de-
livers on two important issues: (I) the approach makes applications
portable across varying hardware architectures without modifica-
tions in the application source code, and (II) the approach achieves
the expected runtime scalability to be useful for HPC. We have
thus converted a portability problem into a much simpler library
implementation problem.
Future work includes building further benchmarks for more com-
plex hardware architectures, and comparing our results to those
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achieved by the more labour intensive standard approaches. Further
we want to expand the ideas to other problem domains.
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Abstract
Nek5000 is an open-source code for simulating incompressible flows using MPI for parallel communication. In the Nek5000
code, the tensor-product-based operator evaluation can be implemented as small dense matrix-matrix multiplications. It is clear
that the routines for calculating the matrix-matrix product dominate the execution time of Nek5000. In this paper, we conduct
the optimization of matrix-matrix multiplication using SIMD intrinsics and the LIBXSMM package. The evaluation of the
computational cost and optimization of these subroutines is not only applied to the CFD code Nek5000, but also to the NekCEM
and NekLEM software, which share same data structures with Nek5000.
Keywords Spectral Element Method (SEM), Nek5000, Nekbone, Single instruction multiple data (SIMD), LIBXSMM
I. Introduction
Nek5000 [1] is an open-source code for simulating incom-
pressible flows using MPI for parallel communication. The
code is widely used in a broad range of applications. The
Nek5000 discretization scheme is based on the spectral-
element method [2]. In this approach, the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations are discretized in space by using
high-order weighted residual techniques employing tensor-
product polynomial bases. The tensor-product-based opera-
tor evaluation can be implemented as small matrix-matrix
multiplication, The main part of the program Nek5000
consists in small matrix-matrix multiplication routines, in
which the program spends most of its time (more than 60%
in a 2D version) [3].
Currently, the routines are basic FORTRAN routines
with nested loops to compute the matrix multiplications in
Nek5000. The aim of the work is to enhance the routines us-
ing vectorization techniques like SIMD (Single Instruction
Multiple Data) instructions [4] and the high performance li-
brary for small matrix multiplications LIBXSMM [5].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Sec-
tion 2 describes the algorithms and the SIMD implemen-
tations. Section 3 presents the main performance results.
Finally the conclusions and further works are discussed in
Section 4.
II. The algorithms and the SIMD
implementation
In Nek5000, the small dense matrix multiplication is written
as
Cn1×n3 = An1×n2Bn2×n3
where the size of n1, n2, and n3 can be N or N2 with typical
N ∈ (4− 16). In the routine written as below we use the “C”
ordering wherein columns of B are assumed stored consec-
utively and that successive rows of A are stored n1 floating
point words apart in memory, see [7]).
int i, j, k;
for (i = 0; i < n1; i++) {
for (k = 0; k < n3; k++) {
c[i][k] = 0.0;
for (j = 0; j < n2; j++) {
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c[i][k] += a[i][j] * b[j][k];
}
}
}
However this implementation is very time consuming
since the compilers have a hard time optimizing and vector-
izing it. Also there is no hint given for the values of the loop
parameters, and the compiler would not take full advantage
of the underlying SIMD architecture.
The principle of SIMD instruction is to apply an instruc-
tion to multiple operands at once instead of on one operand
and thus considerable improving code performance. Re-
cent processors, e.g. Intel Haswell, have support for 256-bit
SIMD instructions that operate on 256-bit registers [6] (512-
bit for the next generation), thus processing 4 double pre-
cision numbers simultaneously. With 2 fused multiply-add
operations per cycle per core, this results in a peak through-
put of 16 FLOPs per cycle per core. However, with standard
code one has to rely on the compiler to extract sufficient
SIMD vectorization. Except for triial cases, such as opera-
tions on large vectors, this is a difficult task. Furthermore,
the throughput is often limited by speed with which the
operands can be loaded from memory or L2/L3 cache into
SIMD registers.
int i, j, k;
for(k = 0; k + 1 < n3; k += 1) {
simd_db bs0[n2];
for (int j = 0; j < n2; j++) {
bs0[j] = simd_broadcast_sd(b + j + k * n2);
}
i = 0;
while(i + SIMD_WIDTH <= n1) {
simd_db as = simd_loadu_pd(a + i);
simd_db c0 = simd_mul_pd(as, *bs0);
for (int j = 1; j < n2; j++) {
as = simd_loadu_pd(a + i + j*n1);
c0 = simd_fmadd_pd(as, bs0[j], c0);
}
simd_storeu_pd(c + i + k * n1, c0);
i += SIMD_WIDTH;
}
if (i < n1) {
simd_si mm = simd_castpd_si(simd_loadu_pd(
(const double*)mask[n1-i]));
simd_db as = simd_maskload_pd(a + i, mm);
simd_db c0 = simd_mul_pd(as, *bs0);
for (j = 1; j < n2; j++) {
as = simd_maskload_pd(a + i + j*n1, mm);
c0 = simd_fmadd_pd(as, bs0[j], c0);
}
simd_maskstore_pd(c + i + k * n1, mm, c0);
}
}
To optimize the matrix-matrix multiplication routines in
the program we firstly take maximum advantage of the un-
derlying architecture by using SIMD intrinsics, supported
by several compilers, and to help the compiler by unrolling
the different loops that are involved in the routine [8]. The
fact that we have stride-1 access within the j-loops and not
necessarily within the i-loops at the same time makes this
idea less appealing. Thus, we could aim at SIMD vectoriz-
ing to ensure that all j-loops will SIMD vectorize well in the
matrix-matrix multiplication and this requires that the com-
piler does indeed recognize the j-loops as stride-1 loop. By
using the instruction set provided for AVX2-compatible ar-
chitecture (_mm256_*). One instruction has been replicated 4
times in B and 4 rows in A are computed simultaneously.
|B1,1| · · · B1,p
B2,1 · · · B2,p
B3,1 · · · B3,p
B4,1 · · · B4,p
...
. . .
...
Bn,1 · · · Bp,p


|A1,1| · · · A1,n
|A2,1| · · · A2,n
|A3,1| · · · A3,n
|A4,1| · · · A4,n
...
. . .
...
An,1 · · · An,n

Using assembly code can further optimize loops and
memory fetching wherever possible and manually unroll. In
Algorithm 1 we shown the core of assembly code for the rou-
tine. Most of the loops go downwards instead of the natural
upward scheme. We keep in register everything that is often
need (loop indexes) to avoid redundancy when possible.
The Intel LIBXSMM is designed in a very flexible way, that
is, separated into a frontend (routine selection) and backend
(specific xGEMM code generation). As a result, LIBXSMM
can achieve its high application level performance for In-
tel processors. LIBXSMM offers an auto dispatcher which
decides which backend should be executed for the given
parameter set [5]. Finally we call through the interface
of LIBXSMM, which implements the matrix multiplication
shown in Algorithm 2 [9].
III. Performance results
To understand the performance implications of SIMD opti-
mization, this paper presents case studies of porting and op-
timization of kernel benchmarks for a spectral element code
Nekbone, which is a simplified version of a computational
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Algorithm 1 Assembly SIMD code
for_j_loop:
subq %r9, %r14
load_bs0_array
#Initialisation of i-loop
movl %r8d, %r11d
subq %r8, %rdi
subl $32, %r11d
jle while_i_loop_end
while_i_loop:
loop_mult for_k_loop
subl $32, %r11d
jg while_i_loop
while_i_loop_end:
loop_mult for_k_loop_in_n1, 1
decl %r10d
jge for_j_loop
end_of_function:
popq %r15
popq %r14
Algorithm 2 LIBXSMM Interface
CALL libxsmm_init()
CALL libxsmm_dispatch(xmm, &
n1, n3, n2, alpha=alpha, beta=beta)
IF (libxsmm_available(xmm)) then
CALL libxsmm_call(xmm, C_LOC(ap), &
C_LOC(bp), C_LOC(cp))
ENDIF
CALL libxsmm_finalize()
fluid dynamics (CFD) code Nek5000. Nekbone focuses on
the Poisson operator evaluation that is a central computa-
tional kernel in Nek5000. As kernel benchmarks, we focus
on highly tuned matrix multiplications for fine-grained par-
allelism of matrix-vector multiplications.
An initial performance profiling of Nek5000 application
on a single Haswell node was carried out using the Cray
Performance Analysis Tools (CrayPAT) profiler. The goal of
this profiling work was to identify which subroutines are
the most time consuming and can provide enough work-
load to exploit the SIMD instructions. The profiling table
above shows the profiling results. The subroutine mx2mf2
for the matrix multiplication takes around 42.3% total exec-
utive time.
Table 1: Profile by Function
Samp% | Samp | Group
| | Function
100.0% | 2811.0 | Total
|-----------------------------------
| 95.7% | 2689.0 | USER
||----------------------------------
|| 42.3% | 1190.0 | mxmf2_
|| 14.5% | 408.0 | cg_
|| 12.3% | 347.0 | glsc3_
|| 11.3% | 319.0 | add2s2_
|| 4.0% | 113.0 | add2s1_
|| 3.1% | 86.0 | jl_gs_gather
|| 2.0% | 55.0 | jl_gs_scatter
|| 1.7% | 47.0 | add2_
|| 1.7% | 47.0 | jl_sortp_ull
|| 1.3% | 37.0 | jl_sortp_ui
||==================================
| 4.3% | 120.0 | ETC
|===================================
We carry out the performance tests on Beskow which is
a Cray XC40 system, based on Intel Haswell processors and
Cray Aries interconnect technology. This system has Intel
Xeon E5-2698v3 (Haswell) CPUs with processor frequency
of 2.3 GHz.
Figures 1 and 2 show the performance results with num-
ber of elements E = 10000 and E = 20000, respectively.
From these figures, we find that better performance can
be obtained using the SIMD intrinsics and LIBXSMM. Also
SIMD intrinsic code can lead high performance with lower
orders of polynomial (N = 4, 6, 8).
IV. Conclusion and Future Work
We have studied the performance implications of several
optimization of small matrix-matrix multiplication. Specifi-
cally an originally optimized version is adapted to Nek5000.
Through the SIMD vector instructions and the Intel library
LIBXSMM, the results show that the performance signifi-
cantly improved on the matrix multiplication. The overall
performance of Nek5000 has also been improved due to the
use of SIMD instructions.
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Abstract
The ever growing complexity of high performance computing systems imposes significant challenges to exploit as much as
possible their computational and memory resources. Recently, the Cache-aware Roofline Model has gained popularity due to its
simplicity when modeling multi-cores with complex memory hierarchy, characterizing applications bottlenecks, and quantifying
achieved or remaining improvements. In this short paper we involve hardware locality topology detection to build the Cache
Aware Roofline Model for modern processors in an open-source locality-aware tool. The proposed tool also includes a set of
specific micro-benchmarks to assess the micro-architecture performance upper-bounds. The experimental results show that by
relying on the proposed tool, it was possible to reach near-theoretical bounds of an Intel 3770K processor, thus proving the
effectiveness of the modeling methodology.
Keywords Roofline Model, DRAM, Cache, Tool, Cache Aware Roofline Model, hwloc
I. Introduction
Since the advent of multi-core era, computer systems tend
to incorporate an increasing number of cores, while the
relative memory bandwidth and memory space per core is
decreasing [11]. In order to address application requirement
and improve the overall performance, current computing
platforms rely on memory hierarchies of increasing complex-
ity. Reshaping applications data layout to take full advantage
of those architectures can significantly improve the overall
performance at the cost of tremendous development efforts.
The Cache Aware Roofline Model (CARM) [5] is able to
aggregate this complexity in a single insightful model, and
guide application optimization to fit the micro-architecture
performance upper-bounds. Its effectiveness motivated us
to bring it to non expert developer a robust tool equipped
with deep benchmarking of multi-core platforms with
complex memory hierarchy, which automatically builds
the model and provides the application optimization insights.
To conduct a thorough evaluation of memory and
compute capabilities of a given platform, the proposed tool
also includes the necessary software support to identify both
micro-architecture instruction set and cache topology. The
former can be found with compiler support [1], whereas
the latter has only been mastered in a portable way by
hwloc (hardware locality) library [3]. By relying on this
run-time detection of compute and memory resources, the
proposed tool automatically instantiates a set of custom
platform-specific micro-benchmarks for deep evaluation
of platform capabilities, upon which the Cache-aware
Roofline Model is generated. Furthermore, the proposed
tool also includes a lightweight library to provide access
to the hardware counters and extract, at runtime, the
application features to be mapped in the model. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no existing cross-platform and
open-source tools that allow automating this process (i.e
building the CARM and mapping applications in it).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: Sec-
tion II describes the original Roofline Model and the Cache
Aware Roofline Model. Section III details our tool features,
design choices to model the cache hierarchy, and take full ad-
vantage of the architecture, and provides preliminary results.
Section IV concludes the paper.
II. The Roofline Model Then and Now
The Roofline modeling, in general, is an insightful approach
to represent the performance upper-bounds of a processor
micro-architecture. Since computations and memory
transfers can be simultaneously performed, the Roofline
modeling is based on the assumption that the overall
execution time can be limited either by the time to perform
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Figure 1: ORM chart
computations or by the time to transfer data. Hence, from
the micro-architecture perspective, the overall performance
(typically expressed in flops/s) can be limited by the peak
performance of computational units or by the capabilities
of memory system (i.e., memory bandwidth). To this date,
there are two main approaches for Roofline modeling,
namely: the Original Roofline Model (ORM) [13] and
the Cache-aware Roofline Model (CARM) [5]. These two
approaches provide different perspectives when describing
the micro-architecture upper-bounds, and they are also
differently constructed, validated, and used for application
characterization and optimization.
The ORM targets the systems with a processing element
(PE) connected to a single (slow) memory (usually, the
DRAM). The ORM’s PE encapsulates computational units
and a set of fast memories (i.e., caches). As such, the ORM
mainly considers the memory transfers between the last
level cache and the DRAM (commonly referred as DRAM-
Bytes). Hence, it denotes the theoretical DRAM bandwidth
as one of the potential execution bottlenecks. Depending on
the "operational intensity", i.e., the ratio of compute opera-
tions (flops) over the quantity of DRAM data (DRAMBytes),
the applications can be characterized as compute-bound or
memory-bound. The model was used in several works for
application optimization [6] [10] [12], as well as to model
other.
Figure 1 represents the ORM for a hypothetical computing
platform. The axes of the chart are presented in log-log scale,
where the "operational intensity" (in flops/DRAMByte)
stands on abscissa and the performance (in flops/s) stands
in ordinate.
In contrast, the CARM perceives the memory transfers
from a consistent micro-architecture point of view, i.e., a core,
where the memory transactions are issued. As such, the
CARM targets contemporary systems where the PE encloses
only compute units and registers, while all other memory
Figure 2: CARM chart
levels are separately and explicitly considered. For this
purpose, the CARM includes several memory lines in the
same plot, each corresponding to the realistically achievable
bandwidth of a specific memory level to the core, i.e., cache
levels and DRAM. When characterizing the applications,
the CARM relies on the true "arithmetic intensity", i.e., the
ratio of performed compute operations (flops) over the total
volume of requested data (in bytes) by taking into account
the complete memory hierarchy (i.e., caches and DRAM).
Fig. 2 shows the CARM general layout for a hypothetical
micro-architecture with a single cache level and DRAM. The
CARM axes are presented in the log-log scale, where the
x-axis refers to the arithmetic intensity (in flops/byte) and
the y-axis to the performance (in flops/s). As presented
in Fig. 2 (see dashed line), the CARM allows visualizing
whether an application with a given arithmetic intensity is
memory-bound or compute-bound by observing if a straight
vertical line hits a peak (FP) roof or a bandwidth roof.
For these reasons, we base our methodology on the Cache
Aware Roofline Model. As explained above, the CARM
differs from the original model, it is usually capable of pro-
viding deeper insights when analyzing the applications ex-
ecution bottlenecks, and it also has potential to be adapted
to future memory designs. Moreover, the ORM has already
a dedicated tool [7] for a similar purpose as ours, but the
approach adopted in the herein proposed tool significantly
differs and it targets a more consistent and concrete analysis.
III. Locality-Aware Roofline Tool
Our main contribution consists in the development of
the open-source tool named Locality Aware Roofline Tool
(LART)1, which exploits hwloc topology detection to auto-
matically build the Cache Aware Roofline Model (CARM).
1available at: https://github.com/NicolasDenoyelle/LARM-Locality-
Aware-Roofline-Model-
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Data:topology,repeat
n_threads=hwloc_get_nbobjs_by_type(topology,
HWLOC_OBJ_CORE);
Core0=hwloc_get_obj_by_type(topology,
HWLOC_OBJ_CORE,0);
✴✯❙❡❡ ✉❜❡❝✐♦♥■■■✳✸✱❢✐❣✉❡✹❢♦ ❜❡♥❝❤♠❛❦
❞❡❛✐❧ ✯✴
fpeak=median(paralel_ﬂop_uops(repeat);
✴✯❈❛❝❤❡❤❡❡✐ ❛♠❡♠♦② ✉❜② ❡♠✳ ✯✴
foreachcacheinancestors(topology,Core0)do
min_size=cache.size*
hwloc_get_nbobj_inside_cpuset_by_type(topology,
cache.cpuset,HWLOC_OBJ_CORE);
max_size=ancestor_cache(topology,cache).size;
forsizeinmin_size:max_sizedo
bufer=array_of_size(size/n_threads);
✴✯❙❡❡ ✉❜❡❝✐♦♥■■■✳✸✱❢✐❣✉❡✺❢♦
❜❡♥❝❤♠❛❦❞❡❛✐❧ ✯✴
time=paralel_mem_uops(copy(bufer);
bandwidths[size]=bufer.size*n_threads/time;
end
cache.bandwidth=median(bandwidths);
end
Algorithm1:Memorysubsystembenchmarkalgorithm
Reachingthearchitectureupper-bounds
Nowadays,generalpurposeprocessorsusualyimplementa
varietyofvectoroperations,alsonamedasSingleInstruction
MultipleData(SIMD)operations.Dependingonthetarget
micro-architecture,thetoolproposedhereinisabletoauto-
maticalydetecttheoperationtypethatalowstofulyexploit
themicro-architecturecapabilities(typicaly,thewidestvec-
torinstructions).Theseinstructionsrefertobothcompute
operationsandmemorytransactions,wheretheperformance
upper-boundofeachinvolvedunitisexpressedasafunction
oftheregistersize(i.ethenumberofﬂoatingpointelements
itcontains)andtheachievablethroughput.Bycompiling
thebenchmarksontargetarchitecture,weensurethatthe
largestvectorsizeisusedforthebenchmarksbyinterpreting
thecompilermacros.Forinstance,ﬁgure4presentsasetof
instructionforMULroofmeasureonarchitecturesupporting
AVXSIMDinstructions.Each MULinstruction(vmulpd)
isperformedusingasingleregister(ymm)forbothMUL
operands,i.e.,itisequivalenttosquaredvalue.Byensuring
theuseofasingleregisterperFPoperation,theregisterde-
pendenciesamongdiferentinstructionsareavoided,which
alowsexercisingthefulpotentialofFPunitsintermsofthe
achievablethroughput.
Itisworthtoemphasizethattypicalythereareseveral
❧♦♦♣✿
✈♠✉❧♣❞✪✪②♠♠✵✱✪✪②♠♠✵✱✪✪②♠♠✵
✈♠✉❧♣❞✪✪②♠♠✶✱✪✪②♠♠✶✱✪✪②♠♠✶
✳✳✳
✈♠✉❧♣❞✪✪②♠♠✶✺✱✪✪②♠♠✶✺✱✪✪②♠♠✶✺
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Figure4:assemblysampleforMULfpeakbenchmark.Theruntime,
theregistersize,andthenumberofinstructions,determinethe
ﬂoatingpointpeakperformanceoftheunitrunningthebenchmark.
typesofmemory/computeinstructionsonmodernproces-
sors,andseparatehardwareunitscapableofperforming
diferentoperationssimultaneously.Forinstance,acoremay
performamultiplication(MUL)andanaddition(ADD)on
separateFPUs,whichcanalsobeperformedinparalelwhen
therearenodependenciesbetweenthem.Hence,acorecan
providesigniﬁcantlyhigherperformanceforthecodesthat
fulyinterleaveADDandMULoperations.Thisprinciple
alsoappliestothememorysubsystem,whereseveralports
canbededicatedinmodernprocessorstosimultaneously
servediferentnumberofload(LD)andstore(ST)opera-
tions,e.g.,twoLDandoneST128-bitportsintheIntelIvy
Bridgemicro-architecture.Hence,inordertoexercisetheful
computeandmemorycapabilitiesofthetargetarchitecture,
theproposedtoolreliesonseveraltypesofoperationsto
benchmarktheplatformanditselectsbydefaulttheone
usedbytheCARM,e.g.fortheIntelIvyBridge,itinterleaves
2LDand1STinstructionwhenassessingthepeakmemory
bandwidth,whileoneADDandoneMULareinterleaved
forpeakFPperformance.Figure5showsa2LDand1ST
instructionsetasusedinourbandwidthbenchmarksfor
architecturesupportingAVXSIMDinstructions.
LARTReproducingCARMExperimentalResultson
IntelIvyBridge
Figure6,showsanoutputoftheCARMplotgeneratedby
thehereinproposedtoolforanInteli73770k(IvyBridge)
processor,whichtopologyispreviouslydisplayedinFigure3.
Theblack,red,greenandblueobliquelinesdistinguish
severalregionsoftheatainableperformanceupper-bounds
forAVXinstructions,whicharelimitedbythebandwidth
ofdiferent memorylevels,i.e.,L1,L2,L3andDRAM,
respectively.Thetwohorizontallinesrepresentthepeak
FPperformancefor MUL/ADDand multiplicationwith
addition(MAD).
Itisworthtonotethattheproposedtoolwascapable
ofreachingthenear-theoreticalupper-boundsofthetested
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✈♠♦✈❛♣❞✪✪②♠♠✷✱✶✺✵✭✪❬❜✉❢❪✮
❛❞❞✩✶✽✷✱✪❬❜✉❢❪
✉❜✩✶✽✷✱✪❬❜✉❢❴✐③❡❪
❥♥③❧♦♦♣
Figure5:assemblysamplefor2LD1STbandwidthbenchmark.The
loopisrunseveraltimesuntilthewholebuferiswalked.Therun
time,theregistersize,andthenumberofinstructionsdetermine
thebandwidthoftheunitrunningthebenchmark.
micro-architecturebothforthetheL1bandwidthandpeak
FPperformance.Inparticular,byrelyingontheCARM
testingmethodology,thethroughputof1.49instructionsper
cycle(IPC)wasachievedfortheL1AVX-256accesses.In
addition,theIPCof1.98wasachievedforFPperformance,
whichcloselymatchthetheoreticalthroughputofAVXFP
instructionswhenoverlappingADDandMULoperations.
ThecoloredpointsmatchingtheCARMlinesrepresent
theresultsofthevalidationbenchmarksprovidedwithinthe
proposedtool,i.e.,asetofsyntheticbenchmarkstailoredto
hittheperformanceupper-boundsofthemicro-architecture
fordiferentarithmeticintensities.
AspresentedinFigure6,legendinthebotomrightcor-
ner,includesﬁrstthememorysubsystem,thenthemicro-
operationtype(i.e.2ld1st-interleavingof2LDand1ST)and
theexperimentalyobtainedbandwidth. Onthetopright
cornerinFigure6,thelegendreferstothetestedapplications
forwhichtheCARMmetricswereextractedwithourlibrary.
Thoseapplicationsexpressdiferentarithmeticintensityand
arewelsuitedtobeanalyzedwiththismodel.Inparticular
theyrepresentapplicationpotentialhotspotandcomefrom
welknownbenchmarksnamedasHPCCG(fromMantevo[2]
mini-applications)andSTREAM[8].Althoughdeepperfor-
manceevaluationofthoseapplicationsisoutofthescope
ofthepaper,itisworthtonotethattheproposedLART
tooliscapableofprovidingthefacilitiesvisualyanalyzethe
behaviourevenforreal-worldapplications.
IV. Conclusionandfuturework
Onthepathofextremescalecomputing,computersystems
complexityisincreasingtoaddresshardwareandsoftware
constraints.TheCARMisabletoaggregatethiscomplexity
andbyrelyingonhwloctopologydetectioncapabilitywe
developpedarobusttooltobuildthismodelandcharacter-
izeapplications.TheLARTtooliscapableofperforming
deepplatformanalysis,aswelasmodelvalidationwith
automaticdetectionofmicroarchitecturecapabilitiesand
topology.Inordertofurthereasetheburdenofplatform-
speciﬁcbenchmarkingfornonexpertdevelopersthepro-
posedtoolalsoprovidesalibrarytoprojectandvisualize
applicationsinthemodel.Theefﬁciencyoftheproposed
toolwasveriﬁedonacomputingplatformwithIntelIvy
Bridgemicro-architecture,wheretheobtainedexperimental
resultsshowthattheproposedtoolwascapableofreaching
near-theoreticalperformance.
Inaclosefuture,weplantoextendthetoolandthemodel
tocoverheterogeneous memorysystemsandshowtheir
usefulnesstoimprovedataspatiallocalityinNon-uniform
memoryaccess(NUMA)systems,whilethecurrentmodel
ismanlyusedtoimprovedatatemporallocalitywithcache
usageoptimization.
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Abstract
The power consumption of data centers is becoming a crucial challenge in the context of the steadily increasing demand for
computation. In this regard finding a way to improve energy efficiency of running applications in data centers is becoming a crucial
trend. One method to improve the processor utilization is the consolidation of applications on physical servers. It is possible to
run multiple jobs in parallel on the same machine, especially when their requirements regarding computation are smaller than the
maximum processor performance. It reduces the number of servers in the data center required to handle multiple requests and
therefore leads to energy usage reductions. In this paper, we introduce a realistic model of applications with deadlines executed
in parallel on a server and competing for the shared resources and present an energy-aware algorithm which may be used to
minimize the overall energy consumption of the servers.
Keywords Data centers, Energy efficiency, Processor utilization, Applications scheduling
I. INTRODUCTION
Data centers are under pressure to transform their infrastructure to
reduce energy cost, increase reliability and efficiency. Increasing
the data volumes and network traffic in data centers is a worldwide
trend. At the same time, the number of applications running in these
data centers is becoming bigger and bigger over time. The types of
the executed applications differ and include databases, file servers,
middleware and various others. The difference between such data
centers and typical HPC supercomputers is that it is natural in such
places to co-locate dozens of tasks on a single physical node. It is
a method for improving resource utilization. The relocation of the
applications on servers is playing an important role to decrease the
number of physical servers in data centers and to reduce the energy
consumption.
In the case of data centers particularly important is the Service
Layer Agreement which needs to fulfilled. In our model, it is
introduced in the form of deadlines for the tasks.
In this paper, we create a realistic model of applications with
deadlines executed in parallel on a server, which compete for the
shared resources, such as memory or disk. We explain the obser-
vations from the experiments that create the basis for the model.
We describe how the processor time quantum is shared between the
applications and how their performance degrades through the use of
the shared resources. We also present a Branch and Bound algorithm
which may be used to minimize the overall energy consumption of
the servers.
The reminder of this paper is divided into the following sections:
Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes the model; Sec-
tion 4 shows the performed experiments and their results; Section 5
concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
As virtualization [1] has become the most widespread used technol-
ogy in modern data centers, and due to the advances in virtualization
technologies it is much easier to manage the allocation of tasks to
the available resources. The live migration technique allows moving
a running virtual machine from one physical server to another with
no impact on virtual machine availability. Increasingly popular be-
comes the Docker platform, which allows starting up its containers
even ten times faster than a standard virtual machine. The man-
agement of tasks is therefore very fast and efficient. However, the
allocation of tasks to servers to maximize the utilization of resources
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remains a challenge.
In [2] the authors illustrate the workload sensitivity to the ma-
chine on which it executed and the type of co-running applications.
They analyzed co-running different applications on various proces-
sors and proved that it resulted in various levels of performance
degradation of these jobs. The authors observed significant perfor-
mance variability from the heterogeneity of the datacentre and from
the co-allocation of applications. It is, therefore visible that in order
to efficiently utilize available resources it is required to take into
account the type of applications that are executed in parallel.
Multiple researchers have aimed at creating an algorithm to in-
crease the utilization of machines in datacentres. In [3] the authors
propose a Bubble-Up characterization methodology that enables
the accurate prediction of the performance degradation that results
from the contention for shared resources in the memory subsys-
tem. Using this methodology they can improve the utilization of a
500-machines cluster by 50% to 90%.
In [4] the authors propose a performance model that considers
the interferences in the shared last-level cache and memory bus.
They also present a virtual machines consolidation method which is
based on their interference model.
In [5] the authors propose a new resource management model
for the collocation of different tasks that share a single physical
machine. The model uses two parameters of a task – its size and
its type – to characterize how a task influences the performance of
other tasks allocated on the same machine.
However, all of the above methods are simplified. They take
into account only one parameter of the application (such as mem-
ory accesses) or model the interference between applications by
using one artificial parameter specified by the user. Experiments on
real hardware prove that the dependencies between jobs are more
complicated.
III. MODEL OF TASKS EXECUTED IN PARALLEL ON A
SINGLE MACHINE
We propose a mathematical model that simulates the complex de-
pendencies between co-running applications and hardware. It based
on the observation that each of the executed benchmarks affects
the underlying hardware by utilizing its resources (processor, mem-
ory, hard drive, etc.). The load exerted on these subcomponents
influences in turn other co-running applications – their performance
degrades due to the need to compete for shared resources. The
model does not try to simulate the interactions between applications
per se, but rather captures the relationships between applications
that appear when sharing the available resources.
In the model both the processor performance and the application,
size is represented as Instructions Per Second (IPS). When all of
the applications exert load that is equal to or smaller than 100%,
the server has enough performance to efficiently execute all of
them. The situation becomes more complicated when the total
requirements from applications are higher, for example, if each of
the two applications requires 60% of the CPU load. In such case,
they exceed the maximum processor performance. It is possible
to execute them sequentially with the expected performance. They
may also run in parallel but slower due to: a) the competition for
shared resources, b) not satisfied CPU performance requirements.
In both cases, the overall energy consumption and the duration of
the execution may be analyzed.
To explain this mechanism in more detail, consider an application
X that executes on a given server in T1 seconds and exerts the
L1 load on the CPU. Another application with L2 load on the
CPU may be executed in parallel, where L1 + L2 <= 100%. The
execution time of X will increase slightly due to the interference
effect, as they will compete for shared resources, such as memory
or disk. Starting additional applications will further extend the
execution time of application X. As long as the aggregated load
from all applications will be smaller than 100%, the performance
degradation of application X will only result from the increasing
load on the shared resources. However, when CPU load exceeds
100%, another factor of performance degradation becomes visible.
The execution of the application is affected by periods of inactivity
when it needs to wait for the processor time quantum.
We have performed a few experiments on Intel Core i5 6200U
with three different applications, each exerting different load on the
CPU: pi (30%), siege (50%) and openssl (65%). We tested the exe-
cution time of pi application while running additional applications
in parallel. When the aggregated load was lower than 100%, the ex-
ecution of Pi increased slightly. However, it increased significantly
more after exceeding 100% CPU load, when all applications were
executed in parallel.
The situation changes when the power consumption is considered.
Starting additional applications increases the power consumption of
the processor proportionally to the load that they make.
Similar experiment was performed with the same three appli-
cations, but this time to calculate the power consumption of the
processor. The CPU power increased only until the CPU load was
below 100%. After this point it stabilized. Since it is not possible to
exceed the maximum processor speed, after reaching the point of
100% CPU load the power consumption did not change. However,
the execution time of the applications increased significantly, having
an impact on the whole energy consumption
When realistic energy efficient job scheduling is considered, two
challenges need therefore to be analyzed.
• the interference of applications on each other when they com-
pete for shared resources,
• the calculation of the execution time of applications when
their aggregated performance requirements exceed maximum
processor performance.
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III.1 Interference of applications
Our model is based on the observation that the applications do not
affect directly each other but rather influence the underlying hard-
ware, which in turn has an impact on the other executed applications.
For example, accessing the memory by one application may cause a
delay in accesses by another application.
In the model for each application different parameters regarding
hardware may be specified, such as the number of memory accesses
or disk usage. The more parameters are defined, the more accurate
the results, but at the same time, the more data needs to be collected
to run the experiments. For each application, there also needs to be
defined a function of execution slowdown due to the aggregated load
of a given subcomponent. It may be calculated using the Bubble-Up
methodology, presented in [3]. It enables the accurate prediction of
the performance degradation using a tunable amount of “pressure”
to the subcomponent – memory in the case of this paper. “Bubble”
is an artificial benchmark which is only used to stress the server
memory. For different values of this pressure, the performance
degradation of the original application is analyzed.
III.2 The extension of the execution time due to higher
processor performance requirements
The model is based on the fact that the processor time quantum
is consistently shared between the executed applications. This
situation is presented in Figure 1. In this example, the maximum
processor performance is 10 IPS and is named here “an execution
window”. This run window is moved down in each second and
shared between neighboring applications. Linux Completely Fair
Scheduler is based on the same assumption that each application
receives a fair amount of time quantum – according to its needs.
Figure 2 presents the new speed of execution of an application
when the aggregated requirements of all applications are higher than
the maximum processor performance. The size of the execution
window is equal to the maximum processor performance – 10 IPS
in this example. For the sake of clarity the applications are ana-
lyzed for a time which is equal to the time window – though the
calculations are general and independent of the length of execution
of any application. Variable x represents the exceeded processor
performance. In this example there are four applications, x is cal-
culated as x = (s1 + s2 + s3 + s4) − per f , where per f is the
maximum processor performance and s1, s2, s3 and s4 are the ex-
ecution speeds or the CPU loads exerted by the four consecutive
applications. New speed of any application may be calculated as
IPSnew = s∗cc − s∗xc . For example, the original speed of the second
application in Figure 2 was 4 IPS, while when running with three
other applications in parallel it slows down to 4013 IPS ≈ 3,08 IPS
(interference effect due to the competition for shared resources is
not considered in these calculations yet).
Figure 1: Model of the execution of the applications that exceed
100% of the processor load
IV. THE ENERGY-AWARE JOB SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The input parameters for the algorithm are:
• the maximum processor performance (in IPS),
• the maximum power consumption of the processor,
• the number of all instructions for each application,
• the initial requirements for each application regarding proces-
sor performance (in IPS),
• the requirements for each application regarding its hardware
usage (such as memory or disk usage),
• the function of performance degradation for each application
due to the load exerted on different subcomponents of the
server (such as memory or disk),
• the deadline for each application.
To calculate the optimal solution for a given processor and a num-
ber of various applications we implemented a Branch and Bound
algorithm. It analyzes all correct instances of the problem. It starts
with an array of a size N x N, where N is the number of applications.
Each analyzed job may allocated to one of the N x N cells in the
array. Columns represent the sequential execution of applications,
while rows allow them to run in parallel. More generally – X axis
represents passing time, while Y axis is the load of the CPU. An
example instance of the problem presented in Figure 3 a). All of
the jobs are allocated to the first column. Therefore all of them
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should be executed at time 0 in parallel. Figure 3 b) shows their
final execution on the processor. It is important to underline here
that the array in Figure 3 a) does not take into account the length of
the execution of any job and its requirements regarding processor
performance. At this stage these values are not calculated, only their
relative position against each other considered here.
Figure 4 a) presents another example of scheduling the tasks. In
this case, there is a blank space between an orange and a green
task. Figure 4 b) shows how these applications will executed on the
server. It represents a situation where the green task should not be
executed in parallel with the blue task.
Please note that the position of the green task on the Y axis has no
meaning, since there is no other job running in parallel. In this case
only the height of the green task is significant as it represents the
CPU load. In Figure 4 b) the green task may be therefore depicted
at the same level as the blue task.
Please also note that if the green application would be scheduled
in the same last column but in the lower row (the same row as the
blue task), this allocation would not be correct. It would represent
a situation in which there should be a delay of execution between
the blue and the green task. However, since the orange application
is shorter than the blue one, there is no other application that could
separate them. Artificial delays of any length are not considered by
the algorithm since they are useless. They do not improve the energy
consumption and do not prevent from exceeding the deadlines. Such
a schedule would be correct if the orange application would be
longer than the blue one. At this stage this information is not
available yet – the correctness of the instance validated at a later
stage.
The algorithm creates all possible instances of the problem using
a Branch and Bound technique. A few different instances of the
problem are presented in Figure 5.
For each instance of the problem in the first step the algorithm
calculates the time when each application finishes its execution. An
example is presented in Figure 6. Vertical borders that represent
these times create different phases of execution. If the length of
the execution of each application is different, there are always as
many stages as the number of applications, no matter what is their
relative order. Please note that in each phase the same application
might have a different speed of execution. In this example the
maximum processor performance is not exceeded, therefore it does
not contribute to a slowdown of any application. However, if that
would be the case here, the green application in phase 2 would have
a higher speed (higher height in the figure) because it would no
longer share the processor time quantum with the blue application.
For this reason, every phase needs to be analyzed separately.
Figure 2: New speed of execution of an application after exceeding
maximum processor performance
Figure 3: a) An example scheduling of the tasks and b) their final
execution on the processor.
Figure 4: a) Another example of scheduling the tasks with a delay
between an orange and a green task and b) their final execution on
the processor.
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Figure 5: A few different instances of the problem created by the
Branch and Bound algorithm.
In the second step for each row a bidirectional list is created (see
Figure 6 c). Each item on these lists represents either a given job or
an empty space between them. Each of these elements will hold the
time when its phase finishes.
The algorithm iterates over every phase. For each list is saves the
pointer to the currently analyzed item. For each phase it does two
rounds – in the first one it analyzes items that are jobs, it the second
round it analyzes blank items.
It starts with the first item on every list. If the first item on a given
list represents a job (in our example on both lists the first items are
jobs), it saves in it the execution time of this job, which is calculated
as time = instructions/speed.
This value is added to the list borders, which holds information
about the times of consecutive borders between phases. It moves
the pointer of the currently analyzed item to the next one. While the
next item on the given list is also a job, it repeats the same procedure
– it calculates the time of the execution of this job. It adds to it the
time of the previous item on the list and saves this value inside the
currently analyzed item. It also adds it to the list borders. If the
next item on a given list is a blank space, the algorithm moves to
the next list and repeats the same procedure.
When all first jobs on each list are analyzed, the algorithm moves
to the second phase – it examines blank spaces for each list. The
algorithm checks whether the first item on the list borders is higher
than the value saved for the previous item on the analyzed list. If
yes, it saves it inside the item and moves the pointer to the currently
analyzed item to the next one. If not, it leaves the item untouched.
When all blank spaces in this phase for every list are checked, it
removes the first item on the borders list.
The algorithm then moves to the next phase and repeats the whole
procedure until all items on all lists are checked.
This step calculates the execution times for each job and the
phases in which they are run. For instance, in the analyzed example,
it shows that the green application is executed in phase 1 and 2,
the blue one only in phase 1, while the orange one only in phase 3.
It also shows which applications are run in parallel with others in
every phase.
Since the allocations to different stages are now known, the
algorithm may calculate for each phase the processor load and the
aggregated loads exerted on the subcomponents, such as memory.
For example, in phase 1 it sums up the memory requirements of
the green and the blue application. Then it analyzes the speed
degradation for each of them under this aggregated memory load.
Based on that information it updates the time of each phase, already
saved in the previously mentioned lists. In the next step, it analyzes
the new speed of each application according to the calculations
presented in section III.2. Based on that information it again updates
the time of each phase, already saved in the previously mentioned
lists.
Figure 6: a) An example instance of the problem, b) marked the end
of execution for each application (borders between phases) and c)
the lists for each row that present the dependencies between tasks
The final result is the time of the end of every phase. It allows
the algorithm to calculate the whole time required to run all of the
applications. It also verifies the deadlines – if they are exceeded,
the solution is treated as unacceptable. The energy consumption
may be calculated as the time multiplied by the power (both of these
values are known).
Since this is a Branch and Bound algorithm, the currently ana-
lyzed solution is compared to the previously saved. If it is better
than the previous one, it will consider the best option. Finally, the
algorithm returns the best instance from all analyzed.
V. EXPERIMENT
To test the algorithm we have started it with five applications. The
applications compete for one shared resource, which is a memory.
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The number of instructions, initial CPU and memory requirements
and deadlines for each application is specified in Table 1. Appli-
cations three and four have high memory requirements. The first
and the last applications have many instructions to execute (at the
same time their execution would be the longest without taking into
account the interference effects). All of them have specified dead-
lines.
Table 2 presents speed degradation of all applications in function
of the memory load. For example, application one slows down by
5% when the memory load is 10 (e.g. Mb/s).
Name Instructions CPU Memory Deadline
one 1000 40 10 50
two 200 15 1 40
three 400 45 55 30
four 400 60 55 12
five 1000 30 10 40
Table 1: Parameters of five applications used to test the algorithm
Application slowdown
Memory one two three four five
10 5,00% 5,00% 10,0% 15,0% 5,00%
20 6,00% 6,00% 18,0% 20,0% 6,00%
30 7,00% 6,30% 21,0% 25,0% 7,00%
40 7,30% 6,80% 23,0% 30,0% 7,30%
50 7,60% 7,10% 30,0% 35,0% 7,60%
60 8,00% 7,20% 35,0% 40,0% 8,00%
70 8,10% 7,20% 38,0% 45,0% 8,10%
Table 2: Speed degradation of applications in function of the mem-
ory load
Figure 7 presents the most energy-efficient scheduling for the
proposed parameters. The time of calculations is 47,48 seconds and
the energy consumed is 1751 Ws. In this solution, no deadlines are
exceeded. It is also visible that the maximum processor performance
is not exceeded in any phase. All of the applications are executed
with the initially required speed.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a model of applications with deadlines
executed in parallel on a server, which compete for the shared re-
sources, such as memory or disk. This model realistically represents
the real execution of applications on physical servers, taking into
account their speed, hardware requirements and performance degra-
dation due to loaded subcomponents of the server. We presented a
Branch and Bound algorithm to calculate the most energy-efficient
scheduling of jobs. The algorithm was verified by five applications
with specified hardware requirements and deadlines.
Figure 7: The most energy-efficient scheduling for the selected
applications.
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ﬁnitenumberofmodestypicalfordiscreteapproxima-
tions)
Lφk=λkφk.
Thenthefractionalpowersofthedifusionoperator
aredeﬁnedby
Lβu=
N∑
k=1
λβkwkφk, (2)
wherewk=(u,φk).
Note,thatthedirectimplementationofthisap-
proachisveryexpensive.Itrequiresthecomputation
ofaleigenvectorsandeigenvaluesoflargematrices.
Thisalgorithmcanbeusedforpracticalcomputations
ifthefractionalpowerofLaplaceoperatorissolved
inrectangulardomain,whenFFTtechniquescanbe
applied.
III. PDEapproachforthefractional
non-localmodel
InthissectionweformulatethreePDEmodelstoap-
proximateproblemsinvolvingfractionalpowersof
elipticoperators.Theseapproximationsalowusto
constructefﬁcientsolutiontechniquesfortheoriginal
problem.TheformulatedPDEsareapproximatedby
theﬁnitevolumeschemes.
III.1 Extensiontothe mixed boundary
valueprobleminthesemi-inﬁnite
cylinderC=Ω×(0,∞)⊂Rn+1
Non-localproblem(1)isequivalenttothefolowing
classicallocallinearproblemintheextendedspace
Rn+1[2,3]:
− ∂∂y y
α∂V
∂y +y
αLV=0, (X,y)∈C,α=1−2β,
(3)
−yα∂V∂y=dβf, X∈Ω¯×{0},
V=0, (X,y)∈CB=∂C\Ω¯×{0},
wheredβisapositivenormalizationconstantthatde-
pendsonlyonβ.Thenu(X)=V(X,0).
Inordertoconstructaﬁnitevolumeapproximation
of(3),thesemi-inﬁnitecylinderisapproximatedbythe
truncatedcylinderCY=Ω×{0,Y}withasufﬁciently
largeY.AuniformmeshΩhisintroducedinΩand
anisotropicmeshωh={yj=(j/M)γY,j=0,...,M}
isusedtocompensatethesingularbehaviourofthe
solutionasy→0,whereγ>3/(2β)[2,3].
Byusingtheﬁnitevolumemethodandstandard
notationsoftheﬁnitediferenceswedeﬁnethediscrete
problem,whichapproximates(3):
− yαj+1/2
Vh,j+1−Vh,j
Hj+1/2 −y
αj−1/2
Vh,j−Vh,j−1
Hj−1/2
+y
α+1
j+1/2−yα+1j−1/2
α+1 LhVh=0, (Xh,yj)∈CYh,
(4)
−yα1/2Vh,1−Vh,0H1/2 +
yα+11/2
α+1LhVh=dβfh,
Xh∈Ω¯h×{0},
Vh=0, (Xh,yj)∈∂CYh\Ω¯h×{0},
where
LhVh=−
n∑
k=1
∂xkk(Xh)∂¯xkVh,
yj+1/2=yj+yj+12 ,Hj+1/2=yj+1−yj.
III.2 Integralrepresentationofthesolu-
tionofinitialproblem(1)
Thealgorithmisbasedontheintegralrepresentation
ofthenon-localoperatorusingtheclassicallocaloper-
ators[4]:
L−β=2sin(πβ)π
1
0
y2β−1(I+y2L)−1dy (5)
+ 1
0
y1−2β(y2I+L)−1dy.
Diferentquadratureschemescanbeusedtoapprox-
imatethesesingularintegrals.Inthispaper,wehave
appliedagradedpartitionofintegrationinterval[0,1]
toresolvethesingularbehaviourofy2β−1:
y1,j= (j/M)
12β if2β−1<0,
j/M if2β−1≥0, , j=0,...,M.
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Asimilarpartitionisusedtoresolvethesingularityof
y1−2β.Thenthefolowingapproximationofintegrals
(5)isapplied
L−βh fh=
2sin(πβ)
π
×
M∑
j=1
y2β1,j−y2β1,j−1
2β Ih+y
21,j−1/2Lh−1fh (6)
+
M∑
j=1
y2−2β2,j −y2−2β2,j−1
2−2β y
22,j−1/2Ih+Lh−1fh.
Oneortwolevelparalelizationstrategiescanbe
appliedtosolvethemultipleindependentlocallinear
sub-problems(Ih+y2jLh)−1fand(y2jIh+Lh)−1f.
III.3 Reductiontoapseudo-parabolicPDE
problem
Thesolutionofnon-localproblem(1)issoughtasa
mapping[5]:
V(X,t)=t(L−δI)+δI−βf,
whereL≥δ0I,δ=γδ0,0<γ<1.
ThusitfolowsthatV(X,1)=L−βf.Thefunction
Vsatisﬁestheevolutionarypseudo-parabolicproblem
(tG+δI)∂V∂t+βGV=0, 0<t≤1, (7)
V(0)=δ−βf, t=0,
whereG=L−δI.
Again,insteadofthenon-localproblem(1)wesolve
anon-stationarylocalpseudo-parabolicproblem(for-
malyinRn+1space).Inordertosolve(7),weusethe
folowingﬁnitevolumescheme[6]:
(tn−1/2Gh+δIh)V
nh−Vn−1h
τ +βGhV
n−1/2
h =0, (8)
0<n≤M,
V0h=δ−βfh,
whereGh=Lh−δIh,Vn−1/2h =(Vnh+Vn−1h )/2and
tn−1/2=(tn−1+tn)/2.
IV. Parallelalgorithms
Inthissectionweareconsideringanddiscussingthe
paralelizationofalthreenumericalsolutionalgo-
rithmspresentedinSectionIII.Ouranalysisisre-
strictedtothestrongscalability,whenthesizeofdis-
creteproblemsisﬁxedanddiferentnumbersofpro-
cessorsareusedinthecomputations.Suchaninforma-
tionisveryimportantwhenamediumsizeproblem
shouldbesolvedasfastaspossible(consideropti-
mizationalgorithmswhencomputationofthevalueof
theobjectivefunctionreducestonumericalsolutionof
fractionalpowerofelipticproblem).
Alparalelnumericaltestsinthisworkwereper-
formedonthecomputercluster“HPCSauletekis”
(❤ ♣✿✴✴✇✇✇✳✉♣❡❝♦♠♣✉✐♥❣✳❢❢✳✈✉✳❧)attheHigh
PerformanceComputingCentreofVilniusUniversity,
FacultyofPhysics. Wehaveusedupto10nodeswith
IntelR XeonR processorsE5-2670with16cores(2.60
GHz)and128GBofRAMpernode.Computational
nodesareinterconnectedviatheInﬁniBandnetwork.
IV.1 Discreteelipticproblem
TheapproximatePDEmodel(3)transformsthenon-
localfractionaldifusionproblem(1)intowel-studied
caseofPDEsproblemswithelipticoperators.The
selectedﬁnitevolumescheme(4)meansthatourﬁrst
numericalalgorithmessentialydealswithasolution
ofonelargesystemoflinearequations.Incase,when
theproblemdomainΩistwo-dimensional,oneneeds
tosolveasystemwith7pointstencilofsizeN =
Nx1×Nx2×M.
Astandardapproachfortheparalelsolutionofsuch
problemsisthedomaindecomposition method[7].
Thediscretemeshoftheproblemdomainanditsasso-
ciatedﬁeldsarepartitionedintosub-domains,which
arealocatedtodiferentprocesses.Notethatinour
case,thediscretemeshCYhofthetruncatedcylinderCY=Ω×{0,Y}needstobepartitioned.Inthiswork,
weuseasimpleone-dimensionalpartitioninginydi-
rection.
ItiswelknownthattheparalelperformanceofPDE
problemsolveressentialydependsonthequalityof
theparalellinearsolver.Inthiswork,wehaveusedthe
paralelmultigridsolverfromAGMGpackage[8,9].
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To test the parallel performance of the developed
algorithm, we have considered the problem (3) in the
2D unit square domain Ω using the discrete mesh of
the size Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000 and M = 250. The tolerance
of multigrid solver was set to 10−6 in all tests. Obvi-
ously, the computational complexity of this problem
also depends on the fractional power β. The available
numerical tests in the literature mostly concern the
cases β ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. In this article, we present
numerical tests only for the most complicated case
β = 0.75. Here we restrict to the analysis of 1D domain
decomposition and the y coordinate is divided into
M/p size blocs and distributed among p processes.
From a scalability analysis it is known that for the
larger problems and larger number of processors the
2D and 3D partitionings are more efficient decomposi-
tion strategies and this topic will be investigated in a
separate paper.
Parallel performance results are presented in Ta-
ble 1. The total wall time Tp is given in seconds.
Here p = nd × nc is the number of used parallel pro-
cesses computing with nd nodes and nc cores per node.
In Table 1, we present the obtained values of paral-
lel algorithmic speed-up Sp = T1/Tp and efficiency
Ep = Sp/p.
p 1=1x1 2=1x2 4=1x4 8=1x8
Tp 1020 575.6 308.6 170.4
Sp 1 1.77 3.31 5.99
Ep 1 0.89 0.83 0.75
p 16=1x16 32=2x16 32=8x4 48=3x16
Tp 127.4 94.3 75.6 158.8
Sp 8.01 10.82 13.50 6.43
Ep 0.50 0.34 0.42 0.13
Table 1: The total wall time Tp, speed-up Sp and efficiency
Ep solving problem (3) with Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000, M = 250,
β = 0.75.
The obtained speed-up and efficiency values are not
very good. The efficiency of the parallel algorithm is
much better when a weak scalability analysis is done
and the size of the discrete problem is increased pro-
portionally to the increased number of processes. How-
ever, the presented results of strong scalability analysis
show potential drawbacks of the first approach for the
parallel solution with a larger number of processors.
IV.2 Integral evaluation problem
Using the second approach described in Section III.2,
the non-local fractional diffusion problem (1) is trans-
formed into a computation of two integrals (5). Each
term in both sums of numerical approximation (6) can
be computed independently, what is very convenient
for the parallelization.
In our second parallel solver, we employ the well-
known Master-Slave parallel model [10, 11]. Master
process generates and distributes tasks (a block of con-
secutive yj values) between the slave processes. For
each received yj value a slave process solves the local
elliptic problem (Ih + y2j Lh)
−1 f or (y2j Ih + Lh)
−1 f in
domain Ω.
Differently from the usual Master-Slave model, in
our solver, slave processes do not return to the mas-
ter results of each task immediately after its solution.
The slave processes accumulate the obtained results -
compute partial sums of the solution u for each mesh
point. These big data vectors of the size Nx1 × Nx2 are
sent only once, after the solution of the last task. The
problem solution u is collected from the partial sums
at the master process by MPI reduction operation [12].
To test the parallel performance of the developed
algorithm, we have considered the problem (5) in the
2D unit square domain Ω using the discrete mesh of
the size Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000 and M = 3000 in (6). A
single task was defined as a block of 10 consecutive yj
values. For the local elliptic problems the tolerance of
multigrid solver was set to 10−6. The fractional power
β was set to 0.75.
Parallel performance results of our second parallel
solver are presented in Table 2. The total wall time
Ts,nd×nc is given in seconds. Here p = nd × nc is the to-
tal number of used parallel processes computing with
nd nodes and nc cores per node, s = p− 1 is the num-
ber of slave processes, which are solving computational
tasks. In Table 2, we also present the obtained values
of parallel algorithmic speed-up Ss = T1/Ts,nd×nc and
efficiency Es = Ss/s.
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1, 1x2 2, 1x3 4, 1x5 8, 1x9 15, 1x16
Ts 11862 6192 3098 1605 1047
Ss 1 1.92 3.83 7.39 11.33
Es 1 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.76
31, 2x16 47, 3x16 63, 4x16 127, 8x16 159, 10x16
Ts 521.5 354.0 268.0 140.2 113.6
Ss 22.75 33.51 44.26 84.6 104.4
Es 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.67 0.66
Table 2: The total wall time Ts,nd×nc , speed-up Ss and ef-
ficiency Es solving problem (5) with Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000,
M = 3000, block size - 10, β = 0.25.
A slight degradation of the performance of our sec-
ond parallel solver is caused by the load imbalance of
the slave processes. The computational complexity of
the local elliptic problems is different for the different
yj values. The number of tasks assigned to the single
slave process is decreasing as the number of processes
increases. This causes an increasing influence of the
load imbalance on the total solution time.
The reduction of the single task (i.e. yj block size)
should reduce this drawback. However, this will cause
an increasing communication between the master and
slave processes. At some point, this can cause an idling
of slave processes, waiting for the tasks from busy
master.
IV.3 Discrete pseudo-parabolic problem
Using the third approach described in Section III.3,
the non-local fractional diffusion problem (1) is trans-
formed into another well-studied case of pseudo-
parabolic PDE problem (7).
The constructed finite volume scheme (8) implies
that our third numerical algorithm will advance in
pseudo-time solving one system of linear equations
at each of M iterations. In case, when the problem
domain Ω is two-dimensional, the linear system will
have 5 point stencil matrix of size N = Nx1 × Nx2 .
One can easily see the similarities and differences
with the first approach. One of the important prac-
tical implications is the significantly smaller amount
of memory required to fit the system matrix, solution,
and other data.
Again, a standard domain decomposition method
is used for the parallel solution of pseudo-parabolic
PDE problem. The discrete mesh of problem domain
Ω and its associated fields are partitioned into sub-
domains, which are allocated to different processes.
As in the previous tests, a simple one-dimensional
block partitioning is used.
To test the parallel performance of the developed
algorithm, we have considered the problem (7) in the
2D unit square domain Ω using the discrete mesh
of the size Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000 and M = 1000. The
tolerance of AGMG multigrid solver was set to 10−6
in all tests. Obviously, the computational complexity
of problem (7) also depends on the fractional power
β and parameter δ. In this case, we have performed
numerical tests for β = 0.25 and δ = 10.
Parallel performance results are presented in Ta-
ble 3. The total wall time Tp is given in seconds.
Here p = nd × nc is the number of used parallel pro-
cesses computing with nd nodes and nc cores per node.
In Table 3, we present the obtained values of paral-
lel algorithmic speed-up Sp = T1/Tp and efficiency
Ep = Sp/p.
p 1=1x1 2=1x2 4=1x4 8=1x8
Tp 2481.1 1562.7 813.6 421.7
Sp 1 1.59 3.05 5.88
Ep 1 0.79 0.76 0.74
p 16=1x16 32=2x16 32=8x4 48=3x16
Tp 320.9 376.6 345.3 610.3
Sp 7.73 6.59 7.18 4.07
Ep 0.48 0.21 0.22 0.08
Table 3: The total wall time Tp, speed-up Sp and efficiency
Ep solving problem (7) with Nx1 = Nx2 = 1000, M =
1000, β = 0.25, δ = 10.
Again, as it was with the first solver, the obtained
speed-up and efficiency values are not very good. Since
the size of 2D problem is even smaller, in this case the
parallel scalability of AGMG multigrid solver is even
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morecritical,thaninthecaseoftheﬁrstsolver.
V. Conclusions
Threediferentparalelnumericalalgorithmswerede-
velopedforfractionaldifusionproblems.Alofthem
relyontransformationsoftheoriginalnon-localprob-
lemtowel-knownlocalPDEproblems.
Theadvantageofthisapproachisthatduetothe
commonuseofthesePDEsmodelstheirnumericalso-
lutionmethodsareweldeveloped.Thesoftwarepack-
agesfortheirnumericalsolution(includingparalel)
aresubjecttoalong-timedevelopmentandpermanent
improvements.
Theﬁrstandthirdalgorithmsstronglydependon
theparalelscalabilityoftheavailablemultigridsolvers.
Thethirdalgorithmhasthesigniﬁcantlysmalerde-
mandontheamountoftherequiredmemorycom-
paredtotheﬁrstone.
Theperformanceresultsofsecondparalelalgorithm
areverypromising.Theissueofloadbalancingneeds
aspecialatentionandfurtherresearch.Possibility
ofemployingamultilevelparalelismmakesthisap-
proachevenmoreatractive.
Theweakscalabilityoftheseparalelalgorithmswil
bestudiedinafolowingpaper.
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